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Abstract

This thesis presents a clitical reading ofsecondary trauma research and literature within

the context ofviolence against women, as well as interviews with sexual assault

counselors. A ferninist poststructural discourse analysis is used to discuss how trauma

and secondaly/vicario¡-¡s trauma discourse are inherently victim-blaming and maintain

women's opplession. Dorninant phallocentric discourses permeate secondary ttauma

discourse, falling into tllee overarching categories-nolmalization, gender.ed political

w.ill, and medicalization /pathologization-are identified and linked to their maintenance

of women's oppression as they shift responsibility for violence against women from

society as a whole onto women. An analysis offentale counsello¡'s nanatives for.

discourse in opelation within a sexual assault lesponse program is presented. Finally,

discussion ofthe need for awaleness, choice, and action is presented within current social

work practice and policy-rnaking, including a proposal for the direction of futur.e

research.
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Introduction

Secondary trauma, also known as vicarious tr.auma, compassion fatigue, burnout,

secondaly traumatic stless disorder, and empathic strain among other terms, is a

relatively new area ofconcern in social work. Currently, secondary trauma is a popular

topic ofdiscussion, research, and theorizing in social service systems, as well as within

academic institutions. I will use the tel.m secondary trauma to capture the official

discourse ofsecondary trauma, including compassion fatigue, empathic strain, et cetela,

as we find them talked about in the research and literature. Female social ser.vice

ploviders who work with women who have experienced violence make up the

community of women that I make reference to thtoughout this thesis. According to

secondaly trauma litelature, these counsellors, suppolts, advocates, helpers, crisis

workers, therapists, et cete[a (l will use these terms interchangeably) are at great r.isk of

developing secondary tlaumatic stress disorder., otherwise known as vicarious trauma.

Much ofthe lesearch and existing litelature on secondar.y ttauma is focused on these

affected counsellors/snpport people and the traun.ìatic content that they are exposed to

thlough their work. Secondary tlauma in the counsellor looks a lot like the fr.auma that

the victims or firsthand traumatized individuals experience. Many, if not all, of these

victims ofsecondaly trauma fall into specific categolization cliteria (though not all are

folrnally diagnosed) fol Posttlaunratic Stress DisordeL (PTSD, see APA, 2000).

Tlloughout this thesis, I will use the term "traurna" as the label constr.ucted referring to

the symptoms and impacts following a "traumatic event." unlike othel authors who have

used this telm to refer to the event (rape, sexual assault, child abuse) itself. As I explored

and read the litelatule aud resealch on secondaly tlauma fiom my location as feminist
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critical lesearcher and advocate for women who have experienced sexual and physical

violence, I developed numerous concerns regarding the implications of this body of

literature. My argument in this thesis is that the constr.ucted and socially legitimized

language and knowledge used to speak of trauna and secondary tr.auma fufthers, rather

than relieves, the opp'ession of women. I demonstrate this by using discourse analysis to

deconstruct academic texts that describe, diagnose, and attempt to treat secondary trauma.

Discourses are multiple, but vary in their authority (Gavey, 1989). I am interested in what

discourses are centred and priolitized, making thern the dominant discour.ses.

The dominant discourses appear "natural," denying their own parliality

and gaining their authority by appealing to common sense. These

discourses which support and perpetuate existing power. relations, tend to

constitute the subjectivity of most people most of the time (in a given

place and tirne). (Gavey, 1989, p. 464).

Secondly, I interviewed sexual assault counsellors in order to understand discourse in

operation in the cornmunity and, more specif,rcally, in a pr.ograrn that has feminist

foundations.

Although the main purpose of this thesis is to establish a critical standpoint in

regald to the way that we think and talk about vicar.ious trauma by using feniinist

poststructulal discourse analysis, I also attempted to provide a mole general over.view of

violence against women; I discr"rss its prevalence and society's lack of effective and

ameliorative respoì1se to violence agaiust women. For exarnple, I begin with a discussion

of the normalization of violence against women because my specific viewpoint on this

issue is a fundamental theme that runs throughout lÌ1y thesis. This viervpoint gleatly
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informs my subsequent reading of secondaly trauma texts, and frames my concern

regarding the intent and goal ofrape and sexual assault services curently offered to

women, and are the systems within which the women I have interviewed work.

As a sexual assault counsellor myself, not only am I concemed about the

prevalence and devastating effects ofviolence against women, I have become extremely

curious about the high rate ofburnout among sexual assault workers, narnely the impact

on the helpers. This curiousity drove my research in the direction ofvicarious trauma. I

was increasingly uncomfofiable, however, with the research and literature that I was

reading on the subject. I felt that it was strangely divorced from the systemic issue of

vioience against women represented in its discipline with the use oflanguage, labels,

constructs, knowledge, and powel. Further, in talking to sexual assault workers, the

adoption of traurna language and knowledge increased my concern for how violence

against women was being addressed or simply maintained, and its impacts treated.

Thus began my journey and my struggle with the language and powel that

secondary trauma discourse enacts in a sexual assault program. When I use the term

language, I am lefelring to the discursive practice in which we communicate neaning

and knowledge. All language is located in discoulse (Gavey, 1989; Weedon, 1997). This

thesis is my attenpt at renegotiating responsibility. In it I paltake in a discourse ofsocial

setvice and professional responsibility by showing how violence against wonen is

maintained, accepted, and even prornoted through the dominalrt discoulses that allocate

lesponsibility to individual won'ìen, even by those who claim to figlrt against it.

Fur-thermole, I analyze how discor.u'ses constitute victiln and therapist subjectivities, and

govern the behaviouls and lelationship between counsellor and victim.
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In Chapter 1 ofthe thesis I provide statistics to demonstrate the plevalence of

violence against women and its tlaumatic effects. I examine the messages that women

receive about violence, as well as the normalization ofviolence against women. In

Chapter 1, I also critically contextualize sexual assault services by discussing the ways in

which many feminist and independent social serwice agencies have become depoliticized

and unable to carry out theil l.nandates due to the pressure to conform to goven.ìmental

standalds, which are decidedly non-ferninist. To conclude Chapter l,I briefly introduce

the concept ofsecondary tlauma in the context ofsexual assault violence selvices. I argue

that the ways in which secondary trauma (vicarious trauma, empathic strain, bumout,

compassion fatigue) is diagnosed, talked about, and treated have powerful discursive

effects that contribute to rathel than alleviate women's oppression by labelling their

responses to working with violence against women ill and in need of treatment. I argue

that the discoulses ofPTSD and secondary trauma effectively and subtly blame women

for the violence they experience under the guise of"healing."

In Chapter 2, I explain the epistemological and methodological strategies I used to

explore the subtleties ofsecondary trauma discoulse. I chose to use a feminist

poststructural discourse analysis methodology because it plovided the foundation for the

analytical lens I was plimalily intelested in. Also in Chapter 2, I explain my perspective

as it pertains to the use ofpower and knowledge, the constluction oflanguage and

power/knowledge, as well as subjectivity. I introduce discourse analysis and walk

through my lesearch methods. Here, I also outline the unique evaluation and assessrneltt

critelia I adhered to in my resealch.
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In Chapter 3 of this thesis I continue to present the social context within which

this research takes place through exploring literaturc and research about vicarious trauma.

This infolmation informs my understanding of what constitutes secondary trauma

dominant discourse. I analyze the literature and research from a critical feminist

poststructural perspective to uncover the hegemonic discourses that inform it. I pr.esent

background information on vicarious trauma and secondaly trauma, symptornology, and

diagnosis. r analyze and discuss the subtle nature ofphallocentric discourses that inform

the trauma and secondary trauma disciplines, which I ar.gue fall into th.ee overarching

categories: normalization, gender.ed political will, and pathologization. I specify and

identiS, numerous popular and well-established discourses that maintain women's

oppression and shift r'esponsibility for violence against women fi.om society as a whole

onto women. In sholt, I intefl'ogate discourses that blame the victiln.

The fir'st discourse I identifu in the literature is The normalizaflor ofsecondary

tlauma. I also identify foul er.r.rbedded gender.ed discourses that implicate societal

assumptiolrs: u,ontan as y,eaker, wolnan as responsible,lhe therapist qs dangerous, and,

the invisible perpetrator.I explore lelated discourses regarding the removal of the man,

and the client as i4fectious. Finally, I delnonstrate how the literature and ¡esearch I

examine contlibutes to medicalizing and pathologizing both in service delivery and in

irnpact. To conclude Chapter 3, I give exarnples of contradictions and inconsisterrcies

witliin the secondaly tlauma literatule and tesear.ch.

In Chapter'4, I present my discourse analysis ofthe interviews with four sexual

assault counsellors. I deÍnolistrate how mair.r discourses predominated the counsellors'

language. First, I plesent the gender.ed and pathologizing client øs infectious discour.se,
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including how the client is constlucted and segregated from other women and society. As

well, I present how the construction ofclient as infectious works to maintain male

plivilege in seglegating the client out as the ploblem (scapegoat) and the one who needs

treatment, tluough the use of rape rnlh discourse and the construction of a real victim. I

analyze The construction and regulation of victim/client subject positions. I also note

counter-discourses and points of resistance to the dominant professional and trauma

discourses.

Secondly, I show how therapist subjectivity is constructed in the discourse and the

struggle set up for women to constluct acceptable and safe subjectivities. As well, i

present the internalized disciplinary techriques that circumscribe counsellor subjectivities

and police behaviouls and emotions (Chanibon, 1999; Charnbon & Wang, 1999). I

present how the therapist is divided out as dangelous, disciplined to be silent and not talk

about work outside of the agency, and how she is divided within helself, as a woman in

the comnunity and a ptofessional. Tluoughout my analysis of the interviews, I present

examples of counter-discourse and resistance to dominant discoulse that construct the

therapist as dangerous.

In rny conclusion, Chapter 5, I discuss the results of my analysis and suggest ways

to make a difference. I discuss l.row we might begin to increase our resistance to dontinant

discoluses, and by extension, both men's and women's experiences and subjectivities.

Vy'e must take lesponsibility fol liow we employ discourse and take seriously our loles as

active agents ofchange. I argue that we lÌìust question how discourse is operating and

what discoulses we are deploying by learning to recognize discourse and its impacts.

Finally, I discuss irnplications fol plactice, incli.rding oul need fol conimunity-building,
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accountability, and reflexivity, in order to intemalize and understand personal and social

responsibility for change. I conclude this tliesis with suggestions for future critical

research directions on the issue ofthe far-reaching impacts ofviolence against women

and its relationship to secondary trauma.
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chapter 1: setting the stage: violence against women and the social service system

Response

Violence against llonten and its Resulting ,,Trautna"

Prevqlence

The tlueat ofviolence is a daily leality for women. The statistics on violence against

women are staggeringly high. In fact, due to its high fate violence against women is

considered tobe a nonnal part of daily life fo' all women (profitt, 2000b). Nor.malcy

connotes and reflects our society's values. when something is called normal, it diss¡ades

the need for criticism, attention, concern, or intelvention. Normal is perceived and

assumed to be natural, good, and acceptable for all citizens (chambon & wang, 1999).

The term normal is reserved for that which society has determined to be correct, healthy,

standald, and acceptable; abnorntal, on the other hand, is for all that is other., per.ipheral,

undesirable. The active normalization constr.ucts the "standard for. judgement and against

which to distinguish the pathological. Normalization irnplies the development of form of

knowledge that set standalds and ideals for human thought and hu'ran conduct and

against which individr¡als are assessed, nteasured, and judged', (Charnbon & Wang,

1999). However', as I will show, norrnalizing discourses can have devastating and far-

reaching impacts that lesult in the depoliticizatiorr and the appr.oval ofviolence against

wonlen.

For example, "abnormal brain function,,' ,.abnormal eating patterns,,' and

"abnormal sexual urges" a'e all concepts that a.e easily conveyed and under.stood. The

wolds that are used to convey nonnal and abnol'rrral clear.ly construct abnornral as
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undesi¡able. However, in the case ofviolence against women, normal is terifying, but its

normalization signifies social apathy towards the issue.

No¡malization of violence against women is supported by statistics. The numbers

are extremely high, with 51% ofall Canadian women reporting that they have

experienced at least one incident ofsexual or physical violence (statistics canada, 1993).

That is more than one out ofevery two women. close to 60% ofthese women have

survived more than one incident ofviolence (statistics canada, 1993). A rape is repofted

in the united States (us) every six minutes (Zoucha-Jensen & coyne, I99g). According

to us Department of Justice (2007), every 2 minutes someone in the us is sexually

assaulted. Furthermore, the US government estinates suggest that,,for every rape

repo'ted to police, 3 to 10 rapes are not reported,' (Zoucha-Jensen & Coyne, 1995). One

in five women (20%) will be r.aped in her lifetime (Koss, 1993) and one in fow (25%)

women is sexually abused as a child (Rowan & Foy, 1993).

In 2000, women made up the vast majority of victims of sexual assault (g6%) and

other types ofsexual offences (78%) (Statistics canada, 2001). Eighty perce't (g0%) of

sexual assaults occur at home; 49o/o occur in broad daylight (sexual Assault care centre,

1999). In cases reported to police, 80% ofsexual assault survivors knew their abusers.

About 10% were assaulted by a f iend and 4l%o were assaulted by an acquaintance, 2g%

were assaulted by a family mernber, while the remaining 200/o were assaulted by a

st.anger' (statistics canada, 2003). victimizatio' surveys show that less than l0% of

women who a|e sexually assaulted leport tlle assault to the police (Federal/pr.ovincial/

Territolial Ministels Responsible fol the status of women, 2002). rt is estimated that

over 80% ofwonren who ale sexually assaulted do not l.epol.t due to humiliation or fear
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of re-victimization in the legal process. For women ofcolour that fear is heightened by

racism (ontario women's Directorate, 2002). Frontline organizations confirmed that

racist and sexist attitudes toward Aboriginal women continue to make them especially

vulnerable to sexual assaults in canadian cities (Amnesty International, 2004).

More than one out ofevery two (54%) girls under the age of 16 have exper.ienced

some fonn ofunwanted sexual attention, one in four (24%o) ofthese girls have

experienced sexual assault, and almost one infive {17%o) have experienced incest

(Holmes & Silverman, r992). in a Toronto survey, young women identified assault as

their highest safety concern. since women a'e most vulnel.able to sexual assault,

harassrnent, and other forms ofgende'ed abuse, their concern is consistent with their.

experiences (City of Toronto, 2002).

In a canadian study, one in four (25%) of all female post-secondary students in

1993 had been physically and/or sexually assaulted by a male date or boyfriend. one in

fìve male students (20%) surveyed said that forced intercourse was acceptable, "ifhe [the

pelpetratod spends money on her," "if he is stoned or drunk," or',if they had been dati'g

fol a long time" (Joluson, 1996). Eightytluee percent (g3%) of women with disabilities

(ove. four out ofevery five) will be sexually assaulted during their lifetirne (Stimpson &

Best, 1991).

The prevalence ofviolence against womer is staggeringly high, and ther.efore, it

is no wonder that our society sirnply considers it norntql. However, I also believe that

these statistics are conservative, due to several reasons including the stigrna of reporting,

the fea'ofbeing labelled a victim, fhreats by the perpetr.ator. for telling, the lack of

undelstanding (by both rnen and women) of women's rights (e.g., wlìat constitìites sexual
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assault). Many women make an active choice not to tell in or.der to forget or. deny the

assault, or they are in utter disbeliefthat any'thing positive or helpftll will come out ofthe

telling (Herman, 1997; Koss, 1998; Profitt,2000b; Russell, l99g). Generally, women

avoid being seen as victims (Kelly, 1988), and many women find it difficult to name their

experiences offorced sex as rape (Koss & Harvey, 1991). As well, victim,s experience

are historically and culturally contingent, cued fiom the "intersecting and conflicting

discourses through whictr the world is understood and shaped" (Mardorossian, 2002,

p.747), so she may not even define her experience as violence against her or oppressive.

In my wolk with women who have been sexually assaulted, I have come across

many wonten who do not feel that they have the right to say .'no,, to unwanted touching,

contact, sexual advances, nor do fhey feel that they can say ..no,' at any time. Many

women have felt that if they smile, kiss, go out on a date, wear ,,revealing" clothing,

dlink too much, think someone is attractive, et cetefa, they are responsible for inviting the

"no¡mal" violent response of beirrg touched, physically abused or raped. These beliefs

about tlieir behaviouls as cause or condition for violence are reinforced by societal rape

myths (Meyer, 2000). Many women and men believe that women are lesponsible and that

nren have the right (Burt, 1998; Donner.ste in &. Lltz, I 998). These beliefs place women

in danger to such a high degree that there is no other wo.d fot ir b.nt norntctL That is, at

least in a society that does not really want to deal with a problem, whel.e the result of

shifting the value of female may interfele with the comfolt and privilege or entitlement of

the male (WLiggins, 1998).

So, why are we ltot talking abor.rt r.ape, and why are we talking about trauma?

Especially those concelned with critical resealch, social jr.rstice, anti-oppr.ession, and even

l1
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feminism? carine Maldorossian (2002) criticizes feminist focus of the last decade, stating

that rape has become taboo in fer¡inist theory and analysis . Further, she questions our

indifference as feminist scholars in a time when the body is so high on the prior.ity list for

theory. She argues that "such indifference is all the more remarkable since gender.ed

crime such as lape and domestic violence show no sign of abating" (Mar.dor.ossian, 2002,

p.744). on the contrary, according to Mardorossian (2002) rape and domestic violence

are the only crimes whose "rates have increased, The rate ofother violence crimes has

decrease by 7 %o comparcd to i998 and has reached an all-time low since [uS] author.ities

starled keeping track of crime rates in 1973" (p.744). suppor.ting this sentiment, Marion

Foley (1996) highlights the iro'y in the "public and political silence around r.ape,'as the

number of"reported rape grows, and evidence is emerging tlìat it is actually harder to get

a conviction now than it was l0 years ago. The nur¡ber ofconvictions has remained

constant over that period whilst repofted lapes have increased four-fold" (Foley, 1996, p.

173).

To call violence against women not.ntal-the standard, typical, usual (Ca'adian

oxford Dictionary, 2004)-devalues the expe.ience of women who consequently must

navigate and live in a society where it is nolmal for them to feel unsafe, in danger., and

ultimately responsible for the violence they experience.

The Effects of Norntalization

Labelling violence against women norn¡al represents and facilitates an abdication

of responsibility; this labelling results in the ornission ofviolence as cause in women,s

experience. It implies that society has no 
'espo'sibility 

for the fact that halfthe

population lives in fear. violence against women simply becomes '1.eality', and,,the way
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it is." This sets a precarious stage for the woman victim who is expected to know how to

prevent or stop violence since it is such a normal part ofour experience. As a lesult,

prevention strategies are focused on women and have been the focus ofresearch and

literature (Zoucha-Jensen & Coyne, 1998). Teny Gillespie (1996) states that, while "the

issue ofgender is acknowledged with regard to the predominantly female victims ofrape

and sexual assault [...] the issue of the rnale perpetration ofsexual violence is virtually

ignored" (p. 152).

For example, the City of Winnipeg's Police Selvice Web site includes a section

called Cri¡ne Prevention and Personal Safery. This section, which specifically addresses

women, provides a list ofpreventative measures that women can take to protect

themselves from being sexually assaulted (The City of Winnipeg,2006). The Web site

has four major headings: Protecting yotu'selff'om sexual assault; If you are attacked;

Sexual assctuh and drug nisuse; If you becone a victint ofa sexual assault (The Cify of

Winnipeg, 2006). Interestingly, and with the consequence of valuing women's comfort

and pelsonal safety below men's, there is no reference to the aggressor (at least 95% of

whom are men according to statistics reported by Klinic, 2007). Not only does the Web

site not address the perpetlatols ofthese crimes, it fails to suggest nreasures that men can

take to avoid comrnitting violent crimes against women. The Web site does nothing to

encourage perpetlators to admit to violence they have committed against another person,

and/or explain the conseqìiences for committir.rg violence against worrren. Indeed, if you

visit this Web site, yor.r will ,?o¡ find the following information: Hott, NOT to beconte a

rapist : 7'ou are tlte only one with Íhe choice; lïhat ltappens x,hen you altack; Drugging

),out'victint; and lfyou beconte a rapist. Unfortunately, even ifthere wele such headings

13
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as listed above, there is little publicly accessible information to substantiate them. This

does not mean that the infomation is not attainable or possible, it is simply not a priority

and not valuable and accessible discourse in our society.

The implications are clear.: women are responsible for their own safety and care,

and men are not responsible. Because men are not even addressed, they are effectively

removed-within the literature and information on sexual violence the perpetrator does

not appear, is not confronted, and is rarely even mentioned. Even feminist authors have

remained focused on the impacts of violence (raising awareness of impacts and

responses) and healing the woman who has experienced violence (Brown, 2004; Haaken,

1996; Haaken, 1998; Haaken, 1999; Lamb, 1999b; Lerman & porter, 1990). This focus

on women, and away fi'om men, has been criticized by Bonnie Burstow who states that

feminist lesearch and therapy is primarily enacted by white, middle-class, hetelosexual,

non-victimized women, who use the medical language of rnental health and psychiatry

therefole perpetuating patriarchal, racist, sexist, and classist social practices (Bur.stow,

1992). As well, Carine Mardorossian (2002) ar.gues that the focus ofresearch, even

feminist lesealch, Itas been on the impacts ofrape and women's oppression (abuse,

domestic violence, et cetera) and the construction of "tlauma." she states that "popular.

discoulse is mole than ever invested in transforming this social problem into a personal

tlansaction, while psychologists, psychiatrist, and sociologists continue to study the issue

of n.rale violence-by studying women" (Mar.dorossian, 2002, p. 753)

Instead, ouI society teaches women to act in ways to plevent assault and violence

with its many programs, books, classes, self-defence courses, awareness-raising, and

seÌ'vice systems. This is arr ovelt ackliowledgernent of the value society places or wou.ìen
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because the imbedded message to women is: violence rs happening and will co,tinue to

happen-deal with it yourself. Therefore, prevention is about not letting violence happen

1o you, and our society tells women that we can affect whether we will be victims or not.

The message is that every woman is responsible for he¡ own experience of, or lack of,

violence. If, as statistics report, it happens to one in two wornen, half of women are guilty

of not securing their own safety. In effect, all women ar.e guilty.

As women, we receive the message that we must be hypervigilant and constantly

awale ofour su'oundings. As women, we are taught that it is normal behaviour to

always park our cars in wellJit palking lots; walk in packs with ou' keys at the ready to

either enable a fast escape in our vehicles, or to use as a weapon. we are told that it is

inesponsible to not check the inside of our cals before enter.ing thern. we ar.e told to

ensure that we lock all doors and windows immediately upon entering our homes and

vehicles. we must, we are told, be aware of not only the people in our envir.onment, but

also the possible escape routes and exits. The list of rules is endless. These rules for

responsible living go as far as to include hours of the d,ay we slrculd be out, what we

should wear, how we should walk, who we should talk Ío,ltow we should drink (never

take our eyes offou. glass), and how we såo ulcl go to the bathr.oom (never alone).

Inte'estingly, the synpton'ìs ofmany mental disorders include the very behaviours

(and the attitudes that accompauy them) that we as worneì1 a¡:e told to adopt in orcler to

keep ou'selves safe (Burstow, 1992; B'rstow, 2003; Haaken, 1996). For example, these

hypervigilant behaviouls can be easily construed as pararoid, repetitive, obsessive, which

have been identified as symptorns ofdisolder'. A few ofthe potential diagnoses, which

rnay enstle after displaying the above-mentìoned behaviouls inch¡de delusional disor.der..

l5
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agoraphobia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, acute stress disor.der., posttraumatic stress

disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, phobias, and paranoid personality disorder (ApA,

2000). In short, attention to danger and theat is simultaneously necessary and consider.ed

a "negative" coping behaviour. Enacting this kind ofheightened awareness is seen as

necessary and responsible, but it is, at the same time, labelled as having a,,trauma lens.,'

women are thelefore in an absolutely impossible and contradictory situation. I continue

my exploration of this phenomenon in the section on pathologization and in my analysis

of the secondaly trauma discourses in the research text in Chapter 3.

Presumably, society lecognizes that women are in danger., and decides that

something needs to be done undel the guise of promised petsonal risk reduction.

However, no antount of plevention measur.es solely focused on women will lowe¡ the

statistics ofviolence. The prevalence ofviolence will not be altered by books written on

how to protect ourselves as worren, self-defence courses offered in communities and

universities, or police, and community web sites providing information on how to protecl

oulselves.

IItho is a Victint?

Society deals with the problem ofviolence against women by addr.essing the potential

victin.r, namely all women (Burstow, 1992). Both men and women maintain this victim-

focus. it contributes to oul understanding and knowledge ofwho tlie victim is by

constlucting victim subjectivity and outlining fol r-rs the chalacferistics ofthe victim. For

example, in the media we are provided with images over and over.again on numerous

crime shows, movies, and in other scenes of sexual violence against women of tlie

supposed typical characteristics ofa victini. Scenes ar.e set, behavioural and physical

16
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characteristics ale depicted again and again constructing what a victim looks and acts

like, what she wears, drinks, and how she puts herselfin danger's way (Rambo Ronai,

1999). The popular media is saturated with the dos and don'ts of becoming a victim

(Mardo'ossian, 2002). what we alter is our idea of who occupies the victim subjectivity:

who gets violated and who does not. These subjectivities become very cleal in media

messages and depictions. Mardorossian (2002) discusses how media depicts women as

"real" and "fake" victims. These messages construct and perpetuate a particular victim

subjectivity, which women are measured against and determined to be - or.not be - real

t'ictims when violence occurs. For example, real victims usually include young, beautiful,

virginal wome' and do not include street-involved, elder.ly, or. disabled women. Marian

Meyers (1995) lays out, tluough analyzing newspaper wor.ds and pictures, how real

victirns must be white and of a certain class. Mardorossian (2002) states that,,film

industry and/or feminist criticism reproduces the'ideology ofrape,by depicting women

as powerless and subordinated to the will of men', (p.7aO. When the victim is

replesented in film, documentary, or media that stage rape slie is often repr.esented as

suffe'inginternrsof"pathosandhorror"(Mardorossia',2002,p.746),aswellsheis

usually bear"rtiftrl (Matdolossian , 2002; see Alcoff & Gtay, 1993; Johnson, 1995; Meij er.,

1993; Mills, 1995; walters, 1995). Some subjectivities are valued/valorized, sor.ne are

devalued-we a.e respondi'g to the subjectivities cr.eated by/in the discor"u.se. ,,Real,'

victims are to a celtain extent occìJpiers ofa valorised subjectivity, so long as they look

and behave within the accepted and valued victim subjectivity, including that they do not

blame rnen in ge'elal (become manJraters, over-gener.alize) and they fix themselves and

retuur to normal (i.e., middle-class, heterosexual and white, in behaviour if not skin
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colour). Nicola Gavey (1999) also discusses the definitions and hegemonic constructions

within sexual violence that contribute to women not seeing themselves as victims (this

also impacts the prevalence rates that we have available to us).

I arn constantly struggling to become more open-minded and critical, and I am

constantly asking how to affect change. Since working within the sexual assault field, I

have seen that women ofall social locations are raped and experience violence. The

dominant construction of a type of woman who gets raped is a myth. Erin Gr.aham (2006)

challenges the construct of a type of woman who experiences oppression, violence, rape,

and exploitation ("is prostituted") as she speaks about her personal experiences wor.king

as a mental health advocate in a downtown Vancouver women's centre. For women on

the frontlines, a type of woman who gets laped is challenged, even thor.rgh tliis r.eal victim

subjectivity is promoted and plioritized. Howevel, I have at times cauglrt myself

thinking, after hearing stories from women who have been sexually assaulted: what u¡ere

you doíng? l|lhy did you do that? Are you surprised îhat sonrcthing hoppened to you?

Yott should knoyt befter. wherc does fhat should come from? unfortunately, rhat should

is an intelnalized reaction, and I have learned it well. It is thar should Tl¡at I struggle to be

aware of, r'eflect on, and challenge in my life and work. The challenge is to find a way of

thinking other than wliat I have readily available in my social and discur.sive

environment, which is ït'ìy source for knowledge gather.ing and identity fotr¡ation. As a

conditioned individual of our society, I have internalized victim sr.rbjectivities, whicli

include language, knowledge, and beliefs about what a victim looks like, how they

behave, and who they are. I believe that awareness and choosing to respond and

deconstruct tlrese constlucted knowledges that seglegate out a kind/ty¡te of rvoman who
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gets raped is an integral task for affecting change. This appr.oach is supported and

prioritized in the work of feminist authors, Gavey (1999), Haaken (1996, 1ggg, 19gg),

Lamb, (1999b), Marecek (1999), and Rambo Ronai (1999). As I have already

established, all women are potential victims by virtue oftheir.gender.

Effects: "Trauma," "PTSD," and "Rape Traumo Syndronte"

Normalization has also kept the trauma that results fiom sexual assault unacknowledged

and unrecognized by societal systems (such as the mental health field). The patriarchal

values subtly supported by normalizing discourse are r.evealed by the fact that it was not

until men experienced tlauma due to wars (shell shock and combat neur.osis) that society

recognized the existence and seriousness ofpersonal effects experienced due to stressful

and life-th'eatening events (Herman, 1997). Following the Vietnarn war., the medical

diagnosis of Posttraumatic stress Disordel (prsD) was an official recognition ofthe

effects of tlauma. This furthel pliolitized and legitimized rnen,s aversive exper.iences and

was for tlre first tir¡e included in tbe DíagnosÍic and statisÍical Manual of Mental

Disorders (DSM) in 1980 (APA, 1980). However', rhe original definition of prsD srares

that the traurnatic experience must be unique and fall "outside tlie range ofusual human

experience" (Amelican Psychiatr.ic Association, 1987, p.250). Under. this definition,

women who experìence violence are overlooked and their tr.auma denied because their

expelience is not unique (Browri, 1991;Haaken, 1gg6; Mardor.oss ian,2002). Rather., it is

typical-normal.

concerned feminists wo'ked to illunlinate and uumask hidden violence by men

and elicit a lesponse from society using conscior-rsr.ress-raising (Br"rrstow, 2003; Haaken,

1996; Herman, 1997; Mar.doross ian,2002). The original def ition of pTSD did not

19
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include women who had experienced rape, but the definition ofPTSD was eventually

made more inclusive so that it would encompass rape and sexual assault victims.

However, war veterans continue to be the most publicly-recognized sufferers ofPTSD;

long-term psychiatric illness was formally observed in World War I veterans but did not

appear to enter the public consciousness until the aftermath of the Vietnam War (Herman,

1997). Thus, the defìnition ofPTSD, which followed as a response to veterans'

experience, was once mole based on tlte standardized male experience (Bur.stow, i992;

Fish, 2004).

Paula Caplan (1999) discusses bias in the research on sex and gender.that has to a

significant extgent defined and constructed psychological "tr.uths" about men and women

(Caplan & Caplan, 1999). This text critically examines some of tltese "tr.uths" and

explains why and how they have been misleading, including depicted differences and

impacts in relational abilities, velbal, spatial, and math skills, aggression, mother-blame,

and hormones. This gender bias in health cale is dernonstrated and supported by the work

of Broverman, Broverman, Clarkson, Rosenklantz, and Vogel (1970). The premise of

their study, which has been widely accepted and has received stror.rg support, is that

clinical judgments about the chalacteristics of healthy individuals diffel depending r"rpon

the gender of the person evaluated. Theil second hypothesis is that bel.ravior.us jr-rdged as

healthy for men would not be judged healthy fol women. This was also confirrned in their

findings. By analyzing the differences in descriptions ofbehaviours, Broverman,

Broverman, Clarkson, Rosenkranfz, and Vogel concluded that a "dor¡ble standar.d of

health exists for men and women, that is, the general standald ofhealth is actually

applied only to men, while healtl.ry women ate perceived as less healthy by adult
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standalds" (1970, p. 5). Susan Hekman (1999) discusses the differences between women

and men as women occupying a location of "other," therefore woman is always defined

relative and peripherally to men who are central. she states that women are perpetually

located as "second-class citizens" (Hekman, 1999,p.5). Laura Br.own (1991) argues that

"normal" experience is based on male experience.

The push fol'a tfauma diagnosis came out of war vetera's' difficulties receiving

economic compensation since there was no psychiatr.ic diagnosis available by which

veterans could clairn compensation (Herman, 1997). Therefore, it was not simply due to

the empathic 
'ecognition 

of the need for acknowledgement of tlìe n'ale war veteran

expedences, but rather, due to economic and financial pr.essure by the veteran

community. Due to this pressule on the us goveüunent over the last two decades, prsD

is now one ofseveral psychiatric diagnoses for which a veteran can Leceive

compensation, such as a wal vete.an indemnity pension, i' the us (Mezey & Robbins,

2001).

The construction of PTSD as legitimate, with it becoming central, r.ecognized, and

a condition in need of tleatrnent, is, according to sorne feminist writers, a clear example

of oul society's rnain goals-fir.rancial gain and upholding patriarchy (see, for.exarnple,

Becker, 2004; Burstow, 1992;Kel|y,1989). Jan Fook (2000) talks about how cer.tain

viewpoints and experie'ces are mainstreamed by being positioned as ,.legitimate,'. Fook

(2000) goes on to state that the professionalization of women's pr.ofessions such as

teaching, nulsing and social work can be analyzed as a pl.ocess of masculi.isation. In

practice then, the plofessionalization ofsocial work (floni the pr.ivate to the public

domain) is tlie process ofprioritizing a'd legitirnizi'g masculine (patriarchal)
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expe¡iences and "truths," in that "women's work" is transfened to the public professional

setting in order to gain acceptance. Mardorossian (2002) provides an example ofhow

funding pays for certain discourses to be centred, due that the ideals ofthose who provide

funding for lesearch and institutions----often white, patriarchal, conservative males. Stacy

Hammons (2004) and Dorothy smith (1990) explain how discour.se, tlu.ough practices of

language, distribution ofknowledge, and policing ofbehaviour, is made ,,legitimate."

Many ferninist writers note that the dominance of patriarchal discourse is damaging to

women in its p'actice and inipact. For example, Bonnie Burstow (1992) asserts that

psychiatric knowledge positions those in the category "woman" as ah.eady problematic

and in need ofpsychiatric "treatrnent." she states that women are constantly positioned in

need offixing because they do'ot conform to the expectations ofpatriarchal capitalism,

noting that women are diagnosed with mental illness twice as often as men (Burstow,

1992).

Individual focus on the wornan and the trauma distracts from the gleatel.issue of

societal violence towards women. Janice Ristock (2002), in heL inter.views with lesbian

survivors of domestic abuse, chose to focus on "responses to violence" rather than the

effects (short- and long-telrn) ofabuse. concentrating on effects ofabuse r.eflects its

psychological consequences, which holds focus on the individual-the trau'.ratized

womaÍì. Ristock (2002) uses PTSD as an example to sl.row how the 'psy, disciplines

(including psychology, psychiatry, and social wor.k) label women who experience

flashbacks arrd hype.vigila'ce. Ristock (2002) goes orì to argue that the label prsD

ignores the sr-rbjective experiences of women who have experienced violence and does

not take irrto account the complexity of its effects on the daily lives of womeu. I will use
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the term 'psy' throughout this thesis to refer to discourses flom the disciplines of

psychology, medicine, psychiatry, criminology, and social work. I also incorporate

Parton's (1999, p.107) point regarding what Foucault (1977) termed the 'psy' complex,

that these "new disciplines legitimated new knowledge claims and forms of social

regulation that subverted the classical order ofpolitical lule based on soveleignty and

right".

The label PTSD does not info¡m us about the valied and multiple ways that

women engage in coping, resisting, and suwiving (see Burstow, 2003; Haaken, 1996;

Lamb,1999b; Marecek, 1999). Ristock (2002) claims that this focus on the effects of

violence locates the trauma outside of the victim, she quotes Shalon Lamb who states, "if

we accept these assumptions, we ale then vety close to seeing women who have been

victimized as 'damaged goods,' theleby reinforcing female passivity" (cited in Ristock,

2002, p.80). I algue that the PTSD label pathologizes the woman and labels her ill,

placing the tlauma deep within her. I argue that tlauma is constructed as pathological, in

dominant discourse, and it is born in and splead by her body, due to an imate female

weakness. At the sarne time, I agree with Burstow (1992,2003) that the process of

diagnosing hel and labelling her "traurnatized," objectifies and dehumanizes her', thereby

nar.ning her "goods" (damaged). Lamb argues that, "being victimized has become

equivalent to having a chronic mental illness," (Lamb, 1999b, p. 108).

Thus, Ristock (2002) purposefr-rlly chose to look at the impact of violence within a

lalger social context, focusing on hou'victimized women speak about theil pelsonal

stluggles of attempting to live as survivors ofviolence. With this intent and social

contextual gaze, sexual abuse (r,ioler.rce experienced by women) can be seen as a complex
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social problem that continues to have multiple impacts on women instead of simply being

a mental health issue (Ristock, 2002).

Although many researchers have attempted to better understand the experiences

of women who have been sexually assaulted and raped, their research and its resulting

literature are firmly grounded within the medical/pathologizing/illness model that

informs and makes up the foundation of the social ser.vices field. Burgess and Holmstrom

(1974) interviewed women who had been raped, and their ¡esearch intr.oduces the concept

of Rape Trauma Syndrome (RTS), which is meant to describe and categorize some of the

patterns ofresponse and reactions they found in victims (for a critique oftheir wor.k see

Foley, 1994 and Kelly, 1988). Burgess and Holmstrom (1974) commented that some of

the victims' symptorns reflected what had been previously found in combat victims

(Herman, 1997). Acco'ding to this body of work, RTS as a result of sex.al assault can

lead to PTSD but is not as widely understood or recognized by service providers or the

general public as PTSD (Burgess & Holmstfom, 1974). Rape Trauma Syndrome refers to

the acute phase and long-temr reorganization process that occurs as a result of r.ape or

attempted rape (clancy, 2001). Another term thaf has been used to ackrowledge the

specific eflects of lape and sexual assault is rape-related posttraumatic str.ess disorder

(RRPTSD).

Though medicalizi'g women's expe.iences ofrape should not be our e'd goal, it

(regrettably) seems to be a way of getting some attention paid towards women,s

experience-arrd "trauma" is, perhaps, a 
'rore 

friendly and acceptable ter.m tlian

historical labels including "liysterical,,' .1nad," or ,.bad,, (Burstow, 1992) The lack of

acknowledgement and ulidelstanding of trauma, not simply due to a nameless stressol.but
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as a by-product of violence and theat against women, r'esults in the silencing of women's

experiences of violence. women are now walking around with their stories removed from

them, simply diagnosed (e.g., PTSD) and pathologized based on symptoms that they

exhibit (e.g., hyperviligance, sleep disturbances, depression). The medicalization ofrape

is "a process whereby a social and political issue is redefined as an individual pr.oblem

requiling treatment" (Foley, 1996, p. 172). Through trauma discourse, women,s

behaviour, not men's, and her lesponses to rape, rathe¡ than men's enactment of it, is the

problem to be fixed (Foley, 1996).

This medical model of r.ape involves patching women up without

ack-trowledging the condition which cause and condone rape. The sexual

politics of male violence is negated tlu.ough the use of gender. neutral

language which goes to considelable lengths to avoid recognizing that

fapists are men. (Foley, 1996, p. 172)

Further to this, the women who do hear other women's stor.ies of violence are now a/so

diagnosed and pathologized as a result oftheir contact with "trar¡matized" women. The

silencing of the women who have a stoly to tell about men's violence, through

identifying her as ill, is not a new powe'play by the dominant patriarchal society.

Historically, women have been labelled "hysterical," a term that still exists to describe

"illational," "overreacting," and "overemotio¡¿l', $,6¡¡s11-¡¡1any women have been

institutionalized due to their severe "hystelia." Traurna symptoms in women ar.e also

attributed to persouality disorders and sor.ne psychoses (Haaken, 1996). Notably, rrrost, if
not all, ofthese women have exper.ienced violence and exper..ience persistent and
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continuous oppression (Burstow, 1992; Chesler, 1972; Haaken, 1 996). Davis (1999) also

describes the psychiatlization of PTSD.

Since PTSD became a concern of the mental health systeln women have made

some progress in being acknowledged and treated in their experience of trauma. Women

who have experienced violence or assault are cited as the most likely (80%) to develop

PTSD along with concentration camp and torture survivors (Bleslau, Davis, & Andreski,

i 991). This understanding and acknowledgement ofPTSD situates the victims ofsexual

assault, and thereby prescribes an undelstanding fol both themselves and those who come

in contact with them. In a society that seems to value and culrently prioritizes

standaldized services, categorization ofillness, and standardized, efficient, and lowest

cost treatrnent of problems, "PTSD" contributes to these practices by allowing those who

are treating the traumatized individual to have a better understanding of the problem.

However, lhe problem has now become the trauma, not the act of violence perpetrated

against lhe wonan. Marian Foley (1996) puts tleatment in the context of the medical

n.rodel and the medicalization ofrape, questioning the language of "treatment," "fixed"

and "recoveled," what these look like in the woman and who has llie autholity to assess

and judge her recovely.

Unforlunately, instead of societal acknowledgement and action legarding violence

against women, thele is a trend of fulther pathologizing-though the labels have changed

slightly, fi'om women as "liysterical," to women having "PTSD," and I suggest, nore

currently, wonen as "bordelline personality" and "palanoid schizophrenic," anong rnany

other poterrtial diagnoses. Along with the pathologizing conles victim-blaming arid

institntionalizing of women-selv icit'tg the synpror¡is of violence against wornen and its
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rcsulting disorders (caplan & cosgrove,2004; Penfold & walker, 1983). This structural

and societal acceptance ofviolence against women is evident in hegemonic discourses

(gendeled, normalizing, pathologizing), which construct knowledge, shift and maintain

power away from women to tell their stories of hurt, and lir¡it women,s voices being

heard, felt, and affecting change (Profitt,2000b). women's stories ofhurt and violence

ale often untold because women do not want to speak them and others do not want to

hear them (Hennan, 1997). Undoubtedly, the effects ofviolence against women are

enormous. They have implications for both the victims/survivors themselves, as well as

for the family, friends, and helpers that love and suppor.t the victims.

The societal messages and experiences ofviolation do not solely impact those

who experience filsthand violence. Tl.re messages are tltere for all women and men

regarding society's value of women and how we can be treated and who/what women

should be (violence and the potential ofsexual violence is normal). As a result, women

cannot embrace the subjectivity fully of woman as it is so prominently and dominantly

constlucted by our Euro-western society-at least we can¡ot do so and be considered

whole and valuable. The dominant society's valuing and discourse for.women,s

subjectivity places all women in a social location oflesser, weak, and not fully capable.

'wolnen 
are seen as lesponsible, needing to heal from, or be treated for prSD, vicarious

trauma, and secondary tlaumatic stress disorder..

In summary, r'ecognition and u'derstanding ofthe victin.' has not necessarily been

beneficial for women or decleased their'¡isk ofviolence or assault. conversely, women

experience greatel bias in diagnoses (B|overman, Broverman, clalkson, Rosenkrantz, &

Vogel, 1970; Chesler, 1972; Perfold & Walker, 1983); their. experience ofviolence leads
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to their pathologization, potential institutionalization, and treatment. women are the

scapegoat for both their own victimization and male violence. penfo.ld and walker

recoLlnt a woman's statement in a Vancouver study, which puts it succinctly, ,,I feel that,

essentially, when a doctor prescr.ibes a pill for me, it's to put åil,? out of rry misery',

(1983, p. 191). Prevenfion and abolishment of male violence that all women experience is

ignored by our social systems and services, and women are simply instead seen as

symptomatic and disol.dered. These women who are traumatized, symptomatic,

disol'dered are then viewed as eligible for tleatment within our various social plograms,

including sexual assault services. society's values are r.evealed in its choice and action to

treat women in theil hurt and survival responses to their risk and experience ofviolence,

over treating the endemic violence perpetuated by men.

Sexual Assault Servi ces

Sytnpt ont - Ba s e d Servi ce s

Research that looks critically at selvice providers, policies, and the systerns that rnaintain

them is i'creasingly required. our society has colne to depend on service providers to

nranage and solve ploblems. Fo[ example, ifI have a cough, I visit a doctor to treal the

cough: sympton diagnosis, solution. Unfor.tunately, the cough is only a sympto'r ofa

more selious cause, which is often and easily overlooked. At least it can be overlooked if
the syrlptoms disappeal and ale kept in-check. Tlie deeper-rooted cause, which is the real

issue, carr continue to infect and destroy the body silently since we focus primar.ily on the

valious symptoms we encounter. My cough may be caused by a mor.e serious infection ol.

condition. However, unless time and enelgy is taken to consider and treat the root cause
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of my cough, it is easy to efficiently and economically "treat" my cough with a lozenge

or tea. Though, it may return, worsen in symptoms, or quite easily infect others if

uncured.

In the same way, when a problem enters the s¿rvice system it is cut fi'om the

context of society, and the probleril (or the syniptorn) is sewiced. Thus, society divorces

itselffi'om lesponsibility for the cause. The problem-solution language so prevalent

within social service agencies reifies the beliefand constructs The reality of the problem

as personal. This language supports the isolation, pathologization, and subsequent

depoliticization ofsocial issues. Thus, we treat problems (syrnptoms) and ignore the

causes. In this system, an individual is perceived and treated as a numbel of symptoms

rather than an individual responding to an act ofviolence, which has gleatly affected all

aspects of tlreir self identity, and life. Inthecaseof violence against women, ttauma

(PTSD) is cor.rsideled to be the problem, as is secondary traunta, wllich can develop in

the heìpers and the supporters of the tlaumatized individuals. In addition, the numbers

that are so gteat (of women affected by violence, r'ape, sexual assault) have allowed

society to consider this issue nornrul, and now the disordeling ofthe helpels is becoming

nornnlized, and a natural lesult ofvictim contact. Unfoltunately, what is overlooked is

that when violence and the potential for personal violence al e seen as norrnal, all women

are not safle, and cannot live feeling completely safe. As they are unable to keep

themselves safe, they come quickly to undelstand that others in society will not help keep

them safe. Sadly, ifviolence does occul and a wonlan beconres symptomatic she is

sirnply labelled traumatized, she is pathologized, and consideled disoldered because she

caÌìnot cope wilh a normc event. The rnedicalizing ofrapejudges wornen's lespolìses,
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survival techniques, and coping mechanisms tlu.ough the lens ofpsychiatry, mental

health, and pathology discourse (Foley, 1996). Women's behaviour.s are scrutinized and

reframed as symptoms of their disorders.

Feminist Agency P hilosophy

Sexual assault services were started by women for women with the goal of eradicating

violence against women thr ough social awareness and activisrn (Burstow, 1992; profitt,

2000b; Weedon, 1997). Feminist agencies claim to operate from a set ofvalues and a

philosophy that is different fiom mainstream social and health services. The following

quote by Smith and Douglas (1990) locates and differentiates feminist therapy and social

analysis flom the dominant society that oppresses \ryorren:

A feminist social analysis, the contextual underpinning ofall feminist
therapy, explains all beliavior as it is developed and displayed within a
socieÍy that syt;tentatically denies and actively challenges the right of
]t)onlen to ntake their otvn decisiot¡s, honor their ou,n.feelings, and choose
their ou,n qctions, that is, to exercise potver within themselves. Without
this social context, a woman's inability to assert her individual rights in a
hostile envilonment, her disempo\.veünent, is seen as an individual rnatter
and ascribed to her pelsonal failur.e. Such a nonfelninist analysis blames
the victim for her inability to overcome the social oppressions that inhibit
her effofi. A therapy that does not include the social context in which
women have been systematically taught to accept disempowerment as
"natural" perpetuates disenpowerment by presenting empowel.merÌt as an
isolated individual act. (Smith & Douglas, 1990, p. 44, italics in original)

This is a cleal articulation of how victirn blame is perpetuated and women's oppression is

ruaintained and set up to be self-ftrelling. Many feminist agencies believe in the riglrts of

wonlen to live and exelcise personal choice fi.om an "er.r.rpower.ed,' standpoint. hr these

agenc.ies awareness of women's lights and promoting this awareness in the cornmunity is

a standard ofpractice. However', a\¡r'aLeness of women's locafion in an oppressed

subjectivity lnust be taken iuto accoì-urt when talking about choice and empower.ment
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(Brown, 1991; Burstow, 2003; Profitt, 2000b). At an eadier time in history, feminist

response (se.vice) was about support, advocacy, and telling women's stories to the

community. Feminist services rejected the hierarchy, patriarchy, and capitalism of

professional systerns (Yancey Martin, DiNitto, Byington, & Maxwell, 199g). Because

feminist plactice looks at society as problematic and not the individual as problernatic,

advocacy and social action are inbuilt. Feminist therapy includes a feminist analysis of

the social context ofrape (Lebowitz, 1993). Ther.efore, therapy on its own is not an

option (Lel'man & Porter', 1990). Laufa Brown (2004) states that the overarching goal of

feminist therapy is that clients develop a feminist consciousness that much oftheir

suffering is due to being systematically invalidated, excluded, and silenced as a result of

being women. Feminist p'actice works to construct egalitar.ia' r.elationship, focusing on

client strengths and resiliencies, as well as distress (Brown, 2004); control is shar.ed and

respect is mutual (Lebowitz, 1993). As well, Mardorossian (2002) ar.gues against wendy

Brown's clitique and disrnissal of speak-outs (1995), saying that speak-outs are irnportant

in women's enlpowerment, healing, and prior.itize a discoulse of fi.eedom.

The philosophy ofthe sexual assault prograrn I wor.k for.and from which I

recruited my participants, holds that sexual assault is an act ofviolence and domination

where "sexual" contact is forced or coerced, r'egardless of tlie relationship between the

victiln and the assailant (lnformation for fliends, partners, or family ofsurvivors of

sexual assault,2007). This program recognizes that wonlen have traditionally been

treated as men's p'opefty, and sexual assault has been viewed as a crilne conrìritted by

one man against anotlier nan's propetty. As well, fear ofand experience ofsexual assault

forces wonlen to ì'estl'ict their activities and this feal acts to contl.ol wonen,s behaviour.
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This is due to, and is maintained by, the widery accepted beliefheld by both men and

women, that a woman can act and live in a way that prevents sexual assault; women are

responsible for avoiding violent acts against them (rnformation for friends, partners, or

family of su.vivors of sexnal assault,2007). Furthe¡mor.e, the program's statement of

philosophy ploposes that sex-role stereotyping by society supports and maintains

attitudes that contribute to the occurrence ofsexual assault. sexual assault ranges from

verbal abuse to physical violence and penetration. penetration i'cludes the violation of

any bodily orifice by any object in a sexual context. As well, ther.e is an

acknowledgement that the majority of sexual assault victims are wonlen a'd childr.en,

although it is an extensive probrem that all people can and may experience legardless of

race' sex' sexual orientation, ethnic or socioeconomic background, age, or relationship

status. The existence ofsexual assault is rerated to the presence ofpornography, chird

abuse, dornestic violence, sexual harassment, all types of discrimi'ation i'cluding but not

limited to racism, sexism, homophobia, ageism, ableisrn, and the lirniting of women,s

reproductive health choices. Fi'ally, the progr.am philosophy states tlìat the effects of

sexual assault ale both immediate and broad-ranging. Ther.e are emotional, physical, and

psychological i'rpacts for the victim as well as the secondar.y victi'rs (fi.iends, family,

suppo.ts) (lnformatio' fo' frie'ds, partne¡s, o'family ofsurvivors ofsexual assault,

2007).

Femi'ist social selvices originally prornised to work according to a new ethic,

whicli is different from that ofthe nrale-dominated psychother.apy profession, which fails

to be sensitive to the u'ique needs of women, mi'or.ities, the poor, and otrrer.crasses of

people (Kanuha, 1990). with this prornise, "feminist tlier.apy has created an expectation
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that sonretimes has been difficult to fulfrll" (Kanuha, 1990, p. 29). oft.en,due to a conflict

in values, there is a divide between feminist services and mainstream services. Then, in

order to work together', or due to the demands ofgovernment funders, one or the other

may have to compromise their stance.

Hístory

Many services for women wele stalted as grassroots services by feminists in the early

seventies (Burstow, 1992; Foley, 1996; Gillespie, 1996; Mar.dorossian, 2002; profitt,

2000b). They were run mainly by non-professional women, some ofwhom had gone

tluough similar experiences, some of whom had a heart or a passion for.helping women

dealing with these issues, and others who felt responsible to figlrt for the rights of women

and teach women to fight for themselves (Bur.stow, 1992). Rape awaLeness and

appropriate social response to victims was at the top of the to-do list of the women's

rnovement. Activism and advocacy were also critical elements ofhealing. sasha Roseneil

(1995) speaks of feminist goals as creating liberatory spaces in order to pr.ovide

opportunities for women to actively rethink and reconstluct ways ofunderstanding their.

world and sense ofther¡selves. social change was seen as essential; it would empo\ryer

women, educate men and women, and change the pl'esent and future for both women and

their children. Social empowerment was more important than, and a necessary

prerequisite for', pelsonal empowerment. cowger'(1994) speaks of the impor.tance of

social emporvelment. In this, the individual's definitions and cl.raracteristics car.urot be

sepalated from theil context and pel.sonal empoweunent, which ar.e related to

oppoftunity. Social er.npowerment acknowledges that individr-ral behaviour. is socially

derived and identity is "bound up with that ofothers thror-rgh social involvernent,' (Falck,
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1988, p. 30). Social justice, social empowemrent, and personal empowerment are

intimately related, with personal empowerment contingent on the social context. within

this understanding, counsellors camot empower others.

Most rape crisis centres were stafied outside of the medical a'd mental health

systems, and provided support for the victims of sexual assault (Herman , 1997). For

example, the sexual assault program I work for was started by a group of wornen who

wanted to address violence against women, and who wanted to see a change at a social

level through work at the pe.sonal rever. over time, however, and as the community

centre became more inclusive and began providing more services to lar.ger populations,

funding became a mo'e critical issue and the centre came under regular. (and

"dependable") govemment funding. The sexual assault program was one ofthe services

among many within this agency. A tlend ofrape crisis centres being overstretched and

under-r'esourced with growing demand and need for se.ices for wornen added pressure

to find some financial stabitity (G lespie, 1993;Gillespie, 1996). The question arises,

therefo'e, whether or not feminist agencies can uphord their founding phirosophy,

mission, and mandate under the hand of gover.nment funding. F.rther, can these agencies

exist without this conti'ge't funding, and ifso, how? can they exist in the cur.ent mental

health syste'r? A part of'ry resea'ch is to understand what discourses are in oper.ation

and what impacts and values arc cunently pr.omoted in a sexual assault progr.am with

ferninist oligins arrd proposed (cur.rent) philosophy.

PresenÍ; Depoliticizing, InstitutionalizÌng, pathologizing

The social services started up by wornen for women a¡:e not exempt fr.om the draw of

financial security (Bur.stow, 1992; Bur.stow, 2003; Mar.doros sia,,2002; yancey Martin,
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DiNitto, Byington, & Maxwell, 1998). The shift from independent grassroots fer¡inist

services with social change as their plimary goal to the collaboration with, and

incorporation of, medicalized mental health invited the formation ofprofessional and

institutional policies, which impacts every aspect ofviolence against women services

(Burstow, 1992; Harnrnons, 2004). For example, shifting our language, within the sexual

assault selices, from "rape" to "sexual assault," and to "trauma services" (with nameless

cause and gendelless perpetrators) has helped guarantee government-funding

opportunities. All these actions have centled "trauma" and PTSD as pathological

conditions requiring support and professional help. In this picture, perpetrators and

violence ale out of focus.

As a result of insurance matters and a lack of gover.mnent funding of certain

selices for women, changes liave been made to the seruices and to the way those

sewices are canied out. Consequently, the services must follow the conditions set out by

the funding (governing and monitoring) bodies (Burstow, 1992; Hammons, 2004).

Grassroots organizations that were started and r.un by women have either struggled to

survive due to lack of sr.rpport and lesources or have corne under regular government

funding or governing funders (and therefore need to comply with the r.equirements and

conditions ofthe govelnment). This has the effect ofsilencing the political voice of

agencies that believe, and/or pleviously believed, tliat political activism and advocacy is a

critical step in the healing plocess fol women who have experienced violence (Foley,

1996; Fook,2000; Gillespie, 1996; Harnmons,2004; Mar.dorossian, 2002). Many social

selvices tlrat have previously been stand-alone are now being amalgamated with otlier.

selvices to plovide service tliat is mo¡e fluid and accessible for clier.rts. With this joining
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comes universalized standards, governing boards that are fufher removed from the

frontlines, and a general trend towards depoliticization as resources and outputs are

counted and managed from the top down (Foley, 1996). For instance, in Winnipeg, the

rape crisis van stafied out as a grassroots, feminist action (service) for women who had

been raped. The feminists who started this response team had the goal ofabolishing

sexual violence towards women. However, over time the rape crisis van has become a

tlauma service for women and men who have experienced any form ofsexual assault.

The sexual assault crisis proglam is housed within a conglomer.ate agency, funded by the

winnipeg Regional Health Authority (wRHA) due to its medical clinic component. over

this tirne as well, the feminist philosophy has been removed or picked apar.t as the agency

as a whole is divided on foundational values, and conditions for government funding

come with stipulations to where and how resources can be spent. unfortunately, most of

the conditions required for sustained funding fi'om the government are based on the

dominant rnodel ofhealthcale and require that the social services get inline with the rest

of the mental health and rnedical health fields. Q.,lote: M¡,rch of the infonnation on the

rape crisis van to plesent has been gathered in conversation with individuals curuently

working in the agency in various programs, as well as past employees and volunteers.

This is due that this history has been almost completely erased fi.om any ,official, source,

such as training manuals and websites).

A prima.y goal within the p.ofessionalization of the gover.nrnental healthcare

systerl is to attain standardized diagnosis, treatlnent, and cures for.illness (Gordon, 19gg;

Foley, 1996). The la'guage ofthe funding applications and pr.oposals fiorn sexual assault

selvices m¡.rst fit rvith what is required and deemed as valuable and valid by the medical-
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model-run healthcare system. Posttlaumatic Stress Disorder, Vicarious Trauma, and

Secondary Traumatic Stress are diagnosable with their predetermined and easily

recognized synptoms. Treatment may follow, and may include the administration of

psychotropic medications or trauma counselling, and any cessation ofthe synptoms is a

Íetum to normal health and societal productivity (Burstow, 1992). Along with many

feminist authors, I believe that the outcomes of this system for women-both the

victims/sulvivors and the workels-are devastating, especially in their r.efusal to address

violence tliat often precedes the curuent conditions/exper.iences ofthese wonen

(Mardorossian, 2002). However, the pressur.e to comply with larger systems to secure

funding acts to control access to knowledge (Foley, 1996). Funding security aclively

silences voices that deviate or are different f¡om the dominant and accepted voice of the

cuffent patriarchal politic, as it dictates how and with what resources activism can be

canied out. The adoption of trauma discourse, pr.ioritizing it in our sexual assault

programs silences women in their experience of violence against them (Rosewater.,

1990). In this way, programs such as the sexual assault program I work for have become

depoliticized because they must work within the confines of a larger.agency run by

policies and conditions that al'e not necessalily concerned or comnritted to a feminist

value system, political change/activism, and are certainly not aiming to challenge the

cuftent medical/political/economic model of healthcar.e. with this government- and larger

system-pl essure, ifthere is a problem it is most often focused on the most

changeable/contl ollable unit-the frontline wolker and the service user. This pressur.e

and focus leaves the societal issue ofviolence against women untouched, unclianged, and

unchallenged (Maldorossian, 2002).
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Thus operates the trend towards the depoliticizing of formerly highly political

organizations (Hammons,2004; Profitt,2000b). As long as the independent service

agencies are desperate to stay afloat financially, they will allow society to remain

complicit in violence against women. The organizations, which at their conception were

focused on supporting the victims ofrape, naming the pelpetl.ators, advocating on the

victim's behalfand on behalfofall women, and actively working against violence against

women in out society, are now dependent on various funding bodies, and must work in

harmony with other service providers, as well as uphold the conditions/policies placed on

them and the standards expected ofthem by the medical and mental health organizations

that they are members of (Foley, i 996; Rosewater, 1990). These policies and standards

are built on the medical model ofpractice where science, statistics, standardized care,

treatment, money and politics (the ruling politic) are the focr¡s and detemrine the

legitimacy of the service. Very often the individual-along with her unique needs, unique

experiences, and unique stories-is Iost or actively ovellooked as sl.re is serviced within

the constructed institutions.

Under these cilcumstances wonten becor¡e a number, a list of symptoms to be

diagnosed and treated by the liealth services, preferably within the least amount of time,

or the pledetemined amount of tirne, and expending as little professional and fiscal

enelgy as possible. Many of the people who enter the selice system d¡.¡e to a traumatic

experience, such as sexual assault, are soon labelled witli a disorder.(such as RTS, PTSD,

traumatized), and have their symptorns treated. This labelling diLectly relates to the lack

ofuuderstanding and sensitivity to the effects of tlieir exper.iences and is evidence ofthe

little time that is spent leaming about the experience of the womalr seeking sr-rppor.t. The
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list of symptoms the woman is exhibiting becomes the grounds for. her. diagnoses,

determines the level of"care" needed, and allows her to be treated in a standar.dized

medical man¡er within the institutions that have been erected to treat these symptoms and

return the ill back to what is considered no¡mal functioning and productive human beings

(Burstow,2003; Plofitt 2000b). Once they are cured, they can be re-integrated and

accepted back into mainstream society, which v alues normalcy, compliance, and

productivity. At no time within this framework for care does society take responsibility

for the cause ofthe trauma (including vicarious), or acknowledge the violence enacted by

men to produce this trauma, and at most the woman's stor.y may be spoken in confidence

to the individual whosejob it is to treat and counsel the victirn (Mar.dorossian, 2002).

Over the past few years, there has been movement within the sexual assault

program tliat I am a member of to work mole collabolatively with different organizations

as well. I believe that the understanding and the information that I have gather.ed in

discussion with past and present workels i'my agency and reading about its history to

plesent is translerable to other locations and selices that started out as grassroots

suppoÍs fol women-with political awafeness and action as centre. curr.ently, due to

economic and political issues and incentives, the sexual assault pr.ogram wor.ks closely

with the govenxnental justice systenl a'd medical system (Foley, 1996). For exarnple,

sexual assault wolkers, police offìcers, and nurses work together on varior¡s boar.ds with

the intention ofbetter servicing sexual assar¡lt victilns.

Howe'er', worki'g closely with other systems can have an oppressi'g impact on

the feminist sexual assault selvice (Foley, 1996). The "feminist" age'cies tliat wor.k

closely with the judicial and medical systen.rs ale somewhat silenced in order to upliold
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the dominantly accepted standard ofplactice. Standardizing plactice and collaboration

take precedence over challenging the systens that exist (and the dominant patriarchal

value set). At what cost to women do these working relationships operate? when feminist

agencies lemain silent, cordial, and./or friendly with services tliat oppose or do not value

the deconstruction of dominant patriarchal ideology, there is further. and supported

depoliticization ofsocietal responsibility for sexual assault. currie (1990) and Fraser

(1989) have documented and analyzed the processes tluough which feminist demands for

fundarnental social change have been absorbed and recast into pr.ofessionalized,

bureaucratized, and depoliticized discourses. Women are viewed as a set of symptoms

that signify a disease ol mental disor.der. (trauma, PTSD, RTS). Women are

institutionalized within plivate, professional hospital and counselling rooms in order to be

treated and counselled through their.adverse feelings and symptoms, and taught to be

successful again-accolding to our society's definitions ofsuccess and productivity

(Bulstow, 1992).

In my study of the secondary trauma literatur.e and research text, I explore the

language ofpathology, diagnosis, and treatment, which are effective tools of women,s

oppression. These tools are active and being used in all levels and areas ofsocial

services, even within the services that consider themselves feminist. In chapter 3, tlie

foulth section, I will discuss the pathologizing, institutionalizing and isolating, and

depoliticizing effects that the secondary traumatology studies in sexual assault workers

have, including how these constructed discoulses impact the supportive services pr.ovided

to women. In the intelviews,I analyze wliat discourses are in oper.ation on the frontlines.
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I introduce the text and a gendered lens and interyretation of the literature to begin

a c¡itical exploration and understanding ofthe context within which sexual assault

counsellors are trained, work, and speak. clearly, the women I spoke with had adopted

much ofthis discipline, but also challenged it. This look at the discour.ses in operation

within tlìe histolical and current language, knowledge/power, and discursive context is

critical to a feminist poststructural methodology (Epstein, 1999).

The Sexuql Assault Counsellors

Effects on Counsellors

The economic and political pressu.es on services for women affect those who have been

sexually assaulted, but also impact the women who work in these programs as

counsellors. The frontline workers (those in dilect contact with victims) often have

supervising and governing boa.ds above them. The management and policy-making

levels often have little to no contact with victims, or even the fr.ontline workers. This

discon¡ect can lead to the ovelsight ofthe best interests of victims, loss of mission and

vision, and attention to the political a'rd fina'cial ntaintenance and gains. With

management and policy-makers so fal removed from the frontlines, the needs of victims

and fiontline wolkels ale at stake. The women wor.king dir.ectly with victims are gr.eatly

iurpacted by this disco'nect and potertial loss of gr.ounding philosophy. Due to sexual

assault wolkels' time and energy spent in the sexual assault service, they ar.e contiibuting

to and worki'g for a cur'ent system that holds the pat.iarchal values ofwomen,

promoting and ensu|ing male dorninance, and iu this, allowing male violence to contiïìue.

Thro,gh available and valued discor.u'se in operation within our institutions, we
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(re)constitute a certain truth about violence against women, as well as the value ofthe

victinr, her supports, the perpetrator, and the subjectivity of woman as ill (whether she be

a victim ol the one who helps the victim).

Just as particular discourses circulating around violence against women have

become normalized, there are parlicular discourses that have become nolrnalized within

the sphere ofsexual assault counselling. Fol example, the fact that women counsel/treat

women ¡einfotces the idea that it is the responsibility of women to hold and heal their

own. In the agency I work for there are only female sexual assault counsellols, probably

originally due to its feminist start and value system, however, now it seems due to an

assumed greater sensitivity ofboth victims and counsellols. And further, the resulting

tlauma/effect/empathy/fear in the female counsellol is then described as disordet,

because they cannot deal with theil responsibility/j ob/task addressing what is normal

(occurring everyday) in society. These constructed disorders are curlently popular

research and theoletical topics.

The discoulses of trauma constitute and impact tlie relatiorrship between

women-victim and thelapist. This relationship is very segregated, boundaried, and

othered; there are clear client versus professional/counsellor subjectivities. The current

language, knowledge, and power relations oppose original feminist intention of

community, support, strength, and unity. I look closel at the relationship between women

in reading the social texts of female sexual assault counsellors.

Secondary TrauntaÍíc Slress Disorder and Vicqrious Trctunta

As a volunteel arrd er.nployed sexual assault counsellor at a local community health

centre, I provide both crisis and traulna counselling to sulvivors ofsexual assault.
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Throughout my involvement in this progrant, I have noticed a high level ofturnover

among workers and volunteers and have noticed that workers frequently complain of

symptoms such as increased fear, nightmares, and depression, which ar.e all common

symptoms of vicarious/secondary trauma (Figley, 1995a). Unfortunately, because

dialogue about vicalious trauma is minimal, and strategies to alleviate this trauma are still

relatively unknown and unproven (Away,2001), workers (including volunteers) often

leave the social services field distressed and feeling incompetent.

Recently, vicarious trauma, otherwise known as secorrdary trauma, has been

acknowledged as a significant problem among therapists who work with sur.vivors of

trauma (Arvay,2001; Pearlman & Maclan, 1995). Pear.lman and Maclan (1995) define

vicarious traumatization as "the tlansformation that occurs within the therapist (or other

trauma worker) as a result of empathic engagement with clients, trauma experiences,'þ.

558). Most research has provided evidence suppol'ting the existence ofvicarious trauma

and attempts to reveal predictors that ale suspected to increase susceptibility to vicarious

trauma (e.g., Baird & Jenkins,2003; Betts Adams, Matto, & Hanington,2001;

Ghaluamanlou & Brodbeck, 2000). Studies have also shown that 93yo of a sample of

therapists reported having treated at least one sexual assault survivor. (Dye & Roth,

1990).

Within the reseatch and literature on secondary traumatization, ter.ms such as

vicarious tlaunra (Peallman & Saakvitne, 1995; McCann & pearlman, 1990), tr.ar-rrnatic

countertransference (Herman, 1 997), empathic strain (Wilson & Lindy, 1994), bur.nout

(Maslach & Jackson, 1986), secondary traumatic stress disor.der (Figley, 1983), and

compassion fatigLre (Figley, 1995b) belong. These terms belong to a discoulse, one tliat
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presents and makes accessible and portable certain knowledge and it therefore impacts

individuals, service systems, and social power relations. I algue that within this

secondaly traumatology literature and resealch are gendered discourses, and their effects

are to normalize, medicalize, pathologize, isolate, institutionalize, and depoliticize effects

of violence against women both in the immediate (victim) and further-reaching (helpels,

counsellors). As I've already shown, this ultimately results in society's abdication of

responsibility for violence against women. Furthermore, the language available to sexual

assault workers (re)construct these discourses that prornote and maintain these impacts

(see Hammons, 2004).

Secondary traumatic stress disorder', vicarious trauma, PTSD, compassion fatigue,

ernpathic strain, countertransference, and burnout are all conditions and disolders that

potentially befall the sexual assault counsellor'. I acknowledge that secondary traumatic

stress disorder (or compassion/empathy fatigue) and vicalious tlauma at'e considered

sepalate and diffelerf experiences by the authors who have differently/separately named

them. Although, for my purposes, secondary traumatic stress disorder and vicarious

trauma refer to the same observed pherromena, which are the changes in a therapist or any

other person as a result oftheir exposure to someone wlio has expelienced a traumatizing

event (Baird & Jenkins, 2003). Therefole, in rny study I will not distinguish between the

two labels. However', in the literature, they differ in that secondary traumatic stress

disorder (later renamed compassion fatigue) places mole of an emphasis on the DSM-lV

PTSD-based symptomology with relatively sudden onset, with Figley originating the

concept (Figley, 1983; 1995b), whereas vicarious tlaurrra is a theoly-driven coustruct,

emphasizing more gradual, covert, and pelrnanent changes iu cognitive schema lather
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than attaching the experience ofthe full spectlum ofPTSD synptoms, and is a concept

developed by McCann and Pearlman (1990a). I follow in the footsteps ofother

researchers who have used these labels interchangeably because I believe that they have

similar foundations and consequences (for example, Etherington, 2000; Neurnann &

Gamble, 1995; Trippany, Kless, & Wilcoxon, 2004). Like in the work of Motta,

Newman, Lombardo, and Silverman, "given that terms such as STSD, vicarious trauma,

compassion fatigue, and the like are not included in the psychiatr.ic nomenclature, the

general term, 'secondary trauma' will be used fi'om this point on" (2004, p. 68).

Unlike much of the literature, which states that the originating cause ofthese

disorders is based on exposure to a traumatized individual, I ar.gue that the causes al.e

systemic and societal. I primarily use tbe lcrm secondary trauma, though my inter.est lies

in the mole general construction ofa discipline, theory, language, and promoted plactice

of power/knowle dge of disorder as a result ofexposure to individuals who have

expelienced violence. Thus, I take the stance that secondafy traumatic stress disor.der.,

compassion fatigue, and vicarious tlauma, in theor.y and purpose, are the same, the terms

act to pathologize, isolate, and mairrtain opplessive power.relations in our society.

To this point, I have presented my pelspective on the systemic normalization of

violence against women, ptoviding a social context for the construction ofthe victim

subjectivity as well as traurrra language and labels. I then plesented the or.iginating

feminist response, which included service goals of social action and consciousness-

raising. I demonstrated what has happened between that tiure ofthe original feminist

response to urale violence until the present tiÌne when the systemic depoliticizing of

violence against women, and the pathologizing and institutionalizing of women suryivors
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has become ubiquitous. Thus, I have presented the contextual fi'amework within which

the sexual assault counsellor works. I critically introduced the dominant language of

secondary trauma and pointed out that it continues to mask the underlying causes of

violence against women.
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Chapter 2: Methodology

Introduction

The purpose ofchapter 2 is to orient the .eader to the theoreticar per.spective that

underiies everything that I w'ite, how I read the literatur.e and interviews, and how I

perceive the work that I do. This section gives context to the lens tlu.ough which I have

moved tl''oughout this research, and how I am focused on power, knowledge, and

language. This section also describes how I collected and analyzed my data.

I have chosen to use a feminist poststructural discourse analysis as my

methodology because it best fits within my personal beliefs and the way that I have

chosen to work with my parlicipants. I am constantly a'd consistently concerned with

issues ofgender, subjectivity, power, language, and knowledge (Gavey, 19g9). With

these foundational conce.ns, as I have read the literature ofsecondary trauma I have

noted that there are four dominant mechanisms or irnpacts ofdiscourse, including:

no'malization, medicalization/professionalization, pathologization, and depoliticization

that a.ise over and over again. These impacts are constructed within dominant

phallocentric discourses in the secondaly t.auma literature, and I tie them specifically to

the context of the rape and sexual assa'lt helping field through listening to the stories of

women doing this work. I'rportantly, a feninist discourse analysis ofthe narratives of

sexual assault worker.s pr.ioritizes the voices of women (Gavey, 19g9).

ln section one, I outline my fe'ri'ist poststr.rctural appr.oach and define discourse

analysis, as i attempt to do it. In this section I locate myself and discuss constructs such

as power'' subjectivity, and knowledge as I st.uggle fo urderstand them. In descr.ibing the

guiding p|inciples that g.ound my wolk, as well, I explain how I read the liter.ature arrd
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transcripts, my need and impetus to do critical research, and the benefits ofusing this

methodology in the area that I am studying. In section two (Research Methods) I explain

the methods that I used in this research, how I recluited participants, who the participants

are, and how I analyzed the transcripts. Section three (Evaluation and Assessment) ìs an

evaluation and assessment ofthe methodology. In this section, I discuss how I work to

remain reflexive and transparent throughout my work. I assess my research and appeal to

the need to consider critical research by different standards than are held for positivistic

scientific research nethods that claim to be valid, reliable, and bias-free.

Fentíni s t P o st s t t' uclur al D i s cotu'se Analys i s

Lo c a t ion ; Ne ed for Fe ntini s m

A fu¡rdamental conceln that impassions and drives my work is my abhorrence of both the

prevalence and the societal acceptance ofviolence against women. I use a feminist

pelspective in my discoulse analysis because I feel the need to place a gender lens onto

the topic ofsecondary traumatology, trauma, and the client-therapist lelationship as it

directly lelates to violence against women. Like in other feminist research (Renzetti,

1997; Ristock, 2002), I stlive to create a strorlg argument for and with women. I

appreciate tl.re work of bell hooks, who states that "women can and do parlicipate in

politics of doniination as perpetratols as well as victirns-that we dominate, that we ale

don.rinated" (hooks, 1990, p. 186). Reading transcl ipts ofsexual assault workers explores

how discourse constitutes experience, and fulther', how expelience constitutes discourse.

As Susan Stlega cleally outlines, leminist poststructural methodology "offers a

useful approach for those seeking a socialjustice orientation in theil research," one whicb
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"requires that lesearchers examine power and how it opelates tlu.ough discourse and

subjectivity" (2005, p. 200). It was my intention to centre gender in secondary trauma

discourse and rename violence against women as the cause ofall women's experience of

what we call trauma and secondary lrauma. My plimary challenge is to the discursively

constructed division between "professional" and "victimized,, women.

The algument that I make in this study is useful to practitioners working with

survivors of trauma as it looks closer at gender in a discourse that presents itselfas

neutral. Like other feminist lesearchers (Becker, 2000; Becker, 2004; Haaken & Schlaps,

1991), I arn concerned with the impacts of this discourse on wonrerl . It is also imper.ative

to look at histoly and social context, which Foucault exemplifies and promotes (Epstein,

1999; Hook, 2001). I included a social contextual overview ofthe issue over time,

focused on violence against women, social response, servicing the victims, the labels and

language (PTSD), and the impacts on the ther.apist. The discourses ofsecondary

traumatology pathologize, isolate and institutionalize the woman who has exper.ienced

violence; as well, these discourses normalize woman's responsibility for the violence

perpetrated against them (Dineen, 1996; Penfold & Walker, 1983). The devastating

impacts ofthese rnedicalizing/professionalizing, pathologizing, normalizing, and

gendeled discourses include depoliticization, which silences women, as well as the

maintenance and plomotion of violence against women as society r.edirects attention to

the woman as ill and the therapist as infected and dar.rgerous (Burstow, 2002;

Mardorossian, 2002). These discourses constitute women,s r.elationships within

boundalies of fear', illness, and plofessionalism.
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As well, looking to the community is imporlant when doing feminist

poststructural research. As outlined by Seibold (2000), feminist research must prioritize

women's experience, and for this reason I include interviews with women, and attenpt to

centre the stories of women who support othe¡ women who have experienced sexual

assault. Thirdly, my goal and intent is to make this research, with my exploration of the

social context, literatute, and stories ofwomen, a critical and active piece to better the

lives of women (Seibold,2000; Strega,2005).

Another critical reason fot feminist research and voice is that knowledge

"creation" has been predominantly within the male domain (Fook, 2000). Who has the

power to cleate knowledge? Historically it has been White rnen; we depend on men to

wite it down befole we call it theoly, we wait for men to place their.name on it before it

¿rrrls, to plant their' flag. For example, the 'G' spot was discovered in I 944 by Dr. Er.nst

Grafenberg and a prominent gynecologist Dr.. R. L. Dickinson, M.D. They called it .,The

Grafenberg Spot" (Salla, 2004). This "discovering,' is a clear example ofhow the

constructiorl ofknowledge and power lelations (both (re)cleating legitimacy) are related.

In our Euro-westellì society, ownelship is power. The assumption is that everything can

and should be owned: land, knowledge (we can patent it and place our name on it),

people (wor.r.ren, immigrants, r'efugees, First Nations people, and children), and animals.

However, it is only a plivileged few who have the right to be ownels. I am quite certain

that the place in the lemale body now well known as the "G-spot" existed before it was

narned by the powerful and legitimate male duo. However, naming it cl.eates it, language

creates truth-what oul Euro-Western society calls discovery is per.haps better

represented asinyasion (e.g., Colrunbus discovered anew wor.ld, a new people). The
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"discovery" ofwhat was already in the expelience of women (however, I have no

'þroof') is offensive to women. Women's bodies, experiences, stories, are and have

historically been defined and named by men, after which they are recognized,

legitimized, and accepted into a body ofknowledge that can be distributed thr.oughout

society (Fook, 2000; Hammons,2004; Moreton-Robinson, 2000). This is r.egardless of

whether or not women can find themselves or feel connected within that definition.

Historically, women's bodies and experiences have been subject to men's deconstruction,

discovery, and claiming (Burstow, 1992). The phallocentric language used to define

women's experience rape all women over and over again. Challenging this societal

phallocentlism impassions my dlive to do feminist work, centring women's exper.iences

and stories.

Foucault (i979) stated that we cannot divide the wofld into accepted and excluded

discoulses; rather we need to find theil potential uses, both as instl.uments and effects of

power, and as poilrts of resistance. In my research I atternpted to do just that; using

feminist poststlucturalist discourse analysis to deconstruct tl.auma work discour.ses, the

purpose arid effects ofthese discourses, theil lole in constituting the subjectivities ofboth

therapist and client and where they rniglrt be lesisted. This thesis attempts to provide

evidence and argument ofhow dominant discoulses maintain the oppression of women,

as well as how'discursive elements'can be used ,,proactively to resist negative

constluctions" (Dell & Papagiannidou, 1999, p. 401) ofviolence against women and its

resr-rlting traLrnìas. Furthennore, I was interested in the counselling r.elationship between

women, especially consideling that the initial response ofsecond wave feminists to rape

and sexual assault was active lejection of therapy (Yancey Martiu. DiNitto, Byington, &
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Maxwell, 1998). As welr, as discussed in chapter r, ferninist seryices at their birth

rejected the p.ofessional boundaries that segregated women into clients and helpers

þrofessionals) (Bustow, 1992; profiTt,2000a). The goal of feminist ser.vices and rape

response teams, which was how my plogram started, was abolishment ofviolence against

wonlen tl ough consciousness-raising and social action (CASAC,200g).

Feminist poststructural discourse analysis alrows for and encourages awareness

through criticarly exploring discourse (p'ofìtt, 2000b). Language as a component of

discourse "both serves and masks ideology,' (Strega, 2005, p.217). Language does not

passively describe reality, "language constructs and constitutes ,reality' insofar as we can

apprehend, understand, and describe events and experiences only th.ough the words,

language, and discourses that are available to us,'(Str.ega, 2005,p.217). Feminist

poststructural discourse analysis challenges dominant discourses whicli maintain the

power and privilege of orrly a few, tr''ough awareness and begiruring to uncover the

masked (strega, 2005). only thi'ough explo'ing how dorninant discourses are in operation

can we uncover the masks and challenge the cu*ent hegemony (Foucaìilt, l gg l ). As well,

to explore and criticize la'guage and discourse helps us understand power.relations

(Wang, 1999).

A ferninist perspective is foundational i'this thesis. I rocate myself as a wrrite,

institutionally educated person, in this I have marry pr.ivileges and power witrrin our Euro-

weste.n, capitalist, and pat.iarcl.ral society. I also struggle as a woman, wrro has both

experienced violence and held the rore ofhelper withiu a sociar ser.vice agency for

women who have exper.ienced sexual assault and rape. As well, I an.r angry, I am

emotional, I an.r sad, and overwhelmed at times, I wish not to oflend in 
'.ry 

writing a'd
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reseaLch, but to challenge and encourage questions and consider.ations. I have chosen to

adopt bell hooks' broad definition of feminism as "a movement to end sexism and sexist

oppression" (1990, p. 189) as the foundation of my work. Moving towards this end is a

foundational criterion for doing feminist work, using women's voices and stories to do so

(Renzetti, 1997; Ristock,2002; Seibold, 2000). However, I claim that this thesis is my

interpretation as I am the researcher and author.and acknowledge that it is one ofmany

interpletations (Stoler', 2002). At another tirne in my life and within society, I am certain

that this thesis would look very different.

Intimately related to both feminism and poststructuralism is the assumption that

all behaviours occul withirr a context (Lerman & Polter, 1990; Wang, 1999). For the

purpose oflocation I have presented, in Chapter. 1, the context ofviolence against women

and societal response, as well as (in Chapter 3) an introduction and pr.esentation ofthe

gendeled, normalizing, and pathologizing dominant discourses within mainstream

secondary trauma literatule (Fairclough, 1993; Potter & Wetherell, 1987). The context I

have plesented is the one florn which l now move to explore nalratives of women

working as helpers in the sexual assault service system.

In doing this researcli I stt'ove to r.ernain reflexive and transpalent throughout my

work. My subject positiort lernains in.rplicated in the formation and presentation of my

perspective. As a white, middle class, institutionally-educated individual I am extr.emely

privileged and have a gleat deal ofpower in many social relations. My education gives

rne a language that is reveled and equated with intelligence, legitimacy, and sr.rperiority.

It lias also given me a list of cledentials that create opportunity; ir.r.espective of my own

Iepreselrtation, the letters behind rny narle communicate a kind ofauthority. The process
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of this master's thesis wo¡k has also taught me about patience, rrumility, serf-honesty, and

forgiveness as I have struggled to get to this, and every, point.

As another example of my privilege, the colour of my skin grants me access to

almost every opportunity society deems varuable, and it ensures that society views me as

more valuable than certain others (for example, see Mclntosh, l99g; Moreton-Robinson,

2000). The media depicts beauty as a compretely white vir.tue; the underlying belief is

the whiter, the better (see Mclntosh, i 99g; Mullaly, 2002). To gain a greater sensitivity to

oppression I.ead authors like Mclnrosh (199g), Mullaly (2002), Bishop (1994), and

McGoldrick (1998), and specifically to gain insights and sensitivity of the impacts of my

skin colour, I have read aúicles and books by women who are not white, such as Aileen

Moreton-Robinson (2000), bell hooks (1990, t9g4). In my own work with sexual assault

survivors lhave continualþ noticed that a woman with brown skin who is r.aped elicits a

completely different and much rnore derogatory and unfair response fi.om our.medical

and justice systems than does a woman with white skin. For example, in my experience it

is not unique for police office.s to t.eat an Aborigi'al victirn differ.ently than a white

victim of 
'ape 

when they interview them immediately fo owing the assaurt. I witness

fi'om police officers (not all officers) more negative affects, disbelieving to'es ofvoice,

judgmental and negative attitudes reflected in eye r.o s, der.ogatory and disbelieving

comments to others in the'oom in f.ont of and behind the back of the Aboriginal victim.

In r'y expe'ience, when questioni'g an Abo'iginal woma' folrowi'g a rape, the police

offìcers will mo'e often ask he. whether she has been drinking alcol.rol or.doing drugs,

they will often also not berieve lier if she says'ho," and wilr repeatedly ask her the same

questions. As well, I have witnessed police officer.s increase the amount of alcohol when
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repeating back to the victim what she stated she consumed. More often than with white

women, police officers will ask Aboriginal women if they had been "working" at the time

of the assault-assuming that the woman is st.eet-involved-further. implying, both, that

these women ca*ot experience rape due to their choice of "wo'k" and that they have

askedfor i/, all common stereotypes and rape myths supporling differential tr.eatment

(Burt & Estep, 1 981 ; Burt, i 998). The prejudices and stereotypes held by police officer.s

are commonly displayed in my experience, clearly confir.ming the idea of ,,real" rape

(Burt, 1998). Exemplif ing rhis, at the hospiral I have been told in privare by rhe police

that a woman is not a "real victim" when she finally fought back and injur.ed the man

who held her captive for two days, repeatedly raping her. This woman was also

Aboriginal; she was alrested. I am not saying that these actions and violations by the

police are unique to Abo'iginal women, they are not, howevel it is my expelience that

they occur far more often with non-White women, as observed by niyself and my

colleagues in the sexual assault progr.am.

Discourse analysis works to expand create consciousness of shortcomings and

unacknowledged agendas and motivations in the discoulse oftreating sexual assault

trauma (Palmquist, 1999). underlying my research is the critical assurnption that,

"language constructs how we think about and experience ourselves and or.u. r.elationships

with others. Discourses are regarded as, pattel'ns ofways ofr.epresenting such phenomena

in la'guage" (L'pton, 1998, p. S). Discourse analysis is,..primarily concerned with

analysis of the use of language and how dominant belief systems are r.eproduced in

discoulse" (clowe,2000, p. 7l). As well, discourse analysis is concerned with tlie effects

oflanguage, and how language acts to discipline wonen (e.g., victim blame) and
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normalize assumptions (Hekman, 1990; Penfold & Walker, 19g3). Discipline is a

technique that "makes" individuals; it governs and regulates behaviour, diagnosing

deviance and norm (Chambon & Wang, 1999; Foucault, 1999). As well, discipline

reveals how power operates, it is a techlique ofrepression as it punishes those who act in

ways that counter centred discoulse (chambon & wang, I 999). As I have demonstrated,

sexual assault counsellors have available limited language and knowledges in order to

understand our experience and construct subjectivities. only certain discour.se is

legitimate and acceptable for us to use as we describe and (r.e)constr.uct our experiences,

as well we also select what discourse to talk in (Hammons, 2004). I explored ,official'

secondary trauma discourse tlu'ough a feminist poststructur.al lens to pr.ovide a context for

my analysis ofthe nan'atives ofsexual assault workers. Foucault assefted that history and

social context are important in analysis of current discour.se (Foucault, 19g0; Foucault,

1984; Gavey, 1989).

My research topic was dr.iven by my need to provide a space in which women,s

experience was centred. such spaces have been called "liberator.y spaces,'(see pr.ofitt,

2000b). Thus, it was necessary that I used a feminist lens, as too often academic and

plofessional resea.ch proposes to be neutral, bias-free, objective, and non-gender.ed

(caplan & caplan, 1999). I believe, however', that all language, discourse, a'd knowledge

is gendered, constantly (re)constlucting gender rules, norms, subjectivities, and values. A

feminist poststrìictural lens (Saulnier, 2000; Weedon, 1997) seeks to deconstruct

assumptions about gender embedded in discoulse, to question the ways that power. and

knowledge act to uaturalize fhe discourses that construct and maintain gender.ecl roles,

even withilr sexual assault services whose begimrings wel.e feminist. A discolu.se is a,.set
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ofsanctioned statements which have some institutionalized force, which means that they

have a profound influence on the way that individuals act and think" (usher, 1997 , p. 62).

Dominant discourses are gendered, hierarchical, based on modemist thought (with clear

dichotomies), have clear boundaries and calîy stereotypes and rules, as welr, they are

governed by certain value systems. Throughout this work I critiqued and explor.ed the

value systems, assumptions, rules, et cetela, that are imbedded and all too often remain

masked.

I specifically looked at the gendered power relations within the sexual assault

therapy roorn, and how certain truths shape both victirn and helper subjectivities. I use the

ten:n cettain to indicate my beliefthat these are only some of the truths available to us.

The dominant, gendered discourses within secondary trauma liter.ature and research

constitute and maintain our knowledge, and as these discourses currently exist and go

unchallenged, they limit our ability to leanl new truths. As well, these truths irnplicate us

as active paticipants in (re)constl rcting, maintaining, and perpetuating the status quo-

the power hierarchies, patlia'chal value systerns, and stereotypes so entrenched in the

sexual assault response system. we are cornplicit in maintaining our own oppr.ession if
we uncritically and passively accept these discourses. My analysis demonstl.ates the

relationship between what women know, what is available for them to know, and the

discourses they employ to constitute their exper.ience and the exper.iences ofthose with

whom they work. Listeni'g to tlle voices of women in the field of sexual assault is

necessary to undelstand how they speak of this exper.ience, ifthey are awar.e ofthe

discourse ofseco'dary trau'ra, how they accept and challenge it themselves.
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Subjectivity

Foucault (1983) proclaimed that subjectivity is a work of ar1. It is something that we

construct froln the possibilities available to us courtesy of our. social/discursive situation

within a particular time and place, within a specifìc and contingent historical context.

However, Susan Hekrnan (1999) asks: what ifour available possibilities for constr.ucting

identity are so limited by the discourses, knowledge, and our social location that we

cannot create a satisrying subjectivity? As I have demonstrated, secondary trauma

literature limits women's access to empowered, strong, healthy subjectivities, and divide

victims and helpers, with clear p.ofessional (legitimate and ethical) boundar.ies drawn

between the two. By examining women's namatives I can understand where they conform

to and/or challenge those divisions. I have bonowed from Janice Ristock (2002) to sum

ì.lp n1y intent for this thesis:

The feminist analysis that I develop in this volume attempts to rise to the
challenges raised by third wave fentinisrns that seek to open up spaces for.
subjugated voices, while seeing the situational, local, and particuiar
condition that shape women,s experiences, and that exposè the
limitations of mainstream dualities fo. defining subjectìvities. (Ristock,
2002,p.22)

I am interested in the subjectivities available to women, and the boundaries ofthose

subjectivities. Dominant discourse segregates shar.ed subjectivities of women from each

other. These segregations are called dividing practices (cha'rbon, 1999; chambo'&

Wang, 1999; Foucault, 1999), and I explor.e these in my analysis.

Asking wornen to tell their sto.ies explores impacts and gives their voices priority

in exploring how dividing p.actices, subjectivity a.rd exper.ie'ce are constitìited tluough

discor.use. Due to the pa'ticipants' differing backgr.ounds and social locations, the

discourses they drew or to co'stitute their experience were both differ.ìng and similar.
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Polt'er and Knotuledge

My perspective on power is strongly influenced by the works of Micher Foucault, who

states that power is existent in all relations; it is always present (Foucault, l9g0). power

in itselfis neithel negative nor positive; it "holds good,' and needs to be considered as a

"productive network, which runs tl 'ough the whore social body" (Foucaurt, 19g0, p.

1 19). Foucault states, "power is tolerable only on condition that it mask a substantial parl

ofitself. Its success is proportional to its ability to hide its own mechanisms', (Foucault,

1981, cited in Weedon, 1997,p. 111). power, for Foucault, produces knowledges,

histories, and subjectivity, regulated by regirnes oftruth. Regimes oftruth are embodied

through discourse and include special status for certain types ofdiscourse, criteria for.

determining/establishing t'uth and falsehood, rewards, approvals, and restrictions,

favoured ways of gaining truths, and establishing authorities and legitimacies for

regulating and instituti'g truth (Foucault, 1980). In exploring the literatur.e, reflecting on

Iny experiences, and listening to women who wolk as sexual assault counsellors, I have

attempted to unmask some of the mechanisms that maintain power r.elations especially

those that support and p'omote violence against wornen. I was especially interested in the

relationships between workers arrd victims. I was also interested in women's awareness

ofpower relations inasmuch as they are'evealed in how they talk about sexr¡al assault

work, tlauma, and vicalior-rs tra¡:ma. I was par.ticular.ly curious about their awar.eness of

mecha'isms of power a'd awareness of tliei. participation in these mechanisms-

discourse, k'owledge, la'guage-that p'omote violence against women and keep the

societal issue of gendered power ¡elatio's r'asked, promoted, aud 
'uchallenged.
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l\/hat is Discourse Analysis? Wy Discourse Analysis?

I chose discourse analysis to achieve an analysis that is sensitive to power as enacted

tluough discourses of violence against women, including their material effects. As well, I

chose discourse analysis in order to challenge dominant discourses and irnplore others to

think critically about how we are responding to rape and violence against women. As

Palmquist (1999, fl 9) suggests, discourse analysis as a methodology ,,can lead to

fundamental changes in the pìactices ofan institution, the profession, and society as a

whole."

Discourse analysis fi'om a feminist perspective is useful for my research because

the world as perceived by women may be confined and organized by structures of

oppression not apparent to participants themselves (DeVault, 1990). Therefor.e, a feminist

poststructural analysis ofthe interviews within the context of women's oppression,

language, discou'se, power/knowledge was important to me. The use of feminist

poststluctural discourse analysis to examine the sexual assault services field is a good fit.

Looking closely at the language used by the fenale participarìts allowed me to come to

an understanding ofhow theil expel.iences fit, how they made them fit, and how language

represents thoughts about something (Ristock, 2002).

F.om the discourses I intloduce from the literature, I selected two gendered

discourses to explole fulther as I analyzed tlre tr.anscr.ipts of sexual assault counsellors. I

clrose tlre therapist as dangerous and rhe clienr as infectious, discussed in chapter 3, as

these discourses appeared freqr"rently witl.rin secondal.y trauma literature and had not been

explored in the past. I am interested in how these discour.ses influence the relationships

that the therapist has, or can have, with her. clients and self. It is my contentiorÌ that these
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two discourses segregate the client and the therapist from nornnl society, each other, and

themselves. I was also interested in what impacts these discourses have on women, how

they navigate their experiences and devalued subjectivities, and how they resist. My

intention was to explore these discourses in operation.

Looking closely at the community/micr.o/societal practices as reflected in the

interviews is necessaly to understand discourse and impact language and experience

(Hook, 2001, Parker, I 999, Seibold, 2000). Feminist poststructuralism values the study of

social texts; intelviews with participants as "social texts not only mirror but also actively

construct a version ofthings" (Seibold, 2000, p. 152).

My analysis explores how the discourses counsellors use leflects and constitutes

our experience ofoutselves, the women we suppol.t, and the relationship between client

and counsellor. Thus, I exploled how female sexual assault counsellors talk about sexual

assault, its impacts on the women/victim and themselves, and society's tesponse. I looked

for how trauma discourse is being challenged and how it is being perpetuated and

maintained, following guidelines by Gavey (1989), and the exarnple of Kitzinger and

Thomas's (1995) discourse analysis ofsexual harassnent.

Previous studies have not looked in-depth into the effects secondary traurna

discoutses have on the experierrce ofthe ther.apist and how these discourses fit into

(intelact with, r'eflect, and (re)constitute) tlie greater. societal issue ofviolence against

worlen. Many past researchers have stayed at tlie surface of tlie issue, attempting to find

car.rsality remaining focused on the individr¡al (wornan), symptoms and diagnosis (victirn

pathology), secondaly traulna treatment, and servicing the "disol.der."
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Research Methods

My analysis begins with a critical reading ofthe literature and research on secondary

trauma and vicarious trauma (chapter 3). This is the research that is seen as "legitimate,'

in academia and is most often used in the social work practice settings, due that it uses

scientific methods and repofis to be unbiased and objective. This research does not label

itself alternative, unlike feminist authors who claim their location. This literature and

research is where I look initially to understand current 'official' discourse in operation in

oul social services. Secondly, I analyze the discourse in operation in a sexual assault

program (Chapter 4).

The program that I dr.ew participants from, and within which l volunteer. and

wolk, started as a grassloots feminist suppolt system for women who had experienced

rape and violence.

I chose semi-structured interviews with sexual assault counsellors to produce texts

for analysis. This allowed for greater interaction with the paÍicipants, and more in-depth

conversation and analysis of meaning (Reinharz, 1992). The questions that I asked

palticipants to reflect on and then discuss with me fell under topic areas oftheir wor.k,

people, traulna and vicalious/secondar.y ttauma.

I work in the agency from which rny pafiicipants wele recruited as a sexual

assault crisis plogram volufteel and casual intake worker and sexual assault trauma

counsellor. The sexual assault crisis plogram is one ofthe many pr.ograns within this

winnipeg comrnurrity health agency. Ethics approval through the univer.sity of Manitoba

lvas obtained (see Appendix A), as well, approval to do rny r.esear.ch within the

cornmunity health agency was obfained front its board ofdirectors.
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Participants we'e recruited for this research through a letter requesting their

pafiicìpation (see Appendix B). Each volunteer and staffsexual assault worker received a

letter in theil mailbox at the agency, outlining my interest in hearing their stories. In the

call for palticipants I let potential pafiicipants know that I was interested in exploring the

effects of working with women who have been sexually assaulted. The participants were

informed that I was requesting their palticipation in a conversational-style interview with

me, with the possibility of a follow-up interuiew. I informed potential participants that I

was inte.ested in theil experiences and stories of working with women who had been

sexually assaulted, including the effects ofdoing this work. In order to par.ticipate in the

interviews, I requested that the women had been wor.king with the agency for six months

or mole, and had been in the role ofongoing counsellor for women who had experienced

sexual assault in the sexual assault counselling program. The latter. cr.iter.ion intended to

encornpass the fact that the participant's job had included both crisis counselling, on the

telephone, in-pefson, at the hospital, as well as longer-term trauma therapy with women

who ale seeking counselling and support following sexual assault.

The participa'ts wele given a list ofquestions at least five days before their

interview in order to situate them in the topics tliat I was intelested. I was not interested

in sr"uprising the palticipants, instead I wanted a dialogue and conversatiorl that was

meaningful and had depth (see Hammons,2004). The interview guide was extensive,

containing over thirty open-ended questions under the themes oftheir wor.k, people, and

vicar'.ior.rs/secondary tlauma (see Appendix c). The inte'view guide was intended to

situate and prompt the palticipant befole the interview, and was far mor.e extensive and

strrrctuled than the actual intelview, whicli included asking the participants more
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generally about their expelience doing sexual assault work, how they felt about their

relationship with the women they worked with, their feelings and impacts of the work,

and their experience and knowledge of secondaly/vicalious trauma. In the intelview I

started with these general questions about their experience ofthe work and ideas about

trauma and vicarious ttauma, and allowed the natutal flow ofconversation to guide the

course of the interview. It was my hope that receiving the interview guide before the

interview would lead women to discuss the questions and topics that were most

meaningful to them in the convelsational in-pelson intelview. However, it tumed out that

only one out of the four women interviewed reviewed the questions prior to the

interview, this was Bailey.

Intewiews langed in length from one hour to one and a halfhouls, were

conducted in an office at the program's agency, and were audio taped and tlanscribed by

rne. Four intewiews were conducted with female sexual assault counsellors, who emailed

me or let me know in-pelson that they were interested and willing to do interviews with

me. Each participant was given a list ofsuppolt numbers and contacts (see Appendix E)

ifthey felt that they needed support following the interview, especially if the interview or

resealch plocess brouglrt up any feelings ol thoughts that they would like to wolk tlu'ough

with someone othel than me. After the interviews were transclibed, the transcripts were

emailed to the participants fol their review before tliey were arralyzed and included in the

thesis (as suggested by Lee & Renzetti, 1993).

Due to the small number of potential participants fol ny lesearch (the sexual

assault ploglam was made up of less than fifty women at the titne of the interviews), I

made all attenpts to conceal identities. To ensule anonymity, I did not attach descriptive
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or demographic infonnation and I have changed the participant's names, using aliases for

identif,rcation. In the intelview, however', I did ask for a personal description ofage,

number of years in the program, education level/background, employment status and

sector, class, and race. This information was for rny use to aid in reflection, provide

context, and deeper understanding ofwho the participants were and what their social

location was (Kirby, Greaves, & Reid, 2006). Fot the most paft, I only speak generally

about the participants. Due to the context ofthe research and histor.y of the program they

worked for, I also asked each woman whether they co'sidered themselves to be a

feminist and all foul patticipants stated that they did consider themselves feminists.

Interviews we'e conducted over four weeks. Analysis ofthe data was done

simultaneously with the interviewing plocess, as encour.aged for.qualitative r-esear.ch by

Glaser and strauss (1967). Ijournalled and made notes following each interview in a

reflection log. I focused on emotions that I felt during a'd after the interview, as well as

emotions that I saw and experienced in the par.ticipant. I attempted to capture my

observations ofwhat had liappe'ed verbally and non-ver.bally in the interviews. I

journalled about my expe'iences, feeli'gs, tho'ghts, and a'y discourse that i felt was

prorninent in the interviews. This leflection process began the analysis ofthe data (Kirby,

Greaves, & Reid, 2006). This reflection log was important because with all four women

there was follow-up irnmediately after the recorded interview. These reflective notes

about what was discussed when the tape recorder was offand tlle fornal interview was

over allowed me to captule impo|tant information. This included information about how I

felt the inte'i,iew was expe.ienced by the participa't inch.rding our conversations when

the lecorder was off, feelings that I rioted, and contextual and personal information that
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she did not feel comfortable having in the transcript. Though this informatio, was not

used directly and could not be presented in my analysis ofthe interviews, it added to my

reflections and analysis by providing depth and context to my research process and

analysis (Kirby, Greaves, & Reid, 2006).

My analysis of the interview transcl.ipts looked at what was said in response to the

questions and probes, and at what was not said, or wher.e I heard contradictions in how

the participants talked about the work that they did and their experiences of it (Ristock,

2002). I listened to the story they were telling me, I ristened for. disco'rses they

employed, and listened to the ranguage they we'e using. Some ofthe questions that

informed my analysis include: How they were speaking? And what did this mean for how

we do sexual assault work? And how does it impact the greater societal issue ofviolence

against women? Looking x'ougrr a poststructural lens increased my sensitivity to the

intimate and inseparable relationship between knowledge and language. This language-

knowledge relationship was especialy apparent and mar.ked due to the differing

background experiences, access to infonnation, and formal academic education that tlle

womelt counsellors represented.

Three guidelines directed my anarysis ofthe tr.anscr.ipts. The first concern I had

was what the women were saying ove.a (potter'& wetherell, r9g7; Ristock,2002).

specifically, I was concer'ed with wriat a'd how they responded to the questions that I

asked them dir.ectly, what language they used, how often they used that language, and

any contradictions. I was interested in their te'niinology, i.e., whether.they used the term

"v.iolence" or substituted the term "trauma," how they talked about theil. work and its

i'rpacts, a'd theìr 
'elationship 

with victims/clients. Seconclly, I rvas inter.ested in how
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their experiences and the words they used to describe these experiences appeared to be

shaped by the discourses that were available to them (Ristock ,2002).rwas interested in

how and what discourses constructed their experience and their subjectivities. Within this

analysis I reflected on their social location and the language that the women used to tell

their stories, what discourses did they draw on and what could i infer about the

discourses available to them? Thirdly, I compared discourses across the interviews,

looking for patterns, congruencies, and differences o. counter-patter.ns (Ristock, 2002).

Here, I looked for how discourses interact with each other, support and conflict, counter

and oppose, and appear side-by-side (Gavey, l 9g9). Mucrr of my anarysis relied heavily

on reflection and personal review, making up my audit trail, wtrich was a journal of my

research process f.om beginning to end. specifica y, reviewing'ry questions, ideas, and

tho'ghts, which we'e key elements in detecting alte¡nate discourse, which require a

sensitivity and critical lens. This sensitivity was at times very difficult to maintain as it is

counter to cu're't dominant practices in which my work, aside frorn rny thesis, is

embedded.

In t'anscribing the interviews, I made decisions about how to wr.ite them out, what

to include in terms of breaks, "um"s, et cetera, and, how much grammatical correction to

make. I decided to make very few grammatical changes to trre trarscr.ipts. I felt that this

was ilnportant to capture how the participants spoke, such as whether they str.uggled

(frequencies of "um," "like,") whether they paused, laughed, used silence, et cetera. Tlie

transcdpts were reviewed by the participarrts fo' accuracy, clarity, and I invited them to

add or'emove wlìat tliey warlted to have in the tr.anscript. o'e of tlie for-'. participants

sent back a lew changes.
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I analyzed the transcripts by identifying discourse, highlighting wher.e and which

discourse was employed, when there were countel-discourses presented and how that

occuned. I identified common language, pronoun use, consistencies in language, ideas or

language that \.vere different, inconsistent, or contradictory. I analyzed how discourses

interact and contradict. i highlighted and made notes in the transcripts what discourse I

tead l also looked for subjectivities and the regulations ofthese subjectivities within the

data' I was looking for who they talked about, including themselves, me, clients, victims,

and/or others. As well, when did they talk about these themselves and others, what was

happening, what discourse was employed, and what were the impacts. For example, I

noticed that pronoun use changed and was inconsistent, which led me to pay attention to

what pronouns were used, when, and how.

When I was well into my analysis, I found myself, in moments, constrained by

rny preconceived ideas, which were then proven by the data, especially those that I had

aheady found in the literature leview. At this point, when I felt that I could not see past

these ideas, I began to ask myself another question in the analysis pLocess. Because, eve'

though I had intelests in specific discourses I lead in the literatu¡e ofsecorrdary trauma,

prior to the interviews, I did not know å ov, of iffl'rcy would be in oper.ation, and what

other discourses may be centred and pro'rinent, what discour.ses would support and

interact, and what inrpacts these discourses would have. Tlrus, in or.der to ensure that I

made.it clear that the information was corning from rny analysis of the transcripts I had to

ask myself 
'rore 

cleally, and.epeatedly, and while disengaging somewhat frorn my

explolation ofthe litelature and research texts: what is happening in this text? what

discoulses are employed? And how?
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I read the transcripts over and over again and listened to the recorded interviews,

asking myself these questions. During the analysis stages, which were ongoing and more

intensive at times, I highlighted sections, words, chunks oftext that represented or

employed discourse that became comnon. I went tlu.ough the printed transcr.ipts, making

notes on what discourses o'discursive impacts I felt and read in the language. In an

electronic version I made files for the different discour.ses that I found and began

compiling examples oftext for the discourses found in the talk .I analyzed,the text for

ideas and messages that fit within dominant discourses, as we as those that did not fit or

were challenging to the dominant discourses, sometimes called resisting, counter-, and

oppositional discourses (Gavey, lggg). Throughout the analysis stage I went back to the

literatu'e on discourse anarysis, secondary trauma, trauma, and feminist practices. This

review helped me contextualize the irrformation, and reinforce my critical lens; I found

that it was realry easy to get lost in the data and forget context. Dur.ing rny analysis stage

I was developing significant sensitivity to my own work as a sexual assault counselol,

and to discou'se that constructed my experiences and have included some ofthese

leflections tluoughout the thesis.

My biggest struggle was to demonstlate how discourse operates, and not to come

across in my critical analysis ofdisco'rse as judgmentar or cr.iticar of the participants.

This was especiarry concerning for lne because I berieve the intent of sexual assaurt

workers, especially the four wonlen I interviewed, is to make positive social change in

our communities and the rives of women, and to i'crease the victim,s quality of life. AI
fou'of the wornen I i'terviewed rrave devoted so mucrr of their ti're and erer.gy to car.ing

fo'a'd sLrpportirg victims ofviolence, and r have trre deepest respect and r.egar.d for

69
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them Therefore, I have struggled tlu'oughout my thesis to speak and act in such a way

that critically analyzes discourse and discursive impact and present s other luths for

reflection and consideration without being critical of the participants themselves.

Furthe'more, I believe that these four women are not unique; they reflect the cùrrent

social and professional context ofprofessionalized sexual assault trauma seryices. Thus, I

believe that my analysis of the words and stories of these four.women may be

transferable to other sexual assault services, especially those that wor.k with women who

have experienced violence. while these foul women apploprìate dominant discourses,

tlrey do not crcate them.

I listened closely for the appearance of discourses and counte'-discourses of

tlauma and secondary trauma as these related specifically to the r.elationship between the

counsellor and the victim ofsexual assault. I was interested in how this r.elationship was

constituted through language used to understand the victim,s experiences and the

counsellor's experiences. I wanted to know how dominant discourses of trauma,

professionalism, and secondary tlauma constituted sexual assault trauma work, I was

interested as well in how and when feminist activist disco¡"u.se emerged, especially due to

its promir.rence in the program philosophy, which I will refer to as an..official', discourse.

This offìcial discoulse is the program philosophy that I pr.esented in chapter. r, Fentinist

Agency Philosophy.

My analysis section in chapter 4 is organized into two parts. Trre first section

relates to victim subjectivities inclr-rding discourses tlìat constitute the client as infectious.

The second sectiou relates to the construction oftherapist subjectivities, including

discourses that coustitute fhe rherapisr cts clangerous.I was interested in how tlie
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participants used these two discourses, whether and how other discourses were used, and

whether and how counter-discourses were used. i analyzed how participants presented

victim subjectivities, which discourses participants seemed to fìnd acceptable and

unacceptable, and how discourses interacted, were struggled againslwithin or promoted.

I listened for when participants seemed uncomfortable, when there were inconsistencies

in their talk, when and ifthey contradicted themserves, and when they spoke cautiously

or with cefiainty.

In tlre fìrst section I concentrate on the crient as infectious discourse as it is

supported and resisted in the nanatives ofthe sexual assault counsellors. I was interested

in whether they talked in this discourse and to what extent. I wanted to know where and

how the discourse appeared in the talk, and what other. discour ses constructed and were in

a client as infectious discourse. First I reflect on the disculsive dividing practices t¡at are

used to construct an "us"-"them," separating fhe infectious client fi.om the therapist.

He'e, I am inte¡ested in how discou'se pathologizes and objectifies the client/victirn and I

explore how discourse divides the therapist from the client, as well as from herselfifshe

has also expelienced violence or tl.auma. I am interested in the construction olclient and

therapist subjectivities, includi'g as contagious and as objects. r also seek to identify

resistant and counter'-discourses to the clienl as ínfeclious discour.se. counter-discourses

include momerts of shared subjectivity of therapist and client. within the intewiews,

regulation ofthe'apist behaviours a'd feelings and the struggle between compliance and

resistauce to the discou.se ale evident. I looked for.what disciplinar.y practices wer.e

presented by the participa'ts, and I analyzed what discour.ses these disciplinar.y practices
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were in, within this exploration ofdisciplinary practices, I look specifically at empathy

and fear, speaking about male violence, activism, and self-care.

within the section of therapist as dangerous, I was interested in how acceptable

therapist subjectivities are positioned and regulated. I note whe¡e the participants had

intemalized acceptable therapist subjectivity and where they resisted this disciplining.

specifically, I looked for instances where therapists were disciplined to be silent on

certain matters related to their wolk, such as sexual assault and rape and male violence.

Throughout, I paid attention to how the constitution ofacceptable subjectivities regulates

the re.lationship between therapists and clients-who ar.e, in this case, both women. To

understand the constitution of subjectivities, I reflected on language usage. For example,

did therapists use the te¡ms "client" or'"victim" or "woman,'and did they characterize

client experiences as "trauma', or .,rape,, or something else?

Et¡aluation and Assessme nt

Undertaking feminist poststructural research often challenges dominant criteria for valid

resea'ch. For example, Foucault (1gg0) states, that each society has its politics of truth in

which specific "techniques and procedu.es [ar.e] accorded value in the acquisition of

t.uth" (p. 13 1). Because the acq'isition and cr.eation of knowledge is a pr.ivilege of only a

powe'ful few, the value ofmy research needs to be decided through alternative measur.es.

I took measures to ensure quatity and transpa'ency-incr.easing reliability or

dependability and consistency-i' the data. Techniques such as usir.rg peer exarnination,

investigator's position, and a, a'dit frail can help accomplish validity (Merrian-t,2002).

An audit trail, as stated by Meuiam, "describes in detail how data r.vere collected, how
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categories were derived, and how decisions were made tluoughout the inquiry" (2002, p.

27). r kepf a research journal throughout my research process. This research journal

includes reflections, questions, dialogue with key people/professors, issues, and ideas. I

have theaded pieces of my joulïal tlx'oughout this thesis as I struggled and dialogued

with questions and concepts. The audit t.ail is "visible" in my thesis in my personal

reflections and process of writing, centring and claiming my voice and pelspective,

th'oughout the thesis. My researchjournal holds discussions of rnany pieces ofthis

thesis, from feminism and poststructural theory, to the stories from the sexual assault

program that I wolk for, including clients, volunteers, staff, and past volunteers and staff.

As well, though I have included some of my processes, questions, and r.eflections, my

journal helped to process arguments and thoughts out, in much more raw fomr, allowing

me to wite mole clearly and non-tangentially in this thesis.

Tl''ough feedback fiom my thesis cornmittee members, my peers and colleagues,

and the women I met who have expelienced violence, I was continuously reminded of

other perspectives, and guided to be self-reflexive and tr.anspalent in my cr.itical arralysis

and reading of the literature and formulatioD of my argument. contact with others

facilitates transpalency and keeps lne aware of rny location and my own position from

which I apploach this wo'k, in the sense that I open'ryselfup for.questions, concel.ns,

and am leminded of the rieed fol cla'ity. It was and is an ongoi'g work to become aware

of my biases, rny values, and r.r.ry attitudes. As well, it often deepens my understanding of

my work and perspective as I must make rny wo'k accessible to other.s. Sharing my wor.k

with others along the way opened my pelspective, intr.oduced valuable questions that I

had not earlier consideled, and encouraged nÌe to put my work into practice. In this, the
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research process has been extremely beneficial and influential in regard to how I move in

the world, and in relationships with women I supporlcounsel, colleagues, and others.

The ultimate goal of this research was to contribute to praxis in the area of

therapeutic wo'k with survivo¡s ofviolence. used in this sense,praxrs means that

"explanations are valued when they help people to r.eally understand the world and to

take action that changes it" Qrleuman & Krueger, 2003, p. g7). social work values the

relationship and integration between research and practice (Fook, 2000). I am attempting

to bring awaleness to discourses that ale embedded in the trauma and secondar.y trauma

literature and lesearch that rnake up the traumatology discipline. These discourses impact

therapists' r'elationships with sexual assault survivors and with themselves.

To achieve my goals for.this thesis, I looked to Susan Strega's outline for.

assessing feminist poststructural lesearch (strega, 2005). she questions,,what use the

notion of validity is to research that discards the notion ofobjective truth" (Strega, 2005,

p. 228). As well, how do we meet the goal of the researchet: to have their.wor.k be

"valuable to those wl.ro are neither accepted nor accorded status as author.ities" (strega,

2005, p. 229)? rwas corceLned about wo'ren as victims ofviolence and helpers, both

labelled ill, weak, and infectious, and needing treatment-e ffectively silenced.

strategically, th'ough the rnechanisrns ofpower (discourse, language, knowledge), both

ale continually isolated and seg|egated from the other and self-ensuring shared focus ou

vio.lence does not occur.

strega (2005) suggests a few ways to assess feminist poststr.uctural research,

which were impoltant factors fol my own lesearch. First, she suggests that.,we must

assess the political implications and usefulness ofwhat we pr.oduce for progressive, anti-
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oppressive politics in marginalized communities,, (Strega, 2005, p. 229). Thus, I

questioned what the needs and standards are for the community that I am concemed

about. The community that I was concemed with included both the female sexual assault

counsellors and the women who are supported-all women who exper.ience violence at

every level. A goal of my resear.ch was that it be ,,reconstr.uctive 
as well as

deconstructive" (Strega,2005, p.229). This research unmasks some ofthe oppressive

rnechanisms that hold women in oppressed positions. Following my discourse analysis of

the sexual assault workers' naffatives, I offer direction for.how we can integl.ate what I

have learned, begin challenging dominant discourses and making change.

secondly, it is impe'ative that I make the research pr.ocess and findings available

to the conmunity that I lesearched. The results need to be in a format and language that

makes them accessible to the people from whom it comes (Str.ega, 2005). This includes

making my la'guage accessible not orìly to the academic population that is most often the

talget gloup in g'aduate writing, but to my colleagues and coworkers that represent many

different locations, coming frorn varied academic levels. sharing my research, process,

and perspectives with ftiends, family, co-workers, and colleagues requiles that I use

accessible language. Thlough the plocess ofdoing this research, I have also learned how

irnpol'tant it is to talk and bring my wolk into every day. Therefore, to live'ry wor.k, put

it into language, begin and engage in discussions that change a'd challenge tr.auma and

secondaly trauma discourses that pathologize women whel.e mechanisms of oppression

have not been consideled. i discuss my lesponsibility, pursuit ofawareness, and need to

take action in the final part of this thesis (Chapter 5).
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Lastly, transparency and personal accountability was an important goal

tl''oughout my research process. This included transparency and reflexivity tfuoughout

the p'ocess, "including the extent to which we have considered our own complicity in

systems of domination and subordination" (strega,2005, p. 229). This reflexivity kept

me accountable throughout the research process, located the researcher in the resealch,

and questioned the idea ofan objective truth or neutrality in research (Absolon & willett,

2005; strega, 2005). As well, tluougho't the process of learning and exploring this area,

it was imporlant that I shared my experience when I could as I asked for others to share

their experiences. In personal, ongoing self-reflection, I looked carefully at myself and

the language that I use within which I promote certain power relations that maintain the

patlialchal professional hieralchies. I was concerned with when I employed discourses of

rape myths, p'ofessional and pathologizing discourses, and with whom I employed what

discourses, depending on where they were acceptable and valuable. In an attempt to

attain tlanspalency, I invited the counsellors to review and edit their tr.anscripts prior to

theil analysis (in following with feminist and participatory research, Lee & Renzetti,

1993; Meniam, 2002).

Fai.n herising (2005) states that "attending to poritics of rocation empowers

research to explore the varior.rs interpletations and accounts ofthe meanings that

rurdergild our findings" (p. 136). clality about my position/location as the resear.cher-

interpreter, writer-was ilnportant (see Absolon & willett, 2005). It was my goal to be

tlansparent tlx'ougliout my wolk and in my writing so that it was clear that it was my

voice aud perspective. This was so there would be no question that this is one perspective

(my own), which has context within a specific time, place, and social location.
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In the next section of this thesis I look closer at dominant discourses ofvicarious

trauma and secondary trauma, located as 'official' discourse due to there positioning in

academia, the mental health, and sociar work systems, and I start to construct an

argument for the disciplining and regulating impacts of these discourses.
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chapter 3: The cost of caring: vicarious Trauma and Secondary Traumatic

Stress Disorder

Intt'oduction

According to the info¡mation circr-rlating in acaden.ric and social service systems about

vicarious and/or secondary trauma, working with traumatized individuals is r.isky. In the

fìrst section I argue that secondary tlauma, like prSD and other primary diagnoses of

trauma, is a construct, label, illness, and theory, which is then an active tool for

oppressing women and removing responsibility for violence endured by women from

society and men. I propose that secondary trauma is steeped in hegemonic, phallocentric

discourse, which maintain patriarchal power.. Ther.efore, rather than narning the

perpetratol', holding men and society accountable for violence done to women, our.

society labels the woman (women) disordered, ilr, pathological ("traurnatized,,). F'rther,

these discourses pern'eate and constitute trre experience of the sexuar assault workel,

whose experience of wo'ki'g with women and r-rltimatery havi'g relationship with other.

women is determined. This further rabelling and diso.dering of women, is a domino

effect of systemic violence and oppression of women.

I felt the te'm "pharlocent'ic" was especialry fitting to describe trre dorninant

discourses ofsecondary trauma. prralrocentrism was coined by Jacques Der.r.ida to refer to

the centring and privileging of male (the phallus, wo'ren's lack thereof) and mascurinity

ir the construction of meaning and power relations (Derrida, l97g). He discusses rrow

women are covered and located as subjects within a geneúc (phallocentr.ic, male)

"hur'an" construct. Phallocer.rtrism is a stor.y ofviolence and oppressio'and the ver.y

word con.otes.ape. sociar syste'rs pathologize, institutionalize, and disorder women in
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institutions of language and power/knowledge and tlìe concrete walls of treatment

centres. These factors filter down to impact and construct the experience of, possibilities

for, and subjectivities ofthe counsellor and the sexual assault victim.

I outline the symptoms and diagnostic criteria of posttraumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) because secondary trauma mimics this illness. This information is based on the

Diagnostic and statistical Manual for Mental Disolde.s (DSM-IV-TR) and I include it in

order for the reader to gain an understanding of the constructed and disseminated mental

illness, medical language, and context.

The remainder of this section is an analysis oftext, which I have selected fi.om

journal articles and textbooks on secondary trauma, vicar.ious trauma, and

counterh'ansference when it is found within this body of wor.k. The authors included in

my review of this literature are those who are often cited in the traumatology discipline.

The themes that I identifu-normalization, gender, and pathologization-are themes that

arise again and again in the comprehensive reading that I completed on the subject of

seconda[y trauma tl'ìÌough a feminist postst|uctural lens with attention to women's

oppression, power, knowledge, language, and subjectivity. Within these over.ar.ching

themes, I isolate and identiS seve'al specific discoulses in order to unmask various

rnechanisms of power.

Finally, in last section (Exceptions and Contradictions to the Dominant

Discourses in the secondaly Tlauma Text) I present the contladictions and exceptions to

and within the argued phallocentric discourses. Among rny r.easons for including these

examples of text is to present that our klowledge and lar.rguage are not fixed. As well, it

reflects the conflict between the feniinist and medical/professional model ofsexual
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assault response and rerationship between women. we have alternative knowledge and

truths available to us, yet we often actively choose not to attend and promote these

altemate truths.

By explorirrg and dissecting the secondary traunla texts, I set a context within

which sexual assault counsello.s are rocated. Due especialy to the studied sexuar assault

p.ograrn's genesis, I work from a feminist perspective, as ttlat is how this program started

and, in pockets (e.g., affiliation with CASAC), continues to claim.

Wat is Vicaríous Traunm?

vicarious trauma is a by-product of violence against women, which is a systemic issue in

our society that has largely gone unchallenged. In fact, we might say thatjust as rape is

used to opprcss, control, and shame in the context of wal, it is similarly used to maintain

the systems that keep the .,desewing" powerful in the context of everyday North

American society. violence against women is accepted and it functions to maintain the

do'rinant patria.chal status quo, as it ensures that women are continuously weake'ed,

tluough tlreat or har.m. Further.more, women are expected to spend their energies

supporting tlle heali'g of othe' women who have been trueatened or harmed. women are

p.laced in services, mostly volunteer, and expected to,.deal,'with the issue ofsexual

assault t.auma as efficiently as possible. sexual assault workers ar.e essentially deali'g

with tlie trauma ofsurvivors ofviorence witho't being encouraged to rnake politicar

comections and take political action. This inevitably leads to hopelessness and

completely disables individuals to consider or even rearize tl.ìe root cause of the iss'e,

whicli, in tl¡n, leads to further acceptance and pr.or'otion of viorence against wome'.
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Women volunteer to care for their own. Bur.stow (1992) writes about how women

have been positioned to care for women, as does Profitt (2000b). These women are often

isolated, masked, and silenced within the govemment agencies or non-govemment

agencies that operate under the governing and dominant ideological conditions in order

for them to receive their allotted funding (Mardorossian, 2002). They take their.ration

and keep their voices down (Foley, 1996). They listen to countless stories of women's

pain and terror. They take it in, are encouraged to make time for self-care and cany on

(Spencer Faunce, 1990). Within this reality there is no r.oom for dreams of change. The

actions of these women who work with other women are isolated to the individual case;

there is little o'no hope for change at a systemic level (Burstow,2003; Mar.dorossian,

2002). At the end of the workday, there is no hope that perhaps there will be less violence

against women because ofthe accomplishments or energies expended in that day. Labour

folce studies have shown thatjob satisfaction increases when workers feel that they are

part ofa bigger picture (Foley, 2006). It is important that they can see how their energies

are affecting overall change and the end result. In social services involving violence

against women, what is the end result?

As I stalted resealching this area and the context ofwomen sexual assault

counsellors, I had many discussions with many different people. In my discussions with

women in the sexual assault program, it was suggested and questioned that ifequality and

egalitarianisrn were truly goals of society, the positions filled by the many volunteer.s

wor*ing to support women who have experienced violence would be paid (or well paid

and valued) positions. Society's values, ideologies, and hierarchies ale established and

maintained using a monetary r.eward system. Pove$y is a fi:nctional and necessaty
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element of this capitalist system; to keep the ¡ich and power.ful in their privileged

position. The people in power in Nofh Ame¡ica are not interested in change. someone

has to be marginalized, and because the underlying conductor is our society,s patriarchar,

capitalist, and globalization values, it chooses that those some be women, childr.en,

immigrants, and disabled persons. Our society's promoted and valued discourses actively

maintain the cu*ent, dominant value system and power rerations. our Euro-westem

society is not interested in empowering women; therefore violence against women is

functional and se.es a valuable purpose, as does "trauma" and ,,secondary 
tl.auma.,,

Tíme spent in hearing takes away fiom creating-it also takes away fi.om actively

speaking out against the cause for our need to hear, narnely male viorence. what could

women accomplish if they were not spending their.time and energy healing or supporting

other women's healing? How would this society look if women felt safe, were paid

equally, and wele valued? Keeping women "traumatized', (as a result ofviolence and/or

tlu'eat ofviolence) is a direct way ofoppressing women and keeping them s enced. our

society does not need to listen to or consider.the stories (as truth) of wome'who have

experienced violence due to the labels attacrred to them: iü, hysîerÌcar, disordered,

trluntatized. When these women begin to speak or.act out, they are quickly and

professionally labelled, in ordel to contain and locate the ill, hysterical, traumatized

woman-ultimately silencing hel and isolating her from ears of those who may hear her

stoly ol see her pain. Fulthermore, the sma serect group of women who do risten to the

ill, traumatized, arrd hysterical women, as a result of hear.irìg the stor.ies of hurting

\.vomen, nlay expelience secondcn.y Trauma if they act out behavioul.s tllat are not deemed

normal by olu'society (Blown, lggl; Br"rrstow, 2003). This secondar.y trauma is linked to
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the individuals' pathology (the counsellor.s') and they are no\ry seen as infected or ill as a

result of the work that they do with traumatized women, as well as there being some

predictable weakness in her. This secondary victim labelling is another way to mainlain

the oppression of women. Furlhermore, illness discourse sets women up to feal each

other and confain their professional relationship.

Human services work is delegated to women. Though, at the conception ofthe

rape crisis centle, women-helping-women was based on principles of .,collectivity,

consciousness-raising, the primacy of women's experience, and respect for women's

strengths, resilience, and power" in which staffand volunteers ',acted as educators and

organizers, providing abused women with practical assistance, infor.mation, peer support,

and a political understanding of men's violence" (Profitt, 2000b, p. 22). The intent and

purpose for all the women involved (staff, voh-rnteers, selice users) was to be

empowering, community-building, and socially active. More reflective of the present

state ofsocial services for women, Bonnie Bur.stow (1992) discusses how women are

positioned as social workers and nurses, "the physical and emotional caretakers,,, who

"mete out" the patlialchal discipline ofpsychiatry (p. 34). She states, ,,psychiatr.ists 
as

absent but power'fuI father resocializes woman as sick infant, with Woman as Laboring

Body functioning as servant and scapegoat-all this for.the gleater good of patriar.chy"

(Bulstow, 1992, p.34). This, I contend, is the context witliin which the laboring vtoman

is now herselfbeing labelled "ill" thlough 'psy' discourse and the constr.uction of

vicaLious traurna.

Alas, the woman helper position for other women is undervalued-poorly funded

and uracknowledged. Instead, the wornen who fail to do their wor.k and fi"rlfill what has
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been deemed by our society their natural responsibilities, taking care ofother women,

children, men, and also caring for themselves (avoiding becoming burned out, stressed, et

cetera), are called ill our society is constructing a discourse to prace these ifi, fa ìng,

disordered women into regitimated knowredge that we can ream and disseminate, and

therefo.e avoid' predict' detect, and treat. women who do not, or cannot, manage to care

for others, are pathorogized--considered disordered, diseased, and l. our society has

constructed terms rike vica.iousry traumatized, bur.ned out, secondary traumatic stl.ess

disorder, which shift alr ofthe attention away from societar issues (such as rape, sexual

assault, stalking and the fìrst- and second-hand experiencing ofthese) that affect a

women-and, instead medicalize, once more, the femare body/mind/heart and isolate her

within institutions ofdiscourse (constituting power/knowledge) and er€cted treatment

centres and trauma programs. The discourses ofsecondaly trauma set up and maintain

gendered power rerations and oppression within the woman's social context. This is the

social context within which the sexual assault counsellor.s I speak to must navigate.

Interestingly, I have noticed in my review of the 
'esearch 

and literature that the

vast majolity ofresearch on vicarious trauma, burn out, compassion fatigue, and

secondary st'ess disorde' rras been done with female participa.ts (Kassam-Adams, r 994;

Mardorossian, 2002). caplan and cosgrove (2004) in their.edited book provide many

examples ofbias i'psychiat'ic diagnoses. This is perhaps because women ar.e often in

roles where seconda'y trauma is a proble'r, women afe r.nore willing a'd expected to

participate in the research, women are seen as the ones afflicted, or ped.raps the

assumption already exists that won'en a.e the ones with the pr.oblerl-they ar.e tlre ones

both with t.aumatization (due to violence) and secondary tr.aumatization. This fits with

84
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what Mardorossian (2002) talks about as research's and theory,s gaze on andcritique of

women, which overlooks men, making issues like rape, its prevention, and impacts,

women's problem; both one that they should solve and that they have caused.

The information presented within the research and literature is conflicted on the

causes and/or predispositions for therapists' development ofvicarious trauma and

secondary traumatic str.ess (Ar.vay,200l; pearlman & Mac Ian, 1995). Much of the

research has focused p'imarily on discovering the cause ofsecondary trauma, specifically

by looking at the gender, experience and age of the worker (Lerias & Byrne, 2003), the

workload involvi'g tr.aumatized victims (Brady, Guy, poelstra, & Brokaw, 1999;

schanben &' Fruzie¡ 1995), paid versus voluntee. workers (Baird & Jenkins, 2003),

histoly ofpelsonal trauma in the thelapist (Salston & Figley,2003), attachment styles

(Marmaras, Lee, siegel, & Reich, 2003) personal coping history (positive or negative),

therapists' view ofthe world (positive or negative) (Mccann & colletti, 1994), sense of

coherence (ortlepp & Friedman, 2001), and job satisfaction (Ghahr.amanlou & Br.odbeck,

2000). Research that i'vestigates the causes and susceptibility to vicar.ious tr.anma and

secondaly traumatic stress find no consensus--one study finds co elations where another

does not link those same variables. Thelefol.e, in this critical r.eview, I have chosen not to

go into great detail about what studies attempt to find what cause.

Another focus of the academic and professional research is the development of

standaldized n.ìeasurement tools, instluments, ar.rd questionnaires for assessment of

vicalious tlauma, en'rpathic stress, countertransfelence, secondary fr.aurnatic stress

diso¡der' and bu.nout (for example, Betts Adams, Matto, & Har.r.i'rgton, 2001 and the

Tlaumatic stless Institìite Belief Scale; Figley, 1995a developed the compassion Fatigue
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Seìf-Test). Therefore, isorating risk factors and symptoms are necessary in order to

detect, diagnose, a'd properly treat secondary trauma in an individual (Kadambi &

Truscott,2004). However, the goal of the professional literature is not wholly based on

intention to care for the individual who experiences secondary traunla as it seeks to

develop "more effective strategies to cope" with the effects of working with survivors

(Schauben &. Frczier,l995, p. 50). Intention is also economically driven, as,.the

development ofsuch strategies courd benefit crinics by reducing the high tu'rover r.ate

among sexual violence counse ors. This would both increase staff conti'uity and

decrease agency tr.aining costs,, (Schaube n & Frazier,1995, p. 50).

Symptoms of secondary strcss or corrrpassion fatigue ar.e outlined by Figley

(1995a; 1995b) and include 
'e-expe.iencing 

the victim's traumatizing event, avoidance,

numbing in response to reminders ofthis event, and persistent arousar. on the other.hand

Mccann and Pearlman (r 990a) distinguish vicarious trauma fiom secondary stress

disorder and bumout, wrre' they state trre therapist's cognitive world is shifted tluough

verbal exposure to victims' traumatic stories. cognitive shifts and intrusive imagery are

the p'imary i'rpacts on the the.apist according to Mccann ard pearlman (r990a), and

this includes losses or disruptio'in safety, esteem, tl.ust, intimacy, and control regarding

selfand others. They go on to state tlìat these cognitive schema changes may have

negative effects on the therapists' feelings, r'elationsrrips, and non-wor.k rife as well as

their work with clients. These researchers have developed traumatic stress scales to

measu.e therapists' levels of vicarious t.aunla (Mccann & pearlman, l gg0b; pear.rman,

19e6).

86
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I will refer to the DSM-IV symptomology of prsD briefly in order to provide an

understanding ofthe language from which the disorder of secondary trauma originates. I

will outline the diagnostic critelia and symptomology of posttraumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) because it relates directly to secondary trauma, as the symptoms are reflective of

PTSD. The difference between PTSD and secondary tlauma is that the latter mimics

PTSD and is a secondary response, resulting fr.om pTSD (Brady, Guy, poelstra, &

Brokaw, 1999). Therefore seconda.y trauma is experienced not by the per.son who has

experienced the traurnatic event, but by the people who come in contact with that

traumatized person. The symptoms of secondaly trauma mimic those of the traumatized

person. Figley (1999) allocates that secondary traumatic stress is a syndr.ome of

symptoms neafly identical to PTSD. steed and Downing state that therapists experience a

"variety ofsevere negative effects, which may have a pewasive impact on their

functioning in both personal aud professional domains,,(199S, p.1).

Diagnostic c.ite'ia for PTSD includes a confirmation that the person was exposed

to a traumatic event in which the "person experienced, witnessed, or was confr.onted with

an event or events that involved actual o| threatened death or serious injury, or a thr.eat to

the physical integlity ofselfor others," and "the person's resporlse involved irrtense fear,

helplessness, or ho.or" (APA, DSM-IV-TR, 2000, p. 468). In secondary trauma the

therapists/helpers a'e affected due to exposu.e to people who have experienced a

tlaumatic event. Through hearing the stories and experiences ofa client, and by

enrpathizing witli a client, rÌegaÍive consequences may be experienced by tlie

thelapists/helper (Figley, 1995a; Figley, 1995b; McCann & pearlman, 1990a; McCa'n &

Pearlnan, 1990b; Ner-unanri & Gamble, 1995).
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For the individual with posttraumatic stress disorder the traumatic event is

persistently leexperienced in one (or more) of the following ways: 1) recuruent and

intlusive distressing recollectio's ofthe event, including images, thouglrts, or

perceptions, 2) r'ecun'ent distressing dreams of the event, 3) acting or feeling as ifthe

traumatic event were recu'.ing (sense ofreliving the exper.ience, illusions, hallucinations,

and dissociative flashback episodes, including those that occur on awakening or when

intoxicated), 4) intense psychological distress at exposure to internal or external cues that

symbolize or resemble an aspect of the traumatic event, and 5) physiological reactivity on

exposure to internal or extelnal cues that symbolize o¡ resemble an aspect ofthe

traumatic event (APA, 2000, p. 469). In seconda'y trauma, therapists report similar

experiences to that oftheir clients, including somatic syrnptoms such as headaches,

nausea, sexual dysfunctions, dilficulty t[usting others, emotional numbing and flooding,

intrusive imagery, and increased feeli'gs ofpe.sonal vulnerabilities (pear.lman &

Saakvitne, 1995).

The person with PTSD persiste'tly avoids stimuri associated with the tr.auma and

numbing of general 
'esponsiveness 

(not present befor.e the trauma), including at least

tlree of the following behaviours: efforts to avoid thor.rglrts, feelings, conversations

associated with the traurna; efforts to avoid activities, places, or people that arouse

recollectious of the trauma; inability to recall an important aspect of the tr.auma;

markedly dinlinished inte.est or participation in significant activities; feeling of

detaclmrent or estrangement flo'r others; rest.icted r.ange of affect (e.g., r.rnable to have

loving feeli'gs); sense offoreshortened future (e.g., does not expect to have a career,

rnauiage, childlen, or a nolrnal life span) (ApA, 2000). In secondar.y traunìa the therapist
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experiences a negative tlansformatior.r of their imer experience, and a significant shift in

their view ofthe world. Theil world view changes, such that they experience everything

Íbiough a truuma lens.The above mentioned effects, feelings, and behaviour.s are often

experienced by the therapist with secondar.y trauma. As well, Neurnarm and Gamble

(1995) state that the helper identities of a// therapists who work with tr.aumatized

individuals are challenged. This occurs as "reenactments and projections ofroles of

perpetrator', victim, and helpless witness occur with regularity in trauma wor.k, casting the

therapist into affective experiences, which sharply conflict with his or her. identity as

healer" (Neumann & Gamble, 1995,p.344). Tr.auma therapists may find themselves

becoming more fea.fu1 and suspicious ofothers, more concerned about personal safety,

despairing about violence and cruelty in oul society, and pessirnistic about the potential

for therapy to make a difference and about the human condition (Etherington, 2000;

Neumann & Gamble, 1995).

The individual who has PTSD experiences pel.sistent symptoms of increased

arousal (not present befole the traurna), as indicated by at least two of the following:

difficulty falling ol staying asleep; irritability or outbursts ofanger; difficulty

concentrating; hypelviligance; exaggerated star.tle response (ApA, 2000). In pTSD as

well as in secondary tlauma these sytÌrptoms ate coltìrlton. In the ther.apist, iftliese

symptolns are left untreated, they can lead to what is known in the litel.atur.e as bumout

(see Maslach & Jackson, 1986).

The dulation of all of the above symptorls must be plesent fol mole than a ¡lonth

in older for the individual ro be diagnosed wirh pTSD (ApA, 2000). As well, the

disturbance mì.lst cause clinically significant distr.ess or. impairment in social,
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occupational, or other impoÍant areas of functioning. Ther.e is no dete nined timeframe

for diagnosis ofsecondary trauma. However, the literature emphasizes the seriousness of

the symptoms and effect on the therapist, and outlines the harmful effects. However,

Neumann and Gamble (1995) also state, seemingly as a reassur.ance to all ther.apists, that

secondary traumatization is a nolmal response to "doing the hard work of traurna ther.apy

and does not reflect the therapist's competence,,' even though most therapists feel

helpless and question their competence when experiencing secondary traumatization þ.

344). As well, Trippany, Kr.ess, and Wilcoxor.r (2004) state that seco.dary trauma is a

normal response in therapists as a result of their wor.k with traumatized clients and that

lhe "in'atíonal perceptions develop as self-protection against these emotionally traumatic

experiences" (p. 32, italics added).

Finally, t.eatment and prevention ofsecondar.y trauma are focal points in the

cun'ent research. Education around prevention, positive coping techniques, caseload

management, peer supervision, normalization, self-cale/help, which includes healthy

boundary setting (for example, with clients, and between personal and wor.k life),

rnaintaining professional relationships, and depersonalizing ar.e some of the teclmiques

fol prevention and treatment ofsecondary trauma (Hesse, 2002; Neumann & Gamble,

1995; Phipps & Byrne,2003; Salston & Figley,2003; Steed & Downing, l99g; Trippany,

Kress, & wilcoxon, 2004). These techniques are taught in classrooms ard supervisior.r

neetings for cur'¡ent and aspiring counsellols. I have hear.d quite often in my discussions

with pee.s and colleagues that we need to ..leave work at work,,, ,.leave our baggage at

the door," a'd "not take it per.sonally." Neumaun and Garnble refer to it as ,,p'tting

themselves [therapists] on hold while they focus on their.clients,,(1995, p. 345).
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Vicarious Trauma as Discourse

It is critical that research move beyond the immediate experience of the wor.kers to

activale and make links to a larger societal context, which is maintained by dominant

discourses. To maintain focus on the effects ofthese traumas does not change the cause.

This thesis seeks to link secondary trauma to violence against women tluough discour.ses

we have available to us and therefore begin opening up the systems and deconstructing

the isolation, which is maintained by the language that we use (see Str.ega, 2005). In her

study, woliver (1993), showed how important rape reform efforts are within the lar.ge

diffuse women's movement and how controversial sexual violence is for people their.

entile lives. My lesealch tracks the effects of discoulses we use that constitute tlie

knowledge we have about violence against women, and uncover liow it affects large

populations, beyond the immediate target (individual) being violated. To identifi

discourse, it is imperative to look critically at the knowledge and language available to us

in the professional literature and empirical lesearch into wor.king with "traumatized"

individuals, and to explore the intentions and effects ofthese discourses. practicing a

feminist pelspective allows me sensitivity to, and awaleness of, the exper.ience of women

and their oppressed position in society.

I'naming discourse, I challenge the culrent language and power/k'owledge, and

in cliallenging the language that we use, I also challenge "the tr.uth," within which most

people find comfort, ways ofcoping, identity, and the very context ofour existence.

within this, I challenge the corìstruct of "woman," including rny own female subjectivity.

often when what we know and believe is challenged, we lesist. This occurs even when

accepting the challenge and shifting our awaleness and knowledge, centring oppositional
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discourse, could provide opportunities for women to construct healthier., more valued,

and strong subjectivities.

Ideological constructions shape people's thinking, as displayed in the choice of

discourses we use (Ristock, 2002). Discoulses as social practices construct patticular.

tluths/¡ealities/subjectivities and therefore reproduce certain dominant power relations

and normative frameworks. These normalized lessons that we learn about ourselves and

the wo¡ld around us are taught to us tll'ough ideological and social processes that are

often masked; we are not conscious ofthem (Elliot, 1995). Thus, to have understanding is

to begin to unmask the ideological and social processes. Discourses regulate and

discipline, including what a subject can and cannot participate in, and how they can

behave. As a result, there is backlash when discour.ses are challenged (Wang, 1999).

Questions that are foundational to me as I explor.e various discourses in the secondaty

trauma litefature are: how is the servicing of sexual assault victims promoted and

maintained in the discourses that we use? How is this servicing of a gr.eater

social/political (gender) issue reflective ofour society's dorninant ideology? What are the

options and subjectivities afforded to women for.selfand relationship with other women

irr sexual assault wolk discourse?

I explore the research and literature ofsecondary tr.auma thtough a feminist

poststructural Iens to gain an understanding of the discipline and social context withirl

which the sexual assault field is cunently positioned. I ar.gue that tltere ate tluee

overarching disculsive themes within the secondar.y trauna resear.ch: nor.malization,

ger.rder, and pathologization/medicalization.
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Normalíz in g D i s c ourse s

The terms norntal and. narural often introduce the phenomenon of secondar.y trauma in

the ¡esearch and professional literature on working with people who have experienced

traumatic stressors. For example: "Secondary traumatic stress is defined as "the natut'al,

consequent behaviors and emotions resulting fi'om knowledge about a traumatizing event

experienced by a significant other. It is stress resulting from helping or wanting to help a

traumatized ol suffering person" (Figley, 1999,p. 10, italics added).

This infolniation communicates tllat we can expect and anticipate the negative

consequences ofbeing a helper., or wanting to help. However, there is no implication of

an offence; the offence is removed. It is now sirnply the trauma (without origins), which

is also transmittable to lulnerable other. The symptomatic behaviours and emotions ar.e

"natural" as a result of wanting to help sorneone else and working with tr.aumatized

others. Yet, lltis nattn'al and nonnal consequence is in turn being considered disor.der.

"It's important to stress that vicarior¡s tlaumatization is a norntal response to doing the

hard work of trauma therapy and does not reflect tlie therapist's competence,, Q.Jeumann

& Ganrble, 1995,p.344). The authors state hele that a trauma response in the therapist is

not reflective ofher competence, but elsewhele in this article, the authors outline the

violations, difficulties, nonempathic distancing, and victim-blaming r.esponses fi.om the

therapist if they do not deal effectively with their secondaly traumatization (see'ry

discussion on tl're theropist as dcrngerous discourse).

World viev, - A Correct llay Ío I/iety Íhe lllorld

The body of literatule and .esearcl'r on tra¡-¡ma work also assumes that there is a normal

way of viewing the wolld and there ar.e disrupted, disorder.ed, aud negative ways of
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viewing the world. one such negative way is identified within the allocation ofsecondary

traumatization and trauma work, and is considered viewing the world through a trauma

Iens. This is a term that describes the pr.esumed shift in world view and per.spective

brought on tll'ough the transmission of traumatic content. There seems, then, to be a

conshucted correct (normalized and valorized) way to view the wor.ld, and a devalued

view of the world within trauma ("trauma lens"). This normalized world view I have

named to be in dominant discourse of corect world view, which is set in juxtaposition to

a traumct lens, whiclrt the affected trauma therapist holds. For example, Neumann and

Gamble (1995, p. 344), in their meta-analysis, use language that places negative value on

the world view ofthe trauma therapist: they descr.ibe The "pervasive and devastaÍing,"

"intrusive imagery," "negative transfonnation in the therapist,s inner experience.,,

[Vicarious trauma] results in disruptions in the therapists' sense of
identity, worldview, spirituality, ability to tolerate strong affect, and
central cognitive schemas (e.g., core beliefs about safety, trust, esteem,
contlol, and intirnacy). In addition, VT [vicarious trauma] also may affect
the therapist's imagery system of memory. Qrleumam & Gamble, 1995,
p. 344, iralics added)

In language/text such as this, the person with secor.rdary traurna is not viewing the world

in a colrect way, or a way that can be h.usted, consider.ed legitimate o¡ valid. The

acceptability of the thelapist who experiences secorrdary trauma to be a legitimate

knower is brouglrt into question. Thlough qr:estioning hel view ofthe world as legitirnate

ol an acceptable truth, her voice and experience ofthe world, simila[ to the traurnatized

client, is questioned and labelled incorrect (tlaumatized, trauma lens). Even her memor.y

is not to be tlusted ol legitirnated. The authors go on to give an exan.rple ofan "intruded,"

''negalive," "dislupted" wolld view:
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Over time, the therapist begins to view the world through a trauma lens.
He or she is painfully attuned to human suffering, notjust at the office,
but also duling off-work hours. The sound ofa child's cry at the grocery
store evokes images ofa client's brutal narrative describing childhood
abuse. The therapist feels filled with grief, anger, and a sense of
helplessness. (Neumann & Gamble, 1995, p. 344, italics added)

Certainly the.e are disruptions to identity, world view, imagery, and memory systems of

the therapist. I wonder, however, if this necessarily constitutes a disorder. could it more

neutrally be labelled leorningjust as we learn from all other experiences in our lives?

The language used makes this new wo'ld view (this trauma lens) less legitimate and ill

revealing intent ofdominant discourse. what these researche¡s have labelled a "trauma

lens" world view is absolutely legitimate in the sense that it is made real by the images

and stories (and consequent shift in beliefs, identity, values ofthe listener) spoken by the

woman who experienced that particular violence. Gillian walker (1986) writes about the

process of legitirnacy as "conceptual imperialism" in which, ..new issues and concerns

are emblaced by plofessional, reseaLcher-, and social scientists in general, and br.ought

within the realm ofthe discourse; that is, the field ofan academic discipline empowered

to define, theolize and prescribe a par.ticular area of knowledge,' (p. 36). Legitinacy has

been historically determined by White males, patriarchy, and capitalism (Burstow, 1992;

Mardorossian, 2002). Dorothy Smith (1990) articulates how certain discour.ses are made

legitimate and powelful. Stacy Hammons (2004) in hel study shows how female shelter.

workels select legitiniate discourse in older to be seen as colnpetent and professional.

Here again the langr-rage used to speak of the ir.npacts of t.auma work is technical and

nedical, delegated again to an ambiguous (perpetrator.less) ..trauma', impact-both for

the vìctim and thelapist. As well, both tlaumatized victim and ther.apist within the text

assune devalued subjectivities that ale inational, dislupted, othered, and inferior. Their
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stories, voices, and experiences ate labelled such that they are easily dismissed, ignored,

falsified, and denied due to their traumatized view ofthe world.

This trauma lens becomes the socially othered rcality of many women who have

experienced violence. I believe that rhe devastaÍing and pervasive response of the

therapist is a lesult of empathizing, feeling, listening, and then being confined inside the

institution (agency) walls, and the professional subjectivity. This professional

subjectivity negates parts ofthe relationship between women who hear the stories of

other women. Both these women are in danger.of being labelled (pTSD, vicarious

tlauma, secondary t'aumatic stress disorder) and having their experience ofthe world

qualified as diso|deled or ill. The female therapist experiences stor.y after story ofpain

and violence against women and is subsequently silenced by the blanket of the tr.qum(t

Iens,with definable symptoms, gender, and behaviour (to support her silencing and need

for fixing). By positioning het, in tr.auma discourse, as ill and needing to be fìxed, her

voice is silenced and experience made illegitimate. ultimately, the stor.ies of violence of

countless women stay at the individual victil¡/survivor level, and do not have a chance to

affect the prevalence ofviolence against women in society or make an impact for social

attention ar.rd change. The language used to describe a trauma lens and the shift in world

view (wlrich is oÍher or narginal) cleally shows that ther.e is an assumed nalural, correct

way to view the wolld. Tliis con'ect and natural way of viewing the wor.ld is different

fiom that ofthe victim or trauma therapist. This is a dividing practice in the trarunatology

discourse thatjudges and segregates a nor.mal fr.om an abnor.rnal.

The literatur.e also suggests that a shift in wor.ld view, which is nor.mal, is

potentially harnrful to the client:
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The the'apist whose worldview rras been changed as a result ofvicarious
traumatization may blame the victim or join together with the client to
avoid wor*ing tluough the trauma. The therapist may fail to hear or allow
clients to speak about things that challenge the therapist,s beliefs about
the world or people. On the other hand, the ther.apisf may unwittingly
pt'ompt the client to discuss that which will restore his or her,,shaueied,,
worldview, but rnay not allow trre crient to express and process his or her
own feelings or views ofthe world. (Hesse,2002, p. 30i)

The author ofthis text sta'ts from an assumption that the therapist once held a benign

world view. Bonnie Bnrstow (2003) talks about the assumption within this normal wor.ld

view which are ploblematic to women: First that "the world is essentially benign and

safe, and so general trust is app.opriate, and (2) people who have been traumatized have a

less realistic pictule ofthe wolld than others" þ. I29g). The message within the ,official'

secondary trauma discoulse is that there was a better world view that existed prior to the

therapist's vicarious traumatization. But with a shift in world view, the therapist may do a

number ofthings that she would not liave done previously. These behaviour.s that the

therapist may engage in, such as blaming the victim, joining together with the client to

avoid work, failing to hear the client, or allowi'g her to speak, are all depicted as

negative effects ofvicalious traulnatization arrd shift in world view. There is no mention

ofhow the thelapist's previous-to-"shattered" world view n.rade an impact in the therapy

sessions priol to the shift. we ale to assume that whatever world view that the thel.apist

lield before hearing women's stories ofviolence, pain, hurt, fear, sur.vival, r.esilieuce, was

benign, correct, and did not cause the therapist to fail to hear the client, blanie the victim,

or avoid work with the client. Now this new world view-rdrich as I have established has

been called a Íatnta lens and inclndes over.generalization ofviolence, not trusting others

and feeling unsafe-is identif,red as potentially danragi'g to the cìient, due to actions by

the traumatized therapist.
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The secondary trauma literature also assumes that reactions in the trauma

therapist are due to working with traumatized clients versus a legitimate response to

increased awareness ofthe high prevalence ofviolence in our society that occurs in many

situations and settings, perpetrated by both known and unk¡own people (usually men).

For example:

The therapists' self-protective beliefs about safety, control, predictability,
and attachment are challenged tlu.ough working with tr.auma survivors.
Consequently the therapist nray become anxious, and avoidant of
situations they now perceive as potentially danger.ous, such as being
home alone, driving at night, and walking through car.parks. These and
other effects, which can be disruptive and painful for the therapist, may
occur as a short-term reaction to working with traumatised clients, or may
persist for n.ronths or years after the completion ofsuch work. (Steed &
Downing, 1998, p. 3)

Here, one who has secondary trauma is considered to have an uru.ealistic

perspective of women's/self s danger. Despite statistics that state a woman has

ovet a 50%o chance of experiencing violence in her lifetirne; she is just as likely to

experience violence as not (Statistics Canada, 1993). However, to be concerned

about self-pl'otection is now seen as the result of work with victirns. The

prevalence and occurrerrce of male violence still rer¡ains unstated and

unacklowledged. Instead, the victim is narned as the reason the counsellor

experiences secondary ttaunta, an incr.ease in fear, and concer.n fot personal

safety. The woman victim is constr¡¡cted as fhe cause of tlìe therapist's secondar.y

tlaunìa.

Lau.a B.own (1991) offers a counter algument, h'om her. location as a feminist

therapist, wolking extensively with "traulna," states that when we "start to coìJnt tlie

numbels of those for whom insidious trauma is a way of ìife, we must, if we have any
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morality, question a society that subjects so many of it inhabitants to traumatic stressors,,

(r'' 129)' Brown (1991, p. r28) argues that alr women, due to living in a curture where

"there is a high base rate ofsexual assault, and where such behaviour is considered

nomal a'd erotic by men as it is in North American culture,', experience continuous

insidious tlauma. She goes on to cite that:

Many women who have nevel been raped have symptoms of rape trauma;
we ar.e hypervigilant to celtain cues, avoid situations that w. ,"nr" ur.
high Lisk, numb in response to ovettues fi.om men that might be friendly,
but might also be the first steps toward our violation. (Brown, 1991,p.
128)

The 'official' secondary trauma text also suggests that high workload (many

clients) is the cause ofsecondary trauma in the sexual assault wor.ker. overlooked and

unmentioned is the subsequent increase in the number ofscenarios and stories ofviolence

where people (men) have chosen to violate another person (women/children) in so many

va.ied and con'mon situations. For example, from the woman who is dr.agged into the

back alley of a ba'at three in the morning, to the elderly woman car.rying her groceries

home at twelve 
'oon 

th'ough a subu'ban par*, the mother.and wife whose husba'd will

not take'ho" or'"1'm exhausted" fol'an answer, and the l2-year-old wlio is swar.med on a

playg.or:'d. The stories go o'and on, until trre.e is not a place that does not carry a stor.y

of a wonan who was terro.ized by a man, or a numbeL of men. I have been working in

this field for only seven yea.s, and thele are few places or situations remai'ing that do

not mark a woman's expe|ie'ce ofsexual violence. Fol.the sexual assault therapist, every

time of day and every minute on the clock can telr a story of a woman wlio went numb as

she was bei'g raped or assaurted and the fear and ross became so great. The rite¡ature of
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trauma and secondary ttauma conveniently labels the women who ale aversely impacted

by the untold/unheard (socially) stories ofviolen ce disordered.

The female ther.apist's shifts in self-protective beliefs about safety, control,

predictability, and attachment (relationships) are responses to a society that holds and

allows all ofthe lived experiences ofviolence against women to exist and be (re)created

ovel and over again. The therapist's anxiety and avoidance ofsituations they now

perceive as potentially dangeroì.rs, such as being horne alo'e, driving at night, and

walking tluough pa'king lots is a result oflearning and it is responsivity to social

um'esponsiveness-she izøst change due to the fact that society is not changing. These

and other effects, I believe, cu'e disruptive and painful for all women. Their persistence

and maintenance is removed and hidde'withi'the medicalized jar.gon used in the

secondary trauma literature. Though, using positivist research jalgot.r, one might

hypothesize that when the trigge| or independent variable (the traumatized clients) is

removed, the therapist should retuln to her o'iginal state (corr.ect wor.ld view, safe,

untraumatized), though she often does not. Could we then assume that the stimulus is still

plesent? In fact, I algue that the stimuli are our systems and society that do not respond to

end violence against women and she hasjust becorne moLe attuned to it in her world. The

litelature on secondary trauma exudes a sense ofulgency; the ther.apist must deal or \ryork

with or otherwise fìx the secondaly t.auma shift that occurs witlrin her. Though the

secondary tlaunra literature states that the shift in world view is naturctl and nornnl,tbe

undoing and refrarning of this transformation is ir.npelative.

Fufiher, it is the sole responsibility ofthe ther.apist to detect tliis normal,

ptedictable. inevitable change:
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VT [vicarious trauma] is a result of empathic engagement with survivors,
trauma material. It is recognized as normal, predictable, and inevitable,
yet, if the caregiver does not \rvork with the transformation that is takin!
place, it can have serious effect on the caregiver as an individual, as a
professional, as well as with interpersonal relationships. (Salston&
Figley,2003, p. 169)

The message is that there is an inevitable transforrnation within the therapist, but if it is

not addressed (o'treated) properly, it wilr have serious effects. The language is that of

threat and harm, losing self, and being transformed. It is the responsibility ofthe therapist

to detect this no'nal, predictable, inevitable change of form. salston and Figley (2003)

speak of relationship, seg'egating victims fi'om professionals, establishing identities,

rules, boundaries, and fear ofthe other. The therapist must be afraid ofcontact and

infection of trauma from the client, and then of ser.ious effects on her.whole self

þrofessional, individual, interpersonal relationships).

The transformation is ulti'rately a shift in how one views the world. This

language displays how the traumatology lite.ature is focused o' segregating a'd othering

the world view that is conside.ed "tLauma." someone who views the wor.ld as unsafe,

dangerous, tl,'eatening is viewi'g the world through a trotüt,a Iens and their resulting

behaviour is conside.ed Íralrnta adepturion. Effectively, this rnedicalizes the state of

seeing the world and our society as a place that alrows, pl.omotes, aud maintains violence

against wornen perpetrated pr.imarily by men at devastatingly high r.ates. This

nedicalized state orhers the population of women (rabelling them victims, pr.i.rar.y and

secondary, ill, and disordered) who become keenly and painf,lly aware ofthe violerrce,

tlueats towa'ds, and dangers for womeu. By labelling the holder.of this transfomred,

disruptive, intrusive, r,ol ld view "t'aumatized," their colìlpetence, professional and

ethical practices, and subjectivity are alr called into question. Tlie above quote by Salston

l0t
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and Figley (2003) sounds like a theat to me, rather than a caring caution, or a benign

passing on of information. Because awareness can lead to social action, othering This

population eliminates the ability ofthese women to speak out and thr.eaten tlle status quo.

The wo.d cynìcism is both called for at the same time it is criticized in the trauma

therapist. Therapists are asked to depersonalize and avoid becoming cynical about

humanity. At fhe same time to depersonalize fiom the victim may i'clude becoming

cynical ofher and the prevalence ofviolence. cynicism directed towards the victim and

her stolies is socially preferred over cynicism toward the rest of humanity (including

men). we are urgently taught how to avoid developing a trauma lens, and effectively, the

therapist is disciplined in how and what to feel. "The cynicism and overgeneralized

negative beliefs about hurnanity that signal vicarious traurnatization must be actively

challenged and wondered about" Qrleumann & Gamble, 1995,p.346). This language

portrays the thelapist as possibly negative and cynical. she is called bitter, traumatized,

and ill rather than given a space for expressing her legitimate and justified anger, sadness,

and fi'ustration. Instead ofvalidation and support due to women's responses (anger, fear.,

sadness, hurt) to continuous rape and oppression of women and our.children, women are

called hysterical, over-reacting, and traumatized (disorder.ed). we are constructed as tlie

problem (Blown, 1995; Lanb, 1999b; Lewis, 1999).

Accordi'g to the Canadian Oxfor.d Dictionary e004), a cyuic is,,a person with

little faith in human goodness who salcastically doubts or.despises sincer.ity and mer.it.,'l

would say that due to rny work with sexual assault su.vivors, and thr.ough hearing

countless stolies in and outside of work ofviolence against women and childreu, I am a

cynic. The female tlierapist is said to hold "ovelgeneralized negative beliefs abor.rt

t02
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hurnanity." Yet statistics show that within ,,humanity', over.fifty percent of women

experience violence in their lifetime. That does not sound like an overgeneralization to

me. But it does sound like there is a powerful message of a conect or prefened way of

looking at the world. I note the choice oflanguage in this statenìent, where ,lregative,'

beliefs could more accurately be named au)areness, consciousness, unntasked, and,

perhaps even amore realistic wodd view. Laura Brown (1991) argues that this world

view is more accurate than the less traumatized due that they have lost the cloak of

invulnerability. Lewis (1999) states that the nor.malizing of the untr.aumatized wor.ld view

is elitist, due that for women, Blacks, native people, and Arabs, the world is not a safe or

benign place, and so mistrust is appropriate. The latter, unused, terms ale ones of liope

and beginning that potentiate action and nrovenrent, where there is a space and a reason

for naming the pelpetrator, placing responsibility onto him and the systems that continue

to ensule his unaccountability. we must lemember that if he did not choose to be violent

there would be no trauma or secondaly trauma-there is our cause. However. nowhere

have I found tltat cause named in the research texts.

Kim Etheringto' (2000) writes abor.rt her personal experience of being vicar.iously

traumatized due to her lesealch with uren who liad exper.ienced abuse as children. Slie

experienced int.usive thoughts and images, vivid dreams, and other symptoms that

niimicked those ofher urale palticipants. She explains how the subject matter ofher

resealch made it a diff,rcult topic for hel to talk about to others, and for.others to listen to.

Wlen she answeled questiotts about the topic of her lesearch, the co¡ver.satior.r would end

and "they rnoved away-as if I had sorne infectious disease-they didn't want to know,,

(Ether'.ington, 2000, p. 380). Etherington (2000) states that this response is inherent in all
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people, Pear-lman and saakvitne (1995) suppofi this, stating that individuals .,in 
r.esponse

to powerful cultural and personal taboos and instinctive withdrawal from pain', (pearlman

& Saakvitne, 1995, p. 88). As therapists we also want and work to pr.otect our.selves fi.om

the images and stories of tlie traurnatized individuals we work with. Etherington (2000)

considers this an internal battle that goes on inside-protecting oneself fi.om fufther cost

to the selfofthe therapist in hearing/experiencing the irnages and stor.ies ofthe client at

the same time as knowing that the client needs to tell their stories. Though because

Etherington refers first to her response from others in her life and then to her own

distancing, I question if she would have felt the need to selfprotect to the same degree if
the response from others had been different, if she wasn't perceived as having some

"infectious disease" (Etherìngton, 2000). Certainly, ifshe had a correct view of the

world, she may not have experienced the same social withdrawal. However, the valued

and prioritized discourse or a con'ect u¡ot'Ìd víetv is conditioned as normal and healthy

witlrin us all. This correct v,orld vi¿w does not include violence against women, fear, and

teuor inflicted by men.

Interestingly, Neumaru and Gamble suggest that trauma tlìerapists:

Combat secondar.y trauma by noticing and sharing with others the acts of
kindness they witness in everyday life: the stranger.who could be tr.usted,
the unexpected lesolution to a seemingly unsolvable problem, the
nulturing applopriate interactions seen betweerr parents and their
children. (Nenmaun & Gamble, 1995,p.346)

The authors go on to give an example of:

A colleague telling us about a stranger who stopped to lielp her. change a
tire refeued to the exper.ience as an ,.anti-VT,, event. As commonplaðe as
such events rnay be, it is irnportant to recognize and celebr.ate their
occunence and reflect on how these experiences may be at odds with a
strictly tlauma-centred worldview. Qrleumann & Gamble, 1995, p. 346)
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Neuman¡ and Gamble (1995) have an othering term for a wo¡ld view that include

"cynical" and "overgenerarized negative beliefs" about humanity, trauma-centred.

However, again, they imply that therc is a contmozr, normal, and healthy world view from

which the trauma-centred world view differs. within this nor.marized world view there

occurs everyday, commonplace, applopriate events, which do not focus around tr.auma,

pain, and ultimately violence and threat against women.

The authors here have chosen to juxtapose these ,,everyday,,, ,,commonplace,,,

"approp'iate" events, and label them "Anti-VT.,'They imply that this is the antiseptic or

the antibody to combat and work against the "cynical," "overgeneralized negative,, belief

system that is transforming the tl'auma the'apist. Apparently these authors are i -

informed, or have not wolked witrr enough trauma crients to know that violence against

women is an evelyday, colnmon event as well. These opposing cornmons ot normals

construct a very confusing world for women, where violence is nomar but/and

overgenelalized, and to be under or overly aware is to potentially be labelled

iuesponsible or cynical.

Finally, what is the "anti-VT" event? Trre'e is a stranger, let us assurne that it is a

male, however he is not na'red. Here is an excepÍion, "anti," so perliaps an exceptional

male, at least an exceptionar actio, by a mare. It may be necessar.y and str.ategic that we

a.e not info'med on the st.anger's gender', because if he was named, we would question

what his beliaviou. was "anti" to. If we wo,ld question the behavio'r.that might reqr-rire

a'"anti," we ü1ay come ,p with a viore't mare, a man who takes advantage of the

st'anded wonlan, et cetera. within this text the implied ',anti,' event sends a ,'essage that
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Jìts.Here, within hegemonic discourse our understanding ofthe situation and the subjects

that are constructed is assumed.

Gendered Discourses

Il/ontan as Weaket

The literature alrd research on secondary trauma also contains gendered discourses.

Embedded within these discourses are tools that enact further isolation and

pathologization of women. Women ale weaker: ill, lesser.than, more susceptible to

disorder, and victim. For example, resear.ch states that being fernale ìs one of the best

predictors ofsecondaly traumatization (Brady, Guy, Poelstra, & Brokaw, 1999; Brewin,

A¡drews, & Valentine, 2000; Lerias & Byrne, 2003; Resick, 2000). In the literatur.e on

secondary trauma, the female experience within the context of a patriarchal society is

overlooked. Instead, the discoulse ofthe mental illness ofsecondary tr.auma again

subjugates women and judges women's experiences as y)rong. "One ofthe rnost

consistent findings in the diffetent studies related to lisk factors is that men are at higher

risk for traumatic exposure than wornen" (Hildago & Davidson, 2000, p. 7). As well,

"thele is general agreement across the studies tlìat women are at higher r.isk than men for

PTSD, despite being less frequently exposed to traumatic situations" (Hildago &

Davidson, 2000, p. 9).

The 'lnost consistent findings" state that men ar.e at higlier risk and experience

more traunÌatic situations than women. Tlìese statentents about men,s exper.ience

construct knowledge that they have higher.r.ates of exposur.e to tl.auÍnatic situatiorrs, yet

they manage to ovet'conle and adapt in healthy ways. However, according to tliese
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"consistent" findings, women experience fewer traumatizing situations but become

diso¡dered more easily, andlor become symptomatic more frequently than men. The

results ofthese studies with their "most consistent" classifìcation constr.ucts an idea that

something within women makes her weaker and less able to handle her (less traumatic)

life. The telm "consistent" carries weight with its scientifìc ì.ing of legitimacy and truth; it

is unwavering. Traumatic exposule in this text has been quantified, with the study pitting

men against women and assuming they are a comparable sample. However, Laura Brown

(2004) argues that adult sexual assault is the "single-blow" most likely to ,,lead to lasting

symptoms ofPTSD, not because it is uniquely a sou.ce ofphysical danger., but rather

because it occurs at the locus of female sexuality and is a strategy, deliberate or not, for

enforcing nrale domination" (Brown, 2004,p.46t). Janice Haaken (1999) exerts that

males expelience fewer invasive experiences, and states that "male intrusions into female

spaces-psychological and physical- continue to be deeply normative (p. 25). This

normative position of female spaces nlay cont.ibute to a social blindness to it.

The discourse employed by these authors constl.ucts an idea that cer.tain tr.aumas

are lnore serious than othels, specifically trauma that befalls men, such as theft, r.obbery,

participating in war (Hildago & Davidson, 2000). The authors have chosen ce¡tain

tlaumas, and with these selected traumas it is clear that women, according to the implied

statistics have a much easier life, with fewer difhcult, life-thr.eatening, teuifying events.

The tlaumatic experience of women are less valued or potentially overlooked altogether,

such as .ape, abuse, pornography, sexual exploitation, sexual har.assment, stalking, war

criures, slavely, purchase and tlacle of women and childr.en, par.ticipating iu war, et cetera.

Genelally, the expelience and traumatic colltent of women's lives seem fo be considered
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less inportant or concerning than men's. This has historically been the case for women's

experience (Brownmiller, 1975). As an addendum, I want to mention, that both sets of

traumas, the ones considered by Hildago and Davidson (2000) and the ones that I have

presented to include women's trauma exper.iences, are all perpetrated and controlled, in

the vast majority, by rnen.

The language of secondary trauma is constituted and lnaintained tltroogh a v,onan

as weaker discourse, which is already prevalent in our society. No women are exempt

fiom this weaker allocation, both those who experience firsthand violence as well as the

women who support them, listen to them, live with tliem, and relate to them.

It is algued her.e that woman as a subject in compar.ison to men ate mor€

susceptible to disorder and becoming symptomatic:

Gender effects have been found in many studies looking at victims of
vicalious ttauma. Females tend to suffer fi.om anxiety disordets to a
greateì'degree than males. Being female was found to be one ofthe best
predictors ofvicarious traunatization. (Lerias & Byrne,2003, p. 134)

Here women as victims who are weaker and more susceptible to disor.der is confirmed

tluough discoulse that isolates the categoly of v,oman as prediction for.disorder.s. simply

"being female" is used in the text as though it is a concrete, homogenous categol.y.

However', it is used without context and sensitivity to the social construction ofgender.

Fish (2004) states tl'ìat women's coping aud resistance strategies aLe moLe often reframed

as disorder, thus they ale diagnosed as PTSD-ill and needing fixing. The empirical

Iiterature of secondaly trauna, vicalior.rs tÌauma, and prsD are consistently without

social context (Burstow,2003). Tliis is despite that wornen experience tlx.eats and acts of

Irrale violence at such a high late that it is considered nomral. Howevel., to state tl-rat being

fenale is a predictor also implies tliat being fernale is a stable state, transferable to all
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othe' females, and a consistent catego.y that defines all females. This language, a priori,

sets up women for allocation into a socially constructed and contained subjectivity for all

women in the community. within the research and literatur.e that compares men and

women there is absolutely no account of women's position i'society. women are sirnply

labelled disordered, weaker'. This ranguage implies that there is a general weakness in

women, in that women experience less trauma but become traumatized (disordered) more

often.

women are expected to deal with theil own personal trauma histories as we as

the trarura experienced by the women with whorn they wor.k. As we , I assert, that they

must also contend with what tlieorists have called transgenel.ational trauma or community

trauma, in that they experience trauma do to the conditions ofsocial context, occupying

the same social location as a marginalized group (see Danieri, 199g; Duran & Duran,

1998). Thus, the treatment ofboth client and therapist is done within the sexual assault

prog'ams (within therapy), confined to the institr.¡tion-keeping the stor.ies silent, hidden,

and isolated, keeping the "disordered" woman contained. There is a constant tlueat of

being labelled disordered if the tleatrnent is not effective within a celtain amount of time,

a'd if the symptoms become pe'vasive and i'tr¡:sive-both the prsD symptoms of the

client and the symptoms of secondary tr.aumatization in the counsellor.

I'te.estingly, Ghah'amanlou and Br.odbeck list the ,.combined 
effects of gerrder,

pelsonal trauma history, and cumulative exposure to sexnal trauma sur.vivor.s" (2000, p.

230) as significant pledictors ofseco'da.y t.auma (prsD) in the counsellor. I'other

words, predictors are bei'g female, having experienced personal violence, and heari'g

sto¡ies of othel women's exper.iences of violence, tol.tul.e, rape, beatings, pain,
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oppression. Furthermore, these women are living in and wo'king for a society that

isolates these facto's and adds them up, and does nothing about them but to isolate,

blame, and hand out labels. This can lead to persistent feelings ofanger, sadness,

cynicism, body pain, tertor, helplessness, et cetera (pTSD, secondary trauma).

I4/onun as Responsible

I've shown that women have a dual responsibility: they are expected to care for

themselves and care for othe' women. Further, they are expected to avoid traumatic

situations and they are also expected to support, nurtur.e, and heal women who do become

traumatized. we are socialized and disciplined as women to be caregivers, fi.om birth.

Little girls are given dolls and kitchen sets and littre boys are given guns, action figures,

and trucks-these catego'izations ale made clear in the way they are marketed

(advertised); the gende's of the intended audience are clear.ly visible on the product

packagi'g on the Ta'get web site, toys rrave even been categorized into ,.Boys' Toys,'

and "Girls' Toys," as well as "Gifts for Gir.ls,,and ,,Gifts for Boys"

(http://www.target.com). The toys designated and marketed to gir{s socialize nurturing,

caling, r'elationship expectations, and domestic responsibility. Tl.rus, when women begin

to respond, or leact (become symptomatic), acting outside ofthe r.egulated behaviours, as

a lesult of the functions of car'.ing for selfand others they ar.e blamed aDd labelled ill; they

are not perfolming witli their''hatulal" caring and ni.uturing sr-rbjectivity. This labelling

and blaming is called backlash when she behaves outside of tlie valued and regulated

behaviours for a good, nurturing woman (Burstow, 1992; profitt, 2000b).

within this socialized and'o'rnalized discourse of r.esponsibility, worren

counsellols lnìist navigate carìng for other.s and thernselves, while becoming lnore and
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more aware ofthe staggering rate of male violence. Though, the fear ofviolence has been

described in the research as a positive emotion in women. In a study of emotional

responses ofsexual assault victim advocates by Wasco and Campbell (2002), fot

example, they state, "the fear of rape may also liave an adaptive role for women,,þ.

121). Astin (1997), who calls fear gene'ated by working with rape suwivors a,, gîft,"

provides another example: "I don't live in a fa'tasy world and I take active steps to

reduce risk and vulnerability" (p. 107). Although this concept of the woman who is awar.e

ofdanger and can take plecautions to protect herself seems ostensibly to be an

empowering one, this nauative is cornmunicating another underlying message: women

have contlol over whethe' or not they are violated and that there are always steps that can

be taken to protect oneself. This staternent is indicative of a deeply-rooted beliefsystem

that nraintains "victim brame." As welr, tl'is autareness, considered a,.gift', (Astin, 1997)

and "adaptive" (Wasco & Campbell, 2002) by the women who talk about their

experiences wo.king with women who have experienced violence is also called a

"preoccupation" with potential danger. by the developing dominant body of

resea.ch./knowledge on secondary tfauma (Gidron, Gal, & Glesser, lggg; Lerias & Byr.ne,

2003; Lugris,2000; van de. Kolk, McFa'raue, & weisaeth, r996). consequently, this

"preoccupation" is a predictor ofsecondary trauma_disol.der. and ill'ess. The

expectations on wornen are contradictory, to be both aware and reduce tlieir l.isk of

assault, yet not to be pr.eoccupied, over.generalize, cy'ical, ot paranoid. Hence, women

again a.e placed in an i'ipossible bi'a'y, eacl/both resulting in woman blame, woman as

responsible, and maintair.red focus away f.om the pelpetl.ating male. I have personally

experienced this double bind as I have been called a "bitch,', and told to ,.relax,', amongst
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other things when I have expressed concern for women's safety and my own. on the

other hand, I have been questioned about why I did or did not do things to prevent my

own experience ofsexual violence, as though my behaviour deter.mined or could have

changed the outcome, and was the cause of tlueatening and/or violent acts against me.

women are disciplined to behave in ways that implicate their responsibility in their

experience ofviolence by the often unmentioned male. This risk, har.assment, and

violence a'e construed as normal and standard female experience-seemingly inevitable.

So, usi'g this logic, it follows that the enlightened, vigilant counsellor can

preserve herself with awareness, but she is also ther.e to help someone who did not do a

good enoughjob at taking precautions. what value does the woman have who did not

succeed in living in a way to keep herself safe? The phallocentr.ic value system of the

woman's responsibility discourse is present even within the intimate care of the sexual

assault counsellor. The irony is that even counsellors have been socialized to believe that

,10men ctrc responsible for tbeit own safety, an assurnption that wasco and campbell

(2002) suppolt in their work.

Heightened awareness and fear.of rape rnay serve to limit women,s
mobility, fr.eedom, and opporlunity. However, because their gender
increases risk of being sexually assaulted across their entire lifespan, fear
of rape may also have an adaptive role fo¡ women. (Wasco & Carnpûeil,
2002, p. 121)

This focus on women's responsibility is consistent within tlie sexual assaurt and trar¡ma

discon'se. women have inte'nalized the discipline ofthis responsibility and we often

hold these beliefs as judgerrent against ourserves and other wouren. However,

responsibility and the ability to choose based on our.behaviour.s is a myth constructed and

pronoted as truth to oppress and blame women. women internalize these rules and
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judgements, which makes them difficult to unmask (Brown, 2004; profitt,2000a). There

have been a number of times when I have been at the hospital with a woman who has left

a nightclub with a man who became violent and raped her. I have at times caught myself

thinking: "why did you get in tlie car?" I have heard many mothers, fernale fi.iends, and

sisters ofthe recent victim ofrape say that had she (the victim) not done a par.ticular

thing, the assault would not have happened. In many ways, we do hate the perpetrator,

but we have not been taught tltat he has choice and responsibility. For. example, we rarely

spend time intenogating his every move and action (ultimately his choice to be violent)

as we do with women. Most people, women and rnen, can give a sequential account of

what it was that she did that led to sexual violence. Did she walk alone at night? Did she

smile at a guy and accept a drink? Did she let him buy her dinner? or.did she move her

body "provocatively"? Our society has spent its time scruti'izing, categor.izing, and

documenting the woman's behavior.r¡s instead of the male's (perpetrator.,s) behaviours.

Teenage girls ale taught health courses and given information and pamphlets that outline

liow to keep safe fi'om violence. Schools and women's centres offer self-defence and

assault plevention classes. The messages of responsibility ar.e so well-taught that we

sinply live them out and rarely question the value system that they ar.e perpetuating.

coping style is considered another p.edictor ofseco.dary trauma (Gidron, Gal, &

Zahavi, 1999; Green, Grace, & Glesser., 1985; Lerias & Byr'e, 2003; Resick, 2000; Van

der Kolk, McFa'lane & weisaeth, 1996). Coping is defined as how a person uses tlieir

intellectual and behavioural resources to respond to a stressful situatior.r (Dollar.d,

Dollald, Byrne, & Bylne,2003). The literature and menral health field have delineated

wliat constitute negative (e.g., alcohol and self-mutilation) and positive (e.g., green tea
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and yoga) coping mechanisms. Negative coping styles increase the risk ofsecondary

t'aumatization and increase the level ofsubsequent distress. certain behavio'rs as coping

styles are assumed to be negative and, problem_focused:

This includes checking behaviour, constantly reminding oneselfthat they
ale in a potentially dangerous situation and preoccupation with one,s
safety. The more the person is focused on tlteir safeiy, engaged in
checking behaviour and feerings ofdistrust, the greater théir:anxiety. This
coping style makes the person focus more on the stressor and assoclated
beliefs emphasize the uncontro ability of the potential for danger. (Lelias
& Byrne, 2003, p. 135)

unfortunately, positivist resea.ch conducted and published on the topic ofsecondary

trauma does not take social context into account, which set apalt the exper.iences ofand

possibilities for men and women. power relations between men and women seem to be

ignored and a male standard is promoted. catherine MacKinnon (2006) notes how men

are always the standard against which equality claims are measured, in contr.ast to trauma

treatnent literature that speaks about negative coping responses as though ever.y pel.soll

(regardless ofgender) has equal oppo.tunity and privilege to choose to be unraped a'd

untraumatized.

The Invîsible Petpetrator

The pote'tial for danger is a daily reality for women within a patr.iar.chal society that does

not acknowledge rnale/systemic responsibility fo. viorence against women. women al.e

mo.e likely to be diag'osed with prsD and rape s¡.uvivors are trre largest gror.rp of

persons diagnosed with PTSD (Foa & Rothbaum, r 99g). As I have shown, secordary

t'auma has becorne accepted as an individual woman,s problem, and is lrever. attributed to

society's continuirrg ineffectual resporìse to the issue ofviolence against women.

The negative effects of secondary exposure to a traumatic event ar.e
nea.ly identical to trrose of pr'ìma.y exposur.e, with the differe'ce bei'g
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that exposure to a traumatizing event experienced by one petson becomes
a traurnatizing event for a second person. (Bride, Robinson, yegidis, &
Figley,2004, p.27)

writing about secondary trauma is consistent in regard to this one phenomenon: the

perpetrator is completely elased. There is no reference to the initial violence that was

experienced by the woman, and at the therapist level there is only the exposure to

traumatized individuals. This erasure and subsequent negation ofthe woman's story and

experience is simila[ to the common practice ofou[justice system in canada, which

considers an assault a crime against the c|own; the woman who is assaulted is called a

tvitness. As well, the language ofsecondary traurna is decidedly medical and prescr.iptive

in its focus on symptoms, which apparently or.iginate with the pr.imarily ,,exposed',

individual and are transfened from that individual to others.

Although the language ofsecondary trauma attempts to be neutral, it is not neutral

at all. The language used in the study of traumatic stress is actively erasing tlie stories of

women who have exper.ienced violence, perpetr.ated by men (Bur.stow, 1992; Burstow,

2003; Lamb, I 999b; Mardorossian, 2002). The cog'itive, emotional, spir.itual, and

physical lesponses in the therapist, I algue, are natulal and nonnal, valid, and justifiable

responses to hearing stories ofrape, fear, tenol, sadness, and brutalization ofother

women. Though, the secondary tfauma litelature names and categor.izes these persistent

reactions and Iesponses "symptoms" and attributes them to "exposr-u.e to traumatized

clients." so, in an attempt to explore what could be, I take the oppor.tLurity to place the

pelpetrator back into the language/text. using the last text, I am taking liberties with the

language:

Tlie effects of hear.ing the stories of male violence (r.ape, teuol, et cetera)
against women are nearly identical to those of the wonlan's
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impacts/effects who expelienced male violence, with the difference being
that the male violence experienced by one woman becomes an emotional
mental, physical, and spiritual event for a second person. (Adapted fi.om,
Bride, Robinson, Yegidis, & Figley, 2004,p.27)

The messages and responsibility shift when the perpetrator is placed back in the practice

contexf . As well, shifting the language to emotional, mental, pliysical, and spiritual

reactions to halm done to selfand others lemove the disorder, isolation,

institutionalization, and need for treatment ofwomen. This shift in language allows the

woman's response to have a space and be a legitimate truth. women's rcsponses and

sulvival techniques are reframed within trauma talk (tr.aurna and secondary trauma

discourse) as symptoms to be treated (Lamb, 1999b; Mar.ecek, 1999; Ristock,2002).

Finally, by naming the perpetrator and the violence, there is more space for all women's

stories and fheir unique experiences, they no longer need treatment o[ fixing, rather

eÌnpowernent and support (Blown, 2004). when we prioritize the female story.we create

liberati'g spaces in text fol ernotional, mental, physical, and spiritual healing, allowing

the woman, and wornen around her, to find meaning outside ofthe phallocentric

discourses and subjectivities created in secondary trauma texts. when we change the

language, we learn that people ale impacted greatly by the exper.iences of other.s; we also

challenge the objectification of wornen in the trauma discourse. violence does not begin

and end with the victini; it is cauied on and is felt by other.s who hear, care, and r.elate.

As a.esult of collabor.atio' with the medical and legal systems, the la'guage

within sexual assault prograrns has changed ovel recent years (see Hammons, 2004); this

change is strategic and it acts to take the focus offthe act ofviolence against wornen, and

more importantly, the pelpetrators. Fol example, changing "rape" in the service name to

"sexual assault tlauma proglam" indicates intent arrd goal of the pr.ograrn, as
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programrning for'"sexual assault trauma" is responsive and reactive, focused on the

traumatized, and does nothing to prevent or change the occunence ofrape and sexual

assault. In the 1970s, the feminist movement proclaimed rape as a crime of violence

ve¡sus a sexual act (Herman, 1997). However, the shift within the legal system also

intended to include and capture more acts of violence, as the tenn..r.ape" was limited to

penetration, most commonly penis in vagina. Intelestingly, now we use the term .,sexual

assault," which reintroduces "sex." The change from.,lape" to ,,sexual assault,,moves

away fi'om focusing on "victims" and social activism. As well, the move from a

definition oflape connoting penis and vagina made "sexual assault" gender.neutral, both

the victim and the perpetrator (Gillespie, 1996). Further, the switch fi.om,,victim,'

services to "tlauma" services takes the focus offofthe act ofviolence and tr.ansfers it to

the consequences ofan unnamed event, removing the offence (implied in the construction

ofa victim). This move to traurna language is criticized by Burstow (2003) as a tool to

objectify and oppress wome'. charles Figley, a leading theorist on secondary traumatic

stress disordel and compassion fatigue, r'eveals the neutralizing of women's experience of

vio.lence as l.re articulates foundational values, knowledge, and intention for the secondary

trauma fìeld. Figley (1988) speaks to this language switch as beneficial move for the

victim themselves, because he states, they do not want to be known or thought ofas

victirns, due to the stignìa around this terÍn in or.u society. Figley suggests that rather than

focusing on the terr.n victim, or "o'e who is an object of ctbuse,', we focus on the

traumatic stress in older to dilect attention to the"unv,antecl consequences ofhighly

stlessful events" that ale not limited to victimizatiou (l9gg, p. 63g, italics added).
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However, I argue that this is an active removal that fails to recognize crime or

implicate the one who commits the violence. Instead, it simply becomes an isolated set of

symptoms (consequences of an unidentified cause). This is an active admission by Figley

of depersonalizing the issue of violence against women, and instead medicalizing the

after-effects, o. the resulting set of synptoms. Figley (l9gg) goes on to state that the

focus of victim studies, victimology, and victimization is limited, whereas trauma studies

encapsulates victimization, but more importantly, covers all founs ofhighly stressful

events. The study of traumatic sûess deals with recovery and h€atment following

exposure to the precipitating event, "imespective of the status ofthe person" (Figley,

1988, p. 638). I read this to imply that with a focus on',trauma,', the story of the

individual and social location a.e unnecessary fol tr.eatment and trauma prevention-

treatment being the primary goal. Bu'stow (2003) opposed the label of trauma (and I

extend it to secondary t'auma) when she states that "trauma is not a disorder but a

reaction to a kind ofwound" (p. 1302). Finally, Figley states, "this field [trauma studies]

is concemed about the plevention and clisis intervention, inespective ofthe nature or

consequerlce ofthe highly stressful event" (1988, p. 63g). This is concerning to me (as a

woman and a sexual assault counsellor) since it isolates victims and lists their symptoms

as consequelìces of u¡uramed wrongs and stlessofs. They ale removed from the events

that caused thei'cu.r'ent state ofbeing. The fact that Figley mentions that this

depersonalizing n'ìove saves the individual fiom the stigma ofbeing called a victim is

figlitening. The lact that society sees a "victim" as something weak and an,,object of

abuse" (Figley,l988, p. 638) is conce'ning to me. It refìects victin.r subjectivity, woman
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as responsible and weak, and the missing perpetrator. where are the perpetrators? It

seems they are somewhere within a',stressful event,'(Figley, 19gg).

Client as Infectious

Ifthe professional literature on secondary trauma has one overarching theme, it is that

the¡e are negative consequences of working with traumatized individuals. These

consequences have been variously described: serious and devastating (Trippany, Kr.ess, &

Wilcoxon, 2004), negative (Neumarn & Gamble, 1995), problematic and damaging

(Walker, 2004),hazañous and disruptive (Bride, Robinson, yegidis, & Figley,2004), for

example. I suggest that the concept of tlansmitting trauma, or tr-auma effects from client

to therapist, constructs and is constitute d, in client as infectious discourse.

The telm secondar.y traumatic stress has been used to refer. to the
observation that those who come into continued close contact with tl.auma
survivors, including social wotkers, may experience considerable
emotional disruption and nay become indir.ect victims of the trauma
themselves. Consequently, secondary traumatic stress is becoming
viewed as an occupational hazard ofproviding direct services to
traumatized populations. (Bride, Robinson, yegidis, & Figley, 2004, p.
)1\

Traurna is produced he.e as an infection, tho'gh no distinct origin. The man (or. the

perpetlatot), along with the tears, tertor, sadness, suicide attempts, and feelings of

helplessness have been removed. In its place there is a one-size-fits-all definition of

"trauma." The tlau'ra is labelled hazardous and disruptive. Now that we have removed

the perpetlatol and violence, tlìe trar¡na can be attended to. However, this removal of the

perpetrator and violence has left a contaminating culprit-the tr.ar.rmatized woman, who

becomes the cause of othels' potential infection. once mor.e the discourse is wouran as

infected, ill, disordeled, and contagior.rs. she needs to be removed and treated, those who
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come into "close contact" with hel need to be warned ofthe hazard ofthis contact and the

potential for also becoming a victim of The traunlq.

Lacking in this hegemonic discourse is naming the perpetrator, Iiearing women's

stories, placing cause in the violence against women, and systemic oppression of women,

and instead represents our society's victim-blaming response. The individual stories of

violence and impacts ofviolence are lost, as well as the fat-reaching effects ofviolence

beyond the victim. What remains is a list of traumatic symptoms, as the violence goes

unnamed, untold, and unchallenged. Furthelmore, at the secondary level (therapist) the

violence is even further removed, just the client, therapist, and traunta temains.

It is important to note that the irnpairment seen in those who are exposed
to traumatized individuals could be due to factors other than secondary
trauma. Fol example, therapists who have regular contact with others,
who are traunatized, may develop difficulties due, in large part, to their'
own trauma history. Therefore, the linking of emotional impairment
specifically to exposure to traumatized persons should be done with
caution. It should be noted that intelvening influences such as one's
personal history may be a potent mediating factor. (Motta, Newman,
Lombardo, & Silverman, 2004, p. 68)

Te ns such as exposa'e, contact, inlpaÌr rcnt, potenî, et ceteta are common in the

secondary trauma literatul'e. These terms locate ltegelnonic secondary trauma discourses

in the reahn ofthe medical model that prescribe individual pathology, which tends to

give it more legitimacy in our Euro-westeln society. The construct "tlauma" completely

nullifies the responsibility ofsociety and men for violence perpetlated by males. The

cause of inrpaimzerl is solely due to expostu'e to trauma, wl.rether fiom the thelapist's

personal trauma histoly ol contact with traumatized others. Trauma is construed as a

completely pathological and contagious impailment ol illness. Studies ale going so far as

to lirtk PTSD to pelmaneut blain dysfunction and damage (Buckley, Blanchard, &
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Trammell Neill, 2000), which only leads to fufther concem for women,s location and

legitimacy in society.

The client is infectious, or erse infection may lie in a ratent and poterl aspect of

the the'apist themselves, in other wo.ds, unwritten, the ther.apist,s past exper.ience of

abuse or violence. The ranguage is nedicar and attempts to find cause i'isolated aspects

of the person, ot exposur.e to potent others_perpetuating victim blame.

The same group ofauthors give st'ength to this medicalizing intentio'r and impact

of tlauma discourse that focus us away fi'om the violence and onto the victims when they

state that the impetus ofthe field is that "future studies must place greater attention to

isolation of causative agents [of secondary t'auma]" (Motta, Newman, Lornbardo, &

Silvernran, 2004, p. 73).

Many competent caregiver.s are most vulnerable to this mirroring or
contagion effect. Those who have enormous capacity for feeling and
expressing empathy tend to be more at risk of càmpassion
stress... resulting from helping or wanting to help a traumatized or
suffering per.son. (Salston & Figley, 2003, p. 169)

The language ill.st'ates trTe crient as infectious discourse, in which the client has

"contagious" ernotions that can be "passed from pelson to persou,', such that the ther.apist

can "catch" the emotions oftheir.clie'ts (Sabin-Farrell & Turpin, 2003, p. 456).

"competent" ca.egivers a.e targetecl as the most vurnerabre to becoming infected.

competent calegive's al'e constituted as those who have au enor.mor-rs capacity for.feelirrg

and expressi.g empathy and those who rrerp o'really want to herp tliose wlro are

suffe.irrg and have experienced violence. Ttlr.o'gh discursive rnechanisms of crienr as

infecrious, both the client a'd the the.apist are patliologized a'd isorated. contact witll

the clierit is defi'ed as rrazardous and risky. Empathizing and building r.elatiorsrrip are
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then risky behaviours fol the therapist. To feel along with other women who are shar.ing

their stories ofviolence, pain, fear, tenor, sadness, et cetera is constituted as weak¡ess in

the therapist and increases susceptibility to .'catching', the trauma.

The act and experience of enpathizing within the 
'elationship 

between therapist

and client comes at a "cost." To feel in response to hearing another woman's stor.y of

violence is set up as a loss of self:

There is a cost to caring. Professionals who listen to clients' stories of
fear', pain, and suffering may feel similar. fear., pain, and suffering because
they care. Sometimes we feel we are losing our own sense ofselito the
clients we serve. (Figley, 1995a, p. 1)

Negative and problem-focused language, such as costs, service,risk, contagious, losing

ourselfto others, stigmatizes feelings and empathic responses, and implies that we as

therapists and social workers should do this work with clients "objectively." pat usher

(i997) wlites that men (consider.ed "neutral thinkers,,) constitute ..male,,, which is

positioned as legitimate and objective. wheleas, women and that which is "female', are

constituted as and constitutes "subjective" and "irr.ational." The text holds within it rules

for relationship between women-these rules constitute the disciplining in the discourse.

Trauma discourse opposes feminist values and intent for.women's relationships (feminist

discourse and its discipline of wor.nen). This contradiction in professional ver.sus fenrinist

discourse leads to conflict and confusion for social services, sr¡ch as the progr.am that i

work for', as they stluggle to hold on to theil feminist roots and alliances as well as stay

current. The currenÍ expectalion is a lnove towalds professionalization, standar.dized

care, which leads to adoption of trauma language and mainstream, medical language and

knowledge.
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The discourse also ope'ates to divide the "client" as different fi.om the ther.apist, a

family member, or a friend, and that the therapist's responses of empathy and caring to

the client's story should be separated from other kinds of relationships, which are non-

therapeutic and not connected to work:

Several thelapists repoÍed self-protective responses in which they
actively sought not to imagine the client,s experience. ..I pr.otect rnyself in
some ways. I sometimes find myself automatically able not to let it get to
me." Others reported being able to focus on therapeutic responses, ..to

concentrate on what rny r.ole is and what my job is', without tlie apparent
need for self-protection. (Steed & Downing, 1998, p. 5)

The language used in Steed and Downing's research ar.ticle implies that the female sexual

assault counsellors they interviewed should cornpartmentalize their lives into therapist

selfand personal self I lead this as levealing the discipline oftherapist subjectivity who

has a standard set ofbehaviouls to carry out, and treatment to administer.(in this case

clinical the.apy), but she is not meant to ,,overly empathize,,, ,,involve herself,,, she

should "concentrate on what my [...] iob is," with consequence ofbeing affected by the

client she is warned to "not let it get to rne" (steed & Downing, l99s). My concem is that

these sorts ofinstluctions lead to isolation and institutionalization of women,s whole

expeliences, meaning, in this context, women's lelationships and comrnon experiences

a.e held within a treatment centre, gover'ed by phallocentr.ic, hier.ar.chical, and

plofessional therapy a'd tlau'ra discoulse. The professionalized ther.apist-client

relationship is constlucted in pliolifized discourse tliat regulate what is ethical and

responsible. These discourses operate to isolate and pathologize both victim ard

therapist, with tlìreat that to deviate fiom the valued subjectivities ofclient arid therapist

can lead to loss of self and disor.der..
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In short, cutting one's self off-within self and from the client-has become an

appropriate therapeutic response, because the client is danger.ous, infectious, and the

therapist must take self-pÌotective measures. The professionalization of sexual assault

services supports and is supported in dominant discourses ofdisordering and

pathologizing "trauma," the client as infectious, and the therapist as dangerous, which

promotes boundary-setting, objectivity, and distancing in the clienrther.apist relationship.

On the whole, the secondary trauma literature (,official' discourse of

secondary trauma) tells us that therapists a.e in risky, high cost relationships with

their clients.

Another common traumalinked counteltransference response is what
Kauffman ( 1 992) has termed .,the countertransference hòstage
syndrome". In this scenario, the therapist feers sirenced and ðo'trolled by
the client; her therapeutic options seem closed off, and the ther.apist has
the sense of losing he'own perspective in the face ofthe client,s sense of
rcality. (Neumann & Gamble, 1995,p.342)

Language of"losing self'and "contro ed by the crient" set up a battle and conflict

environment between the female the.apist and client. wome' i' positions of helpi'g

women are situated in defensive positions before she even lneets the woman who has

experienced violence and who she is pr.oposing to help and support. The intager.y

constructed by terms like being taken "hostage" by the client, or victimized by the client

(remember that this is the person rvho is seekir.rg support and help following exper.ie'cing

violence) divides wornen and places limits on the r.elationship between women (placing

these women injuxtaposed s'bjectivities of helper.-client). The stage is set for fear, a'd

therapists are wa.ned to be o'the defensive and manage r.isk within the tlier.apist-client

relationship.
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The Therapist as Dangerous

'official' secondary trauma discoulse also deploys and (re)constitutes a thet.ctpist qs

dangerous discourse. In short, the therapist is responsible for dealing with her trauma

effects or she is described as potentially dangerous. secondar.y trauma discourse is laden

with implied risk for and potential halm by the thelapist to her clients, society and the

community outside ofher organization, and he' organization. To r.educe her risk, the

traumatized therapist is expected to r.eceive tl.eatment:

Ifunaddressed, the results ofVT [vicarious trauma] can be per.vasive,
ranging fi'om occasional nonempathic distancing from clients, to victim
blaming, to a progressive loss ofenergy and idealism on the part of the
clinician (depression). Boundary violations and other difficulties
managing the therapeutic fiame occur more frequently when a therapist is
suffering the effects of vicar.ious traumatization. (Neunann & Gamble,
1995, p. 344)

The the'apist has now been set up for blame, even though secondar.y trauma is also

considered natulal and normal by the same body of work. Mor.e importantly, there is

again a denial that the root cause is someone's decision to violate another. Instead, the

therapist who is inesponsible and neglects to deal with her.secondar.y traumatization

beconres a risk to her clients. A therapisl as dangerous discourse pervades in the resear.cl.L

and litelatule ofsecondaly trauma. For example, "vicarious trauma tlìat goes untl.eated

can be dangerous fol the r¡ental health ofboth the therapist and the client" (Hesse, 2002,

p. 304). As well, "VT [vicarious trauma] and burnout are responsible for.a decrease iu

conceLn and esteem for clients, which often leads to a decline in the quality ofclient

care" (Trippany, K.ess, & Wilcoxon,2004). Finally,,,even well-traiued and skilled

therapists may not be able to remain ernpatliic towards clients ifthey are suffering from

secondaly traurna" (Hesse, 2002, p. 3Ol).
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The impetus is placed on the individual therapist as we as the rar.ger social

services organization to adequately "deal with" and .,treat,' their traumatized ther.apists.

The organization's work can be compromised by a "suffering,', ,,untreated,,' 
infected

therapist. The agency is told to focus and "treat" its disorde¡ed therapists, an instr.uction

that contlibutes to depoliticizing this particular trauma.

When ther.apists are suffering . . . the quality and effectiveness of the
organization's work can be compromised. Ther.apists who do not
adequately deal with vicarious traumatisation aré lik"ly to experience
more disruption of their empathic abilities, r.esulting in ther.apeutic
impasses and mo¡e frequent incomplete therapies. lherapists ar.e also
likely to have greater trouble maintaining a thir.apeutic stance, and to
engage in more boundary violations. (Sexton, 1ggg,p.3g7)

Therapist as dangerous discoulse wams that the tr.aumatized individual is a threat and

hazard to the therapist's self, clients, and or.ganization.

Especially in the relationship between client and therapist, thet.ctpist (ts dctngerous

discourse disciplines women.

Burnout and STS [secondar.y traumatic str.ess] are common outcomes of
ploviding counselling and psychotherapy and may lead to counsellor
impairment. A diminished ability to function pr.ofessionally may
constitute a serious violatio¡ ofthe ethical principles and consequently
place clients at risk. (Everall & paulson, 2004, p:2Ð

This text is extr.ernely tlrreatening to the therapist.

Medicalizing and pathologizing Discotu.ses

within Euro-western society, 
're'tal 

illness cor.'es with great stigmatization and

isolation. The primary goals ofsocial se.vices are to diagnose, fix, cure, and develop the

co ect treatlÌìent plan in older to leturn the patient to noflnal, productive, or preferred

furctioning. often in the case ofprsD and secoridary trau,a (accor.ding to the dominaut
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positivist research on these disorders), the charactel.istic that seems to need treatment is

the very condition offentaleness. Female subjectivities as constructed by o'r- society are

laden with symptomatic behaviours and tendencies that quickly position women in

devalued, deviant, and unaccepted subjectivities.

The discourses of trauma and secondary trauma are medicalized. The defìnitions,

labels, and symptoms are based on an illness model and deficit model.

Symplotns and Diagnoses

The seconda'y trauma literature is satulated with pathologizing discourses and costs of

doing trauma work. Vicarious trauma is "profound changes in the core aspects of the

therapist" (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995b, p. 1 52). As well, ,,findings 
suggest that VT

[vicarious trauma] effects can have a profound impact on both personal and professional

domains offunctioning" (Steed & Downing, 1998, p. 2). Here are examples of the

division ofthe therapist selfinto personal and p'ofessional. "This anxiety disor.der.

[secondary traurna] provokes significant occupational, psychiatric, medical, and

psychosocial disability. Likewise, its consequences are enormously costly not only to the

sulvivors and their families, but also to the health care system and society as a whole',

(Hildago & Davidson, 2000, p. 5).

The ter.rdency in the plofessional literatur.e of secondary trauma is to rrormalize

and rnedicalize the effects ofdoing trauma work, segregating this affected popi.rlation

fi'om a healthy no¡r¡lal. Secondary trauma is a construction, something within the

individual's body that can be measured and assessed, with identifiable somatic and

psychological syrrptoms (see Foote & Flarrk, 1999 discussion on the normalization and

nledicalization of gLief. The language outlines tlie devastating effects of this ,,disorder.,'
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including "occupational, psychiatric, medical, and psychosocial disability', (Hildago &

Davidson, 2000, p. 5). The cost of this disorder is considered a drain on the health care

system and society as a whole.

There is medicalizing and pathologizing tendency in 'officia| secondary trauma

discoulse. As well this discourse acts to remove the perpetrator (the man) and any kind of

societal responsibility for violence against women. A potent client as ìnfectîous

discourse, constituted as the cause ofsecondary tr.auma, in which infectious trauma is

situated in the body of traumatized individuals. This medicalizing discourse constr.ucts a

contagion (trauma), which becomes isolated within the infected individual's body.

Further, the therapist who has secondary trauma is effectively pathologized tluough

discourse. Socially, it is easier and more convenient to deal with the tr.aumatized therapist

and victim than to address violence against women.

By now we have arr understanding ofthe origin ofthe dis'uptive, aversive, and

disordered feelings and behaviours experienced by the helper. These ar.e the symptoms of

the alfliction of secondary/vicalious tlaumatization, due to contact with or.exposul.e to a

traunratized individl¡al-¡fte client as infectious (Br.ide, Robinson, yegidis, & Figley,

2004). As well, we know that these irnpacts of working with traumatized people are

considered normal and nart 'al (Bride, Robinson, yegidis, & Figley, 2004;Figley,1999).

However, even though the secordary trauma response may be co'sider ed nornør, tl-rcre is

still a move to cafegorize and isolate tliis afflicted population-both the primary and

secoudary traumatized. Isolation of the secondar.y victims allows for. proper symptom

detection, diagnosis, and treatment. Thus, the search for causes and cures is focused on

the individr.ral: "In studies on professional traulna therapists, most aìlthors have proposed
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a dose-dependent relationship with higher cument and career caseloads associated with

elevated risk for developing secondary trauma" (Ghal,.amanlou & Brodbeck, 2000, p.

230). As well, "confrontation with visual and auditory cues that are reminiscent ofone,s

own trauma history can be distressing,' (Ghahramanlou & Brodbeck, 2000, p.230).

Finally, "recent and cumulative exposur.e to trauma clients are also essential risk factors

in the development of secondary trauma in sexual assault trauma counselors,,

(Glraluamanlou & Brodbeck, 2000, p.230).

The number of trauma clients and the severity of the case are labelred .,dose,,,

assuming that the amount of "trauma" (women who have (re)experienced violence) that

the therapist works with is measurabre and quantifiable, and that rations and lirnits can be

irnposed. Women who have experienced trauma in the past are set apa$ as mole

sìlsceptible to secondary trauma. The language'sed in this body of work almost entir.ely

removes the person and their experience of viorence; onry trauma r.emains. when the

person is mentioned, she is only mentioned in part, leaving only a pathogen, with

quantifiable and qualifiable confrontations that have "visuar and a'ditor.y cues.,,For

example, "seconda'y tlauma can erne'ge rapidry with littre warning and can cause

lrelplessness and confusion" (Hesse, 2002, p. 297). The discourse not only removes

wonren's stories and replaces it with a covel.-all ,,lraulna" label, but at times it victinrizes

the therapist. The medicalizing discourse places trrerapists i'a victim role, where

"secondary trauma" can suddenly cou'Ìe out ofnowhere. The medical and pathorogical

discourse is fear-inducing and contains a catastroprric tone in its operation. For exampre,

the the'apist's plight is herpressness and confusion due a',trauna,,that emerges rapidly

and witli no warning.
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I believe and propose rather that this helplessness comes as a resurt of the social

context within which women's stories are unheard and often untold, except to the few

woman counsellors who choose to wolk with and support these women. This is supported

by ferninist authors that argued against the decontextualizing of trauma such as Becker,

(2004), Brown (1994), Burstow (1992,2003),Haaken (1996, 1999), Lamb (1999b),

Marecek (1999), Mardorossian (2002). These women counsellors' exper.iences differ

from the rest ofsociety as they acquire a new awareness that comes from listening to

story after story (in many therapists' case) ofviolence against wornen. As well, these

helpers expe.ience firsthand and secondhand (through other women) the lack of r.esponse

and support by the social systems (ustice, medical), which can increase feelings of

isolation and helplessness in the trauma therapist.

In the same sense, ,,confusion,, (used by Hesse, 2002) is a term that attempts to

illust'ate the t.auna therapist not understanding something clearly or correctly. she is

disoriented perfiaps, and not fully capable of comprehending. Aras, confusîor is a term

that further isolates and others the loaunta ther.apist, for now her new view of the world

(that iricludes that it has a great deal ofviolence towards women in it) can be easily

disr¡issed because she is "confused.,'

Hegemonic discourses seem to avail victirn-contagious and therapist-dangeroLls

sr.rbj ectivities. Both subjectivities have the greater societal issue ofpast, present, and

ongoing th'eat and experience ofviolence removed and actively dismissed in text,

language, and power/knowledge. The secondaly tr.auma research prioritizes the isolation

of societal valiables that anticipate cause-tl.auma becomes the variable that is

contlollable in the fol'rn of the client and her symptoms. Ther.efore, with a trauma focus,
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the only prevention lies in characte¡istics and attributes ofthe individual that predispose

them to experìenci'g secondary trauma, She is the subject ofstudy for deviance and

disorder:

Multiple aspects ofthe therapist and their life are affected [by secondary
traumal, including their affect tolerance, fundamental psycLólogical
needs, deeply held beliefs about selfand others, interpersonal
relationships, intelnal imagery, and experience oftheìr.body and physical
presence in the world. (pearlman & Saakvitne, 199S, p.2g{i)

The therapist may experience general changes, such as having no time or
energy for selfor others, and increased feelings of cynicism, iadness, and
seriousness. They may experience other strong emoiions ,uóh ,, ungår,
grief, o. despair. The therapist may also deveròp an increased r"nriti,riíy
to violence, for example, when watching the news on television or in the
cinema. (Steed & Downing, 199g, p. 3)

Two rnajor factors that contribute to VT [vicarious trauma]: aspects ofthe
work, and aspects intrinsic to the individual therapist. Aspècts ãfthe work
include the nature ofthe clientele, specific facts oithe traumatic event.
olganizational contextual factors and social/cultural issues. Therapist
characteristics include pelsonality, personal history, current personal
circumstances and level ofprofessional developmånt. (Steed A Downing,
1998, p. 3)

steed and Downing (1998) also speak to tlle therapist's responses, "therapists were also

awale that their respol.ìses wele influenced by their. workload and by whether it triggers

something pelsonally in me, some kind of memor.y of myself, or some kind of

comrection that I rnake" (p. 5).

TrealnTent

violence against women both at the acute level and at the vicarious/secondary level, as it

is intelpreted ir the literature, means that all women, whether they directly or i'directly

expe'ience violence, a'e sr.rsceptible to bei'g labelled disor.der.ed, distressed, and victim.

within seconda.y traun'ìa and prsD disco.r'se, the neecl for. treatlnent is paramount.

Society's (institutions/social se'vices) focus is on tl.eatment and fixìng the individual who
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has become mentally ill (PTSD, vicariously traumatized), disabled, in or.der for them to

be nrade normal again so they can re-enter sociefy fixed,no longer a tll.eat to others-

contagious or dangerous. concurently, the causal violation (rape, assault) is overlooked,

no longer relevant or needed in order to attain the essential diagnosis and treatment plan.

Seeking out effective treatment focuses on the traumatized individual(s) in

isolation (e.g., therapy and self-ca.e) instead ofencouraging activism, movement and

shift in society's lesponse to violence against women, speaking out, breaking silences,

and placing the cause on the perpetrator of the violence (Burstow, 2003; Mardorossian,

2002). Institutions are erected to treat "trauma" in the client as well as in their afflicted

therapists.

Treat ing tlte individual.

Similar to the literature for tlauma therapy, healing processes and stage theor.ies aimed at

fixing individuals with seconda'y trauma are now receiving much attention to uncover

what works to heal those inflicted:

The ways in which VT [vicar.ious trauma] can be addressed is through
acceptance and recognition ofthe changes that occur, through giving
oneself permission to limit exposure, and to contin¡le in education in the
field of traumatology, but also in the general field to maintain contact
with theory and to develop new interests. For.therapists it is also
important to name the reenactments that occur dur.ing therapy for the
be'efit of the client as well as the benefit ofthe ther.apist, a'd to set limits
with clients. (Salston & Figley, 2003, p. 169-170)

As well,'h.rost expe.ts agree that one ofthe easiest ways of pr.eventing seco'dary

trauma in the wo.kplace is by limiting exposure to traumatized clients" (Hesse, 2002, p.

304). The individual therapist is giver permissiotl to qccept and recognize the changes in

the selfthat occul, as a result, they can actively lirnit their.exposure to trauma. salston

and Figley (2003) refer to education in the field of tr.aumatology and maintaining contact
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with theory as preventative and helpful in t.eating secondary trauma. Language of

lintiling exposu,e connotes an objective of isolating rrauma exposùte to the workplace,

containing it (leaving it) within institutional walls. The language of tr.auma and practice

that ensues is far from the feminist value ofrelationship, community, sliared experience,

unity, and strength.

In terms of self-care, the'apists are called to be "committed to their own health

and well-being," where "self-care is an ethical responsibility; iftherapists do not care for

themselves, they are at much gleater r.isk of hur.ting their clients" (Neumann & Garnble,

1995,p.345). The orrus is on the therapist to deal with her own health. First she is called

to be responsible for cari'g for other women, then she is dargerous and a bur.den on

society when she becomes disor.dered by her.wor.k (penfold & Walker, l9g3).

Responsibility disco¿l,'s¿ colnes full circle when it demands that the therapist must care

for her clients, act ethically, and care for. herself, or.risk hurting her clients.

To treat secondary t.auma the therapist must segregate out and successfully

institutionalize the trauna, both her client,s and her own:

[Secondar.y trauma] is an invasion of wor* into all areas of a therapist,s
life' To counter this, we recommend setting firm boundar.ies around one,s
wolk a'd home lives. Decompression .ituals sucrr as listening to relaxing
music on the way home, spending some time alone reading, repeating
affirmations, changing clothes, and exercisir.rg. (Neumarur & Gamble,
199s, p.346)

Tl.re authols contirrue to say, "this [need for social sr-rppor.t] r.neans developing and

maintaining solicl, non-work-r'elated interpersonal r.elationships in which the ther.apist,s

needs for esteen.r, intimacy, safety, and trust can be nor.rrished,, Qrleumann & Gamble,

1995'p 346)' As well, "they'rust consciously notice how tlreir.wor.k as a tr.auma
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therapist may be affecting their significant others and take the r.isk ofinitiating dialogue

about that" Qrleunrann & Gamble, 1995, p. 346).

The "invasion" ofher work (by other womer's stories ofviolence) into other

areas ofher life is construed as dangerous. Because it is risky to take traunla home,

cautions must be in place, and actions for decompression must become ritual. For

example, in orde. to decompress-which can be defi'ed as "reducing pressure in an

organ or part of the body" (E'carta Dictionary, 2003)-the therapist is told to change

clothes, not infect others (there is risk in talking about work to others outside ofthe

trauma field), divide work self from home self (representing the dichotomy ofpersonal

and professional), and leave work at work. The trauma therapist is encouraged to have

"interpersonal" relationships, which ar.e different from work or. client relationships, to

have her needs met, however, she must take care not to infect these significant others

with tt'aunn dialogue.

The therapist is e'couraged to further leave trauma within trre walls of the

institution by limiting her exposure to t,qunqric mq¡er.¡dl outside of wor.k. ,,[Trauma

therapists should] lirnit their exposure to traumatic lnatel.ial on the news, i'television

programs, and at tlie movies', (Neumann & Gamble, 1995, p.346). As well, ,.new

therapists are often acutely aware ofhow much they are putting themserves .on hold,

while they focus on their clients" Qrtreurnann & Ganible, 1995, p. 345).

With plofessionalizatiorl of previously feminist services, the self on hold becomes

more sig.ifica't. The progra'r i wo'k for', as an example, rates ,,i.appropr.iate,' 
self-

disclosu.e and displaying too nlarly personal issues as "red flags" d'ring the tr.aini'g
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process. which can lead to that person being pulled aside and asked ifthey can really do

this work at this time.

The medicalized discourse of trauma praces responsibility on the individual

therapist to isolate trauma as a disorder, r'ather than a social condition ofperpetuated and

suppoÍed violence against women. If we replace tlle context, traumatic mater.ial breaks

down to people's stories ofhurt, violation, feeling unsafe and ter.rorized by another

person, persons, or system. It is a cuü'ent, continuous, and pr.ominent reality for most

women. For the woman who has experienced violence, it is not her.privilege to place self

"on hold," change her clothes, transition ovt of a tt.quma lens,leave self sornewhere (at

work, home' et cetera). For her, the impacts ofviorence are constant and r.eal, they are not

tumed off or limited. But the messages are creal in the discourses of trauma and

secondary trauma that she is infected, contagious, disordered, and sho'ld be removed.

hidden, and kept silent (quar.antined).

wasco and canipberl (2002) found that female sexual assault victim advocates

experienced higher levels ofanger and fear (symptoms ofsecondary stress) when tl.re

advocate felt that the client was like her. Their results fou'd that advocates avoided the

thought that the victim is "like nie," which helped to alleviate their fear. They found that

likeness to selfincreased the feelings offear experienced by these womer. Leavirg work

at the offrce, leaving thernselves outside the therapy door, putting themselves on hold,

and depersonalizing ale prominent lessons for.ther.apist in classr.ooms, iu t¡e Iiterature,

and called self-care. However', I believe this "leaving', is an active denial of oneselfas a

woman, a'd is an exa'rple of the isolation and segregation /detachmeut r.equired in

attenlpting to .emain emotionally ner.rt'al and "objective" (see Bell, 2003; wasco &
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campbeìI, 2002). Further, it does not take systemic oppression of women into account, in

that women's experiences are different from men's due to their social locations. The

"healthy therapist" discourse is constructed based on an assumption of wornen's privilege

to choose fi'om the same options that are in reality only afforded to men (MacKinnon,

2006). unlike womenr men are systeniically gua'anteed (at least to a much greater degr.ee

than women, especially White men) personal, physical, and sexual safety.

within the medicalized treatment discou.se of secondar.y tr.auma, there is an

assumption that we all know what a "healthy character.,,, ,,ability to contr.ol anxiety," and

"active conceptual skills" look like-these terms act to norntarize.As we , we ar.e given

obscure instruction to empathize but disengage frorn identifyi'g with the women who are

our clients:

A therapist with healthy character. structure, will be able to control
anxiety, actively employ conceptual skills, be able to maintain entpathy
while disengaged fr.om the process of identification, and wor.k on úrinjing
unconscious material into conscious awareness in order to erfectivelv
nranage [secondary trauma]. (Salston & Figley, 2003, p. 170)

This instluction is contradictory in its for.n.r, because to empathize is the identification and

understandi'g of another person's feeli'gs and experiences (Encarta Dictionar.y, 2003;

Canadian Oxford Dictionary,2004). With cur¡ent trauma and secondary tr.auma

discor'use, women have limited options to find relationship and support in their

experience of male violence, especially due that the women who are in roles to liear about

the violence (woman counsellors) have already been wa'ed ofthe risks ofcontact witrr

the clie't. The woman counsellor is disciplined and govemed in her. behaviour,

experience, and subjectivìty.
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wo'k with women who have experienced violence is constituted as hazar.dous,

with potential impacts ofpsychorogical distress, intrusive ideation, and cognitive

avoidance. These fea¡-inducing messages directly impact the client-therapist relationship,

by constructing and limiting the knowledge and language availabre to female trrer.apists,

that which they use to relate to the women who they listen to and support. It also effects

the client's abitity to have her story heard, understood, and affect change at both the

personal and political levers. The impacts of dominant discourse of seco'dar.y trauma

keep women seg'egated by professionar boundqries (bound in acceptabre and valued

subjectivities of therapist-client) and fear of becoming infected (crient as infectious) ot

unethical and har.mful (therapist as dangerous).

In sumrnary, within secondary t.auma literatur.e and research, trauma remains the

focus ratlrer than the violence that causes it. I have identihed several discourses that fall

within overarching catego'ies of normalizing discourses, gendered discourses, and

medicalizing/pathologizing discourses tluough which the oppr.ession of women is

maintained because violence against women remains unimplicated. Tluo.gh dominant

discourse, we no lo'ger seerrr to need the stolies that cause the symptoms trrat countless

wome' experience. It seems we do not even need the women themselves, other.than to

quantify, name, diagnose, and treat thei' symptoms. Trauma has beco're, tluough

discourse, its own catch-all, cover-all condition. sociar response to tl.alìrna is

depoliticized and bìind to its cause: violence.
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Exceptions and Contt.adictíons to the Dominant Discourses in the

Secondary Trautna Text

within the literatu.e and research ofsecondary trauma I came across a few exceptions

and contradictions to gendered, normalizing, and pathologizing discour.ses. Many times

these exceptions were contradictory within its own text or body of wot*.

One study by Schauben and Fr.azier (1995) pr.ovided a unique and uncommon

statement that implicated the governmental systems within which therapists and support

wolkers are folced to work:

Many counselors say that it is not wor.king with the clients themselves
that is most difficult; rather, it is dealing with the ineffectiveness and
injustices ofother systems, such as the legal and mental health systems.
Thus, counselors, like clients, can be traumatized bv the victimization
itselfas well as by the systerns purported to assist survivor.s. 1p. 62)

This study had 148 respondents, many of whom noted that a major pr.oblem lies in

society's lesponses to the violence that is occurring to the victims ofsexual violence.

Despite this, schauben and Frazier's (1995) suggestions for secondary tl.auma treatment

are still focused on the individual, and include solutions such as the counsellor's personal

acknowledgement and working tllough of the effects of f.auma counselling, as well as

professional tlair.ring on prevalence, effects, and treatmerlt strategies for sexual violence

clients. Although systemic societal impacts were mentioned by the participa'ts in their

study, the authols fail to suggest ways to addless the "ineffectiveness and injustices"

within the social systen.rs.

In anothel exan'rple ofa contradictory text, the therapist-client r.elationship seems

to be prornoted and the act ofdistancing tll.ough diagnosis is irnplicated for its harmful

inrpacts. Neurnann & Ganble (1 995, p. 342) state:
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Beleaguered therapists may be tempted to intellectualize or make
generalizations about their clients' experience (e.g., by labelling clients
"hysterical," "manipulative," "borderline," or,,multiple,,). Such
diagnoses, however technically accurate, sele to distance therapists from
understanding the personal experiences oftheir survivor clients. This
distancing buffers the ther.apist from the pain engendered in authentic
human relating with traumatized clients, but is usually experienced by
survivors as disengaged and counteftherapeutic.

The authors fail to rnention that intellectualizing and generalizing statenlents are

embedded discipline and practices within the social services system, not only the

individual thelapist. lt is my contention that the professionalization ofsexual assault

"tlauma" services sets the client up to be labelled. In rny experience, most women who

have used mole than one social service resource already have a file with a diagnostic

label in it (e.g., PTSD, anxiety disor.der., depression, and any or all ofthe labels

mentioned by Neumann & Gamble, 1995). Regardless, here the blame for distancing too

much seems still to be focused on the individual therapist (not on the system that

sirnultaneously teaches and encourages therapists to distance). In trauma and secondary

trauma discourse therapists are disciplined to quantiô/, rneasule, and assess synptoms,

which di'ectly contradicts a "human relating,,, ,,personal experiences,', and overall

sulvivor-sensitive plactice. Thus, this text is uniquely incongruous within the overall

discourse of "trauma" and "secondaly trauma" research and literature, as well as within

the authors' own a.ticle. However', this text.eplesents options for resistance to the

dominant discourses that focus on pathology.

As I have argued, in rnost ofthe secondar.y tr.auma litelature, coping styles are

deemed negative or positive, with a tendency for styles that represent a,1lale,'

experience olthe wo|ld considered correct and positive. However, ili her text, Kinl
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Etherington (2000) proposes thaT we honou'fhe diverse strategies that people use to

su¡vive:

People cope with trauma in a variety of ways that are not always well
understood and judgements can be made about the coping straiegies used
which, in themselves, might cause problems in living. However,ìhese
same strategies may also have enabled the person to survive and should
be honouled as such. (Ether.ington, 2000, p. 378)

The tendency in the secondary trauma body of liter.ature is to label and construct disorder

symptomology based on lesponse to violence and coping behaviours in the wornen who

experience violence firsthand and secondhand. Although Etherington still does not name

the violence, she invites understanding and honouring survival in individuals. This

invitation challenges pathologizing discourse as it allows for non-judgemental

consideration fol pelsons coping with trauma.

Social i'rplications are gene.ally missing in the literature ofsecondary tr.auma.

However, I did find a few examples in the literature where social action and br.eaking the

silence by telling the stolies ofviolence are encouraged. But even in the pr.omotion of

social action, a discourse ofa correct world view remains prominent, as these samples

indicate:

Keeping pelspective often requires that we challenge some ofour
ovelgeneralized negative assurnptions. There is good as well as evil in the
world. There are random acts ofkindness as well as senseless violence.
Vy'e need to pay attentiolt when our perspective becomes jaded, tinted
with negativity; we must wor.k to bring the full complexity of
cont.adictio's and nuance into view. Finding community tr.ansfor'rs the
existerrtial isolation that cornes with despair and grief. comm''ities offer
connection with shared visions, beliefs, hopes, dreams, and goals. They
speak to tlìe potential creativity and constructive outconles tlìat result
when humans work together. to br.ing about positive change. (Saakvitne,
2002, p. 448)

\ olking fol social justice can provide a way of r.estoring a positive
worldview, as well as lending balance to the tlìerapist's neutr.ality and
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bystandership. Comaz-Diaz and padilla (1990) have w¡itten about the
r€sto¡ation ofa sense of purpose which can come about tluough social
action by therapists. Such activity can help us overcome our. sense of
helplessness and deal with the rage we may feel towar.d our society.
(Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995, p.397-399)

These authors pÌ'opose that the goal of wo'king for social justice can be a way to

restore a positive world view. This language suppofis classification between a positive

and negative wo'ld view and position "negative,' world view as still something that needs

to be fixed. This world view is character.ized asjaded, negative, despair.ing, grieving, and

includes overgeneralized negative assumptions with attention to the occu*ence of evil

and violence.

unfortunately, the encouragement fo'social action is still focused on fixing the

therapist's sense ofhelplessness and rage. However, comm'nity and relationship is

introduced, potentiating deinstitutionalization of trauma, as the stolies of women are

spoken o'tside the walls of the agencies. yet, is still not the client and therapist

relationship that is promoted. The construct of community presented does not seen' to

include these two worÌlen together, which is concer.ning, as well, for. the wornan who is

both these women-victin/client and counsellor. challenging d,alistic therapisrclient

subjectivities and e'rbedded powe. r.elations constituted through professional discourse

of trauma and secondary tr.auma service is not presented as an option.

We need to encoul.age counsellors to come out from beliind the closed
doors ofthe counselling room and use others who can befriend and
suppol't them in the wor.k, both fonnally and infor.rnally. Just as clients
cannot do this work alone, neither. can counsellol.s or supervisors.
(Etherington, 2000, p. 378)

Hesse (2002) was the only authol, out ofcountress authors who refer.to tlie work

of the leading authors on vicarious trauma, pearlman and saakvitne (1995), who,rade
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reference to social action. All the other authors whose wor.k I reviewed stayed focused at

the individual level or supervision/organization level and on fixing the therapist. For

example, "organizations can become involved in social action that works to end or

decrease our clients' victimization, increasing the rights of victims, developing

community education proglams, and worki'g to raise awareness of trauma issues,,

(Hesse, 2002, p. 307).

Hesse resists the singular focus on the traumatized woman. Thus, as well as

speaking about the consequences within the individual (tr.auma issues), she presents the

cause (the violence) as needing awareness raising and community education to stop the

violence fronr occur'ing and shift our'esponse from remo ving the perpen aror to holding

hirn and society lesponsible.

Below is an excelpt of the first text that I came across, written by one of the

leadi'g authors on vicarious trauma (Karen saakvitne, 2002), which mentions the

emotional and spiritual aspects ofpeople. This mention ofthe person as more than a

cognitive and physical being is impactful, unique, and contladictory to the body of

litelature in which it is enbedded:

what works against us is ou'tendency to emphasize tlle inteüectual over
tlte emotional and spiritual in our process. Further, our unrealistic
expectations for ourselves and each othe. about professional detachnent
and 'neuh ality' can cl.eate a barrier of shame that pt€vents the horiest
disclosure of the pain and anxiety of tlte work. Wé need to deconstruct
the shame that lias sile'ced so rnany ofus in our analytic cornm'nities
a'd be willi'g to speak the language offeelings, rather than corìstl.ucts,
and to exp.ess fears and do'bts, r'ather than solely anal¡ic formuratio's.
(Saakvitne, 2002, p. 446)

Even though this text is still focused on the individual, and she isolates s&røne as the

conductol of thelapists' "vicarious tLauma" (Saakvitne, 2002), she irnplicates the anal¡ic
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community. saakvitne (2002) introduces options for a more integr.ated and whole identity

of the therapist. she locates "professional detachment" and ,,neutrality,' 
as un¡ealistic and

points out that they produce bar'iers that prevent honest disclosure offeelings. Saakvitne

(2002) also speaks to silencing and pathologizing (,,analytic formulations',) effects that

secondary trauma constructs have, making room for feerings, emotions, and the spirit of

the person. This text provides a small space for commencing deconstruction of the

p'ofessionalizing, institutionalizing, and pathologizi'g discourses of trauma and

secondary trauma. As well, this text pl.esents a language for constructing a helper

subjectivity that is not unprofessional, danger.ous, and disordered if shefels and attends

to the relationships with the wornen whose sto'ies she ca*ies and, in part or whore,

whose stories become het own as she goes thr.ough life.

In concl'sion, thele a.e few cont'adictions and challenges to the domirant

discourses of tlauma and secondaly tlauma that I have outlined, However, these

conlradictions a.e points ofresistance to hegemonic truths that pathologize and blame

women in theil expelie'ce ofviolence and oppression. I contend that we need to pull

apalt tlìese scraps and pieces/contladictions and enhance them to place dominant

secondary trauma discour.se under. a critical gaze.

In cliapter'4 I p.esent my analysis of the interviews I conducted with female

sexual assault counsellors. I prese't discou'se that I found in operation withirì the talk.
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Chapter 4: Discourse Analysis

Introductíon

I interviewed four female sexual assault counsellors who all volunteer with and work in a

comrnunity-based sexual assault prog.am within a multi-ser.vice agency. A four women

were caucasian. All four inte'views took place in an office at the agency we all work for,

and had all been working in the program for more than eighteen months. I have assigned

pseudonyms to the parlicipants to protect their identity. I asked the participants about

their.ole, expe'iences, and perspectives ofsexual assault, in particular., their experiences

of the wo'k and its impacts (see Interview Guide, Appendix c). My niain interest was to

learn what discourses are in operation within the sexual assault proglam and the impacts

ofthese discourses. My discourse analysis has two main sections focusing fìr.st on the

corstruction ofthe victim subjectivities and then the therapist subjectivities. I focus on

appealances and use ofthe discoulses tliat construct the client as infectious and, rhe

lhera¡:ist as dangerous. However, I was arso alert to the presence ofother discoulses and

impacts. I analyzed how they talked about their wor.k, the victims, and thernselves, what

lariguage they used, and how they talked about thei. experience. within my exploration

i'to the'elationship and the potential impacts ofdoing sexuar assault work, I was

inte.ested ifcounsello's employed discourses of trauma and secondar.y traunìa and what

impact those had. I was listeni'g for messages, discipline, and consequences within the

talk, and I analyzed what discourses these wer.e in. I was interestecl in how discour.ses

interacted, and whether discou.ses rike secondary tra!Ìnla, tllel.apy, and professionarism

opposed ol supported one another..
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In my study of the client as infectious discourses, i reflected on what was said in

response to being plesented with this idea. Then, I looked for what was not said, where

they said the impacts they experienced, including secondary traurna, came fiom, and the

use of counter'-discourses.

Within my analysis ofthe rherapist as dangerous,l focused on participants,

response to the presentation ofthis idea. I wanted to k¡ow if they talked in this way, with

caution, ifthey rejected the idea ofthe therapist being dangerous and if their.talk matched

or did not match their rejection. I listened to the interviews and r.ead the transcripts for

discourse that constructed who the therapist is, and how she is disciplined. words that

tliggered rny interest were shifting pronouns (,,we,', .,you,,, ,,us,,), cautiolrs and warnings

("careful," "should"), and statements ofconsequence. I was interested in discourses that

construct the therapist as dangerous, as well as discourses that were present that suppoft

and challenge this main discoulse. How the sexual assault counsellor.s talked about the

therapist, client, women, her position, her behaviours, and her power were all explored.

Throughout, I explo'e the available subjectivities constituted by secondary tr.auma

work discoulse used by the counsellors in their inter.views. This discour.se constructs and

'egulates 
options for behaving, feeling, and .elationship between women tll.ough the

subjectivities it constitutes as acceptable-ol. not. IrÌ this exploration ofsubject positions,

I took a closer look at how the counsellors talked about themselves as counsellors,

u'onen outside the agency, in the comurunity, victims, etc. professional subjectivities

include the woman at wolk, the professional rvornan, ard the woman therapist, whereas

petsonal subjectivities include the woman in the community, the woman at ho¡re, a¡d t¡e

social woman (the divide between the wornan's social and professional life). within the
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dichotomous discourse ofpersonal and professional, palticipants seemingly wrestled to

construct acceptable and valuable subjectivities. To explore subject positions constructed

tlu'ough discourse, I analyzed the language and terminology used by the sexual assault

workers, for example, pronoun use, ways they behaved at work or outside of work, how

they talked about tlieir relationships inside and outside ofwork. I highlighted these

examples oftext in the transcripts, and then I took these examples and compared them to

each other.

Discourses and the subjectivities constitutecl by these discorrses have material

effects on relationships between women, I have presented the discou¡se in oper.ation to

ilÌustrate my algument that as women we ar.e agents in our- own oppression by

(re)constituting phallocentric discourse. wrether this is because we are complicit or

because we opt into dominant discourses to ensure our. own survival, the impacts i¡clude

the silencing and institutionalizing of women's stories ofoppression and male violence,

pathologizing the woman subject as ill in her survival ofviolence and locating her in a

devalued sr-rbjectivity (victim/client). However, I have also preser.rted how our complicity

is often wrought within discursive struggle and binaries.

Construc ti ng I/ict im Subi ectivìt ies

My analysis of how the discourses used by the participants construct victim subjectivities

produced thlee significant fìndings. one is that althougli tlie,.offìcial" discourses ofthe

agency deplore and countel Íape myths, these myths were l.epeatedly referenced by the

participants as explanations for why rape occun.ed (see Meyer, 2000 for.a discussion of

rape myths). Anothel is that these rape myth references often appear.ed side by side witli
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the "official" discourse, especially in discussions about prevention. These contradictions

may replesent the struggre to resist pervasive, normalized, and hegemonic discourses of

victim and woman blame. Finally, I noted that conversations about prevention seemed to

almost inevitably focus on women - a phenonenon that I berieve r.eflects the difficulty

that most women have in ascribing responsibility for.male violence to men.

The discourses operate to construct and promote certain subjectivities for women,

which constitute women as scapegoats for male violence and women,s own oppression.

within her construction as scapegoat, she is respo.sible and blarned, as well as arear ot

valued victim subjectivity.

The Responsíble and Treatable Wontan; Constt.ucting !he Scapegoar

Vicf int blamed.

Rape myths const.uct and perpetuate subjectivities that blame the wo'ran, setting her up

as tl.ìe scapegoat for systernic violence against them. within rape myths she is bramed

and hel behaviours are monitored andjudged.

cat's knowledge ofrape myths is evident in her desc.iption of'rany women,s

initial response to being raped:

Cat: 'Why is this happening to me?, I have heard so nìany women ask,
'Why...why would they do this to me?' .lt's'ot like I weirt out and asked
for it.'...I think that a lot of this is shock.

cat went on to state trlat women expe.ience shock fo owing a rape as the victirn

questions herselftryìng to figure out what she did ivro'g, how she behaved to fit into the

"rape victirn" subjectivity constituted tluougrr dominant discourses about r.ape. I

discussed these dominant discoulses, incruding the notion that only cer.tain wornen ,get

raped'. women's awalerless aud i'temalization of dominant discourses about r.ape
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(including what feminists call rape m1'ths) is evident in references such as the one q'oted

by Cat: "It's not like I went out and asked for it.',

women's actions are governed and judged through dominant discourse. Trre

p.evalence and hegemony of.ape myth discourse was evident in the talk ofthe

counselors who could speak about what women should and should not do.

Dana: Because ifyou are drunk or high or whatever it is, you shouldn,t
be doing things like rhat.

Rape myths construct a knowable subject, the .aped woman, who can be avoided.

For example, Bailey revears how discourse appears side by side even when they seem to

contradict:

Bailey: So, if anything, my sense of safety is always on my mind [...] I do
tlings to lessen my risk of being assaulted, in my mind foi -y owì tind
ofemotional, being able to sooth myself in that way, if I can ieduce my
¡isk ofviolence. And also knowing that everything I do to reduce the risk,
isn't going to necessarily keep me frorn being assãulted. But it is
sonething that I can do to help me feel a little more in contr.ol of what
could-potentially happen to me. [...] I have a sense that this is a high_risk
time for me, and that js due to all the things that you hear about stianger.
danger and all those things. [...] I have anãla.m ón the keypad for m/car
that I keep in my hand or I keep my keys out, and sometimès I,ll have mv
cellphone out to make it look rike I a'r actua y commu.icating with
sornebody.

Rape myths that perpetuate the berief that women corrt.ol, by their actions and

behaviou's, whether they experience sexual assault ol violence were side by side to

discourse ofopplession and violence against women in which wolÌìen are not in control

offhe violer.rce that they experience and it is not due to their behaviours (that o'ly cer.tain

women get.aped). However, the intent and hope to,,reduce the risk', of viole'ce tl,.ough

employing rape myth discourse increased a sense ofcontrol for.Bailey.
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I found that rape myths, especially the idea that women are responsible ifthey are

raped, were most prevalent in discussions on prevention. This is illustrated in cat's

response to my question about pr.evention.

R: How about prevention?
Cat: I am amazed at the situations that some of these women put
themselves in. Because really everything is about choice. These women
aren't choosing to be raped. That,s a fact. But when they choose to hitch
hike...when they are only 14 years old, they are putting themselves in an
unsafe position.

Here is an example ofhow official discourse and myth appear side by side. Both the

agency's philosophy and rape m1'th exist together. women's choice and positioning are

implicated at the same time that the official discourse that women do not have choice is

deployed.

Further to this Cat continues:

Cat: They are not going out and asking to be raped, and I get that, but
they ale asking to have harm done to them when they ar.e ttitchhiking in
the n-riddle of tlte night, alone, and getting into a vehicle with a person
that they don't know.

In this text Cat again applies conflicting discourses in the sante moment. She restates that

"they ale not going out and asking to be raped,,'which falls within the agency,s

philosophy (official discou'se) but "they are asking to have harn done to them" (r.ape

nytlì that wonren ask to be laped by theil actions). This conflict represents a struggle

between an internalized and learned official discor¡rse and rape myth, which still infor¡r

us and ale promoted in the community. As well, in this text, agent deletior.r occurs when

she states that the wolnen get into a vehicle with "a person," where she means a man but

carulot or rvill not say tliat. she names the women, but does Íìot name tl.re r.apist:

Cat: So, yor.r'r'e going to liave a consequence ther.e. l,m amazed at how
rnany situations we see out there. Or meeting up with people, and not
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even knowing these people, and going to their houses and they,re getting
drugged and raped. I think that women really need to look after
themselves more.

Here, the shared subjectivity ofcounsellors is used when she says, ,,we,', implying the

counsellors within the agency see women as responsible. This talk with conflicting

discourses ofrape myths and woman responsibility to the off,rcial discourse ofthe agency

implies that the counsellors have leamed the official discourse, but they believe

something different with all the "situations we see out there." cat states that women need

to look aftel thernselves more.

In the falk of responsibility and prevention, dominant rape discourses were

deployed, tll'ough degendering the problem and blaming women. The use of ,,people" in

the above text is an example of degender.ing.

R: So wliat would pr.evention look like? If you were to write a book on
prevention what would it look like? [. . . ] How about for men? If it was
written for men?
(SILENCE - Cat stopped talking or moving at this point. The easy-going
and convelsational-style to the inter.view stopped abruptly at this point. I
felt unconrfoltable with the abruptness ofthe stop in conver.sation. The
silence felt extlemely long, due what felt like tension or confusion, just
seemed to be a complete loss.) .....
Cat: ...preverrtion for men...?! (The use of both an exclamation and a
question rnalk is intended to indicate Cat's seenring surprise and
unknowing. She slowly exclairned the statemerÌt r.epeatedly while kind of
asking it back to herselfand rne?)
(SILENCE - Her.e Cat slowly repeated my wor.ds, I have placed botli a
question malk and an exclantation because ofthe way she stated this. It
was as though she was askiug it, but yet stating it. She said these wor.ds
very slowly and quietly, followed by another long silence.) ...
R: I know. It's a novel concept isn't it? (laugh - Here, I am attempting to
make hel feel more comfoftable. I tr.ied to infuse a bit of ener.gy back irito
the intelview, especially due that until this piece, ther.e had beelt collstant
talk.)
Cat: ...That's a really har.d questioÍr. (SILENCE) ...
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As this excerpt indicates, cat was speechless and seemed to have no discourse ava abre

when I asked her about prevention for men. The very idea ofprevention with men

seemed shocking to her. The silence indicated in the text was long, she seemed

perplexed, this was the first and only time in the interview where she did not readily have

an answer and the conversational styre was significantly shifted. As soon as I asked about

prevention for men' our conversatiorr-style interview came to an abr.upt stop. It was a

long moment in the interview, and I fert the s e'ce and rength ofpause was long. I fert

uncomfoftable with the srrift in interview style at this point, and felt trre need to care for

and move things along, with a lighter.tone and a laugh. In my response, due to the abr.upt

and long silences, r felt that I needed to inte.r'upt trre silence and encourage her, I gave a

laugh as I wanted to validate the unknowing of a response.

R: That is interesting, because we have alr the books written to women.
And it is a har.d question; however, they [men] are the ones n ut in! ifr"
choices to actually rape. Right?
(STLENCE)
Cat: That's a really huge question you know?!
(SILENCE)
If ther.e was such a thing as castration. (both laugh)

In this text I attempt to validate the difficulty ofthe question, I pr.esent that we

have the books written to women, but that men a.e the ones'rakíng the choice to rape, as

this is an offrcial discourse ofour agency and we k¡ow trris. However, when I ask her if
this is "right" she does not answer or agree with me, but cortinues in t¡e sileuce and what

felt like confi.¡sion and urcertainty. During this t.ime, it felt like she was not engagirig

with ne, even in my attenlpts to elìgage, break the siler.rces, ask her.a question.

Throughor.rt this piece on rnale prevention, Cat spoke very tentatively, quietly, and

seemingly at a loss and perplexed.
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The difficulty offocusing on men as a prevention target is evident tluough cat,s

repetition ofthe question, and her description of this question as ,,a really hard question,"

and "a huge question." The comment about "castration" that follows is interesting for

many reasons. It displaces responsibility for rape ft ont men and onlo their.penises,

something that is only coherent to cat and I because we both know and understand the

discourse about rape as related to men's "natural" sex drive-a discourse that often

appea.s asjokes about men being controlled by their penises. At the same time cat

challenges another rape myth-that onry cetain men, monstrous men, commit rape by

implying that all men might commit rape-ther.efore the only true prevention is castration

fol all men,

If the pa'ticipants did not mention prevention with men, i asked what that might

look like and if it was a possibility. For example, Dana responds to how prevention with

men would occur.

Dana: Alrd then educating guys, for.sure, in ter.ms of...I don,t know where
to stafi..just i'terms ofeverything. Just dispelling, first, all those bullshit
things about gir.ls, all those my.ths and everything.-And I mea. this would
take years and generations, because this is patriarchal stuffgoing back
to... Dispelling those things like you have a r.ight, are you kiddi,.,g me you
have a riglrt to shit þrothingl with my body, you have nothing, no righi on
my body. And that, but there is so, and you'd have to...And there are so
ma'y things you'd have to change ifyou did that, because yo',d have to
take out pornograpliy, just don,t get me started.
So, educating guys onjus! I don't know, being good guys (laLrghs), being
respectful of women's bodies, they ar.e not ornalrents. nut, yaf1.¡ust
being lespectful and it is always a choice, it is never yours, it is always a
choice.
Just mor.e cor,urselling progl.ams, Ìnole awareness, we don't have enough
awareness.

when Da'a speaks about p.eve'tion with 
'ren, 

slie ca.not seem to form a

complete sentence or statenlent. Tìiis difficulty coLrld be due to the same reasous I
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ploposed for cat's difficulty responding to the question ofprevention with men. Dana's

talk implies that the idea ofprevention efforts with men isjust too daunting and too

immense. This may reflect the pervasive societal difficulty and unwillingness in naming

men as agents in violent acts and holding men responsible that I commented on earlie¡ in

rny literature review. The challenge of holding rnen.esponsible may play into Dana

literally 'giving up' on each sentence that she speaks about men's responsibility, and then

states "don't get me stafied," "r don't know," and finally e'ds by going back to focus on

women,'lust more counselling pr.ograms, mole awareness, we don't have enough

awareness."

'while 
prevention focused on men was a challenge for participants, the notion of

prevention focused on women seemed to be familiar and comfortable and a discour.se

easily accessed by the participants. Governance of wornen's actior.rs, behaviours, and

ultimately responsibility, were prevalent in the prevention talk. Dana,s response to my

question about prevention was ,,moLe counselling,' and education for girls.

Dana: More counselling. And it,s r.eally good to have immediate
cor.rnselling and later on. Anytime. Mor.e things like [agency nante], the
pl'ogram is amazing.
Um, more education, for sure... Girls should just be taught to have voices.
I don't think we are, and I discovered my voice late in life, not late late,
but later in life...thank god. And now I am strong eltough to be in a
relationship, and be healthy. But if I was in a baã one, to recognìze and
say, 'this isn't healthy. And what you,re doing isn't good, and I need to
get out ofthis.' But I arn not sure how that co.'-,es. I think that it definitery
needs to be nu.tu'ed and I trrink taught too, with so're skill ressons too, I
think it is both.

As well, this text made me wonder what discoulse wo,ld infor.m developing,

teachi'g, and nurtu'ing a st.ong hearthy girl s'bjectivity? In response to what trris

training niglrt look like, Dana states, .,1,m not sure how that comes.,,
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Rectl victim

In my analysis, i found that the counselrors spoke about victims in cefiain ways or talked

about ce'tain victims. I am naming this way ofspeaking about the victint the rear victim

subjectivity. She is the normal victim, here, described as ,,r.un_of_the-mill 
case,,:

Ally: In terms of, let,s say just a woman I see in the hospital who gets
assaulted and it's, yah, whether it,s your lun_of_the_milfcase.

It is the victim that was consr'ucted through accessible discourse. For exampre cat stated

about the victim who is traumatized that:

Cat: They have lost their. dignity, some have lost their vir.ginity. And not
the way a young girl would want, and I say young gir{, whichi don,t
mean as in young girl...butjust let'sjust say a girl, would want to lose her
virginity.

The ¡eal victim subjectivity constructed here as "they" has,,lost their virginity,,'is

"young," "gill." This victim subjectivity is constructed through domi¡ant disco¡rse of the

socially acceptable a'd socially legitimate (normalized) real victim. The ¡eal victim is a

young girl, who is a virgi', and wr'ro has been shamed. This young, bea,tiful, virginal

victim is also the o'e that we often see in movies, on television, and ir.r other

enteftainment and media (see Mardorossian, 2002, for disc'ssion on media construction

of"real" and "fake" victi,rs ofsexuar viorence; Meyers, 1995 and Ranbo Ronai. 1999

also analyze ntedia construction of victims).

The victim s,bjectivity is (re)constituted in cat's language of her.victim. Trre

virgiual, dignified, yo'ng, gi.l victim is recast as the knowable subject-the r.eal victim.

Acceptable.eal victim subjectivity is lea'red and internarized in dominant rape

discourse. cat's text also exe'rplifies tlie disciplinary functions ofdiscourse. when she

states "l say yo,l1g girl, ivhich r don't rnean as in young girl," as rvell as other times
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thoughout the interviews including pauses and where there are rong silences, she is

working out whether she is going to resist the discipline of the discourse or concede to it

and therefore participate in it.

The use of"lost their virginity" insinuates an act ofsex. sexual assault/rape as a

sexual act fits with rape my'th discourse as opposed to a discourse ofsexual assault/rape

as violence, part ofthe 'official discourse' of the pr.ogram mentioned in chapter l. The

dominant discourse of rape as a sexual act removes the ,,victim,, and the ,,perpetr.ator;,, it

masks and silences the violence in the expelience of women by r.eshaping the encounter

as one of mutual participation. Dana's analysis of this disc.rsive duel reflects the

prominence and hegemony ofrape discourse that plesents sexual assault as an act ofsex

and places women in subjectivities of mutual responsibility.

Dana: Sex is usually sornething you do with someone you love or like,
and tlust and feel safe. So having that totally kind of switched upside_
down is super hard...it is a violent act and it is not connected wiih love,
and actual intercourse oflove. And how to separ.ate kind ofthe incident
flom when you're with youl partner who you love and trust. And that is
probably one ofthe things that has changed [working in this program],
just working on that for myself and with people...yali, it,s har.d, it,s haLd
to sepalate those two things for a lot of women that I've talked to...and
for me pelsonally...like, that's hard.

Here, the victim is also assuned to be heterosexual, with her experience ofsex with her

(male) partner jeopar.dized and negatively impacted dr¡e to sexual violence.

Dana: 'Well, why can't I have a normal sexual relationsl.rip? What,s
going on?' And it was jr.rst a lot of fear. Wlry am I so afraiã, and yah,
wìtat's going on with this? And the only thing I could comrect it io was
that exper.ience. And when I connected it to that experience, I was then
needing to talk about this, and when I talked about it, I was, phew, ,no
wonder I am having so much trouble, irr ternrs ofnow it kind ofmakes
sense that I was scal.ed.'
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constructed through dominant discourse, "normal,, sexual relationship is heterosexual,

which in this text increases negative rape impacts due that the victim may have troubre

separating the violence and "actual intercourse oflove" and be scared in this act, which

leads to serious concem ("what's going on with this?") and seemingly needs to be fixed

("makes sense"). Here, acceptable and valued woman subjectivity is constructed as

needing to "normal sexual r.elationsl.rip" that involves ..inte¡course of love,,,she must then

be fixed in order to continue to have intercourse with her male partner. This is sim ar to

what Ma'ian Foley (1996) stated in rrer discussion of how the medical moder

problematizes women's responses to rape, and in turn, needs to fìx them (intervention). In

this, where feminist would view dislike and distrust of men as a realistic response to

sexual violence, the medical model (that which constitutes trauma) ..defines 
a return to

sexually active heterosexuality as goal ofsuccessful treatment,, (Foley, 1996, p. 172). As

well, normal treatment and recovely does not include women,s choice to abstain fi.om

heterosexual sex (Heller', 1990) o'women positivery choosing to become lesbians (Kelly,

I 988) as positive coping straregies.

I fo¡-rnd that the 'r'eal victim' subjectivity is not only the one recognized, but she is

the one who impacts and is remembe'ed most often in the counsellors' talk. The image of

the you'g, virginal, beautifi-rl victim l.ras rasting and significant impact o'cat. srre speaks

about he' encounter with this image being tlie one time when she was reauy impacted by

a victinr.
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Cat: Absol'tely. There has only been one time and that was whe'I frr.st
stalted, where a vicfinr r.eally ilnpacted me. I saw her face for pr.obably
two weeks after seeing her at the hospital. She was only l6 years old, she
was fetal alcohol syr.rdr.onre, but not to a sevele degr.ee that i huu. ,..n
these childlen, aud unt, she was gang r.aped. And Jr. *u, u beautifr.rl,
bear.rtiful girl. And she j'st held're a'd cried and cried and cr.ied. Ar.rd we
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just held each other and I helped her.through the process of the forensic
exam. And her foster parentsjust could not stop thanking me for all the
help that I gave her. Without me there, they did not know what they
would have done. But I could not stop seeing her beautiful face. And
thinking what a wonderful life this little girl will have, and after this, how
she will be traumatized...I can still see her face.

The beauty of this girl victim seems to increase her assumed trauma-,,she just

held me and cried and cried and c.ied." The language makes it seem tlìat the trauma is

worse, the impact of the gang rape, and the need for support, are all greater due to her

being a "beautiful beautiful girl." The power within beauty as a social construction and

cultural ideal disciplines the counsellol as she lesponds to this girl. Beauty is constructed

and valued in our society as it categorizes women as feminine and good. The language

used to speak about this victirn and the irnpacts on the counsellor construct the legitimate

'real victim'. She is sad, beautiful, afi.aid (vulnerable) and young.

R: Hmrn, so what made the diffler.ence in fhat situation? Whv did that one
stay with you?
Cat: Because out of all the women that I've seen, she was the most
ttaumatized by fear. She really let her emotions out in sadness and cr.ying.
Whe¡eas a good majority of the other women were angry. They cr.ied. But
you could see that their anger. was there first. They wanted revenge. This
little gill said nothing about revenge. She was just beautiful. Justio
serene and just imocent, just a beautifi-rl l6 year.old child. She was 16 but
she was more childlike.

The sad, clying victim had more of an impact on cat than the angry women victims.

Instead of wanting revenge arrd being ar.Ìgry, cat states that this "childlike" girl was ,Just

beautiful," selene, and il'mocent. The hegemonic discourse of lemininity that construct

accepted and valued subjectivities for wornen are exernplified in cat's text. As well, this

is leflective of the dominant discourse Mardorossian (2002) discusses about the angry

woman (feminist) whose anger is seen as "self-contained" and "pathological," which has

inrpact of negating her victimization due to a l esentful (r'evengeful) motivation (p. 7 67).
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Juxtaposed good and bad woman subjectivities are presented in cat,s text. The

good woman (victim) is afi'aid and sad, she is described as not talking about revenge, not

being angry, being beautiful, serene, innocent, and childlike. The powerful discour.se of

beauty locates this woman as good, feminine, innocent, and this is where I found sadness

and fear. Opposed to her is the angry woman, she may cry, however, due to her. anger, it

seems her tears have differing value, she is perfor.ming a bad woman victim subjectivity.

within this bad woman victim subjectivity, wanting revenge, she jeopardizes her

positioning as beautiful, and thelefore is compromised in being located as good and

innocent.

In cat's following text, messages abo.t the rnale and female as reql victint are

presented, including why the woman is treated and how the male is discursively removed

fi'om treatment.

R: Can you tell me abor¡t that? Can you tell n.re about the difference
between working with offender.s and wor.king with victirns?
Cat: ... You're not going to like this. Because I don,t believe that sex
offender.s can really be rehabilitated...l really dorr't.

cat prernises her response witlì a statement that I will not like it. However., the subject of

the sex offender who cannot be rehabilitated fits within dorninart discourse.

Cat: Um, the boys that I worked with were all youths. And they all had
theil same kind of story, ,Well, daddy abused me,' ,my urrcle ábused me
so that's why I abuse.'

Here' cat employs the donriua't discou.se tlìat locates all sex offerrders as having

experienced childhood abuse. However., within dominant discotu.se of offender-victini

the subject who is both is placed within conflicting discoulses as we see when Cat further

differerìtiates between victims and offenders. Her.e, different victim subjectivities ar.e

being activated.
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Cat: Well, it's true that young sex offenders, you have to redirect their
sexual aggression, but you can,t blame everything on your past. That,s a
crutch. With sexually assaulted women, ther.e's no crutch there. Thev are
truly victims. When you see a woman in triage [in the emer.gency roárn of
the hospitall who just had a lamp smashed against her head,-anAite tras
lacerations all over, and she's a cutter because this isn't the first time this
guy has abused her, and she is there crying and crying...that really
happened to you, and there's evidence theie, ofyóur trauma. So ireìping
them, just comforting thern, showing tltem that ,o,rr.on" cares is huge. 

-

The conflict ofopposing victim subjectivity is represented in this text. Her.e, in trre power

st'uggle between conflicting discourses, the discourse ofa real (true) victim subjectivity

is promoted, which opposes and devalues discourse ofvictim as offender. cat ar.gues for

this promoted and valued discourse ofthe.eal (true) victim because she knows what that

real victim looks like and employs this powerful discourse to locate the offender as not a

real victim. The const.uction of lhe real vicrínr is implied with tlie idea of a tr.ue victirn

who can be rehabilitated and is'hot the victimizers," as well, she (the real victirn) feels

sad ("crying and c.ying"), and needs ca'ing ("showing them that someone cares is

huge"). Juxtaposed to the real/true victim subjectivity was ..sex offenders on the other

hand." Though discourse, the victirn who becomes an offender is not a real/tr.ue victirn.

The reference to "evidence" ofviolence over and despite the word ofthe victim is

also present here. This language.eflects access to the powerfr.rl discour.se for areal

victirn subjectivity, where p'oof of tlie c'ime rnust be legitimized external to the allegecl

victim, "tliat really happened to you,,' and ,,there's evidence there.,,

cat: sex offenders on trre otrre'hand, I'm not su.e that tlìey feel that. it is
totally different...sex offenders. Because sex offender.s see trremselves as
beirrg the victims, rrot the victirnizers.
Sexually assaulted women are tlie victims. They'r.e not the victimizers.
But sex offender males always see thentselves as the vìctims, ,l am,
because ofwhat happened to me.'
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The duality ofvictim and offender subjectivities makes for a perplexing situation when

working with and treating the offender. Here, offenders rccast themselves as victims. In

this, the offender recognizes himself as something different than what other.s recognize

him as. This selflocation as "victim," is danger.ous because it further removes

responsibility fiom the offender', degenders the issue ofsexual violence, and deretes the

agent. offender responsibility is not possible when offender.s discursivery position

themselves as victims.

within the constructed offende' subjectivity lie assumed and nor.malized sexual

aggression-"redirect their sexual aggression." This aggression is implicated as inherent

in males, and specifìcally sex offende.s. This sexuar aggression, potentialry due to past

sexual abuse' and inability to ¡efo'núehabilitate, constructs mare subjectivity. cat states,

"I don't believe that sex offenders can be r.ehabilitated.,, without an accessible offender

responsibility discourse, and without the offender,s recognition oftheir location as an

offender, in older to have change, control, and treatment, we are forced to and legitimated

in treating the woman, changing and regurating her behaviou.s. The rnare subject is

discursively exempt from responsibility for women's experience and iurpact ofviolence

i'promoted dominant discourse a'd due to the assumption ofan inlierent, no'nalized,

and untreatable male aggression.

The Client as Infectious Ío the Therapist _ Dit icling prctaices

Dividing p'actices are a featu.e of disco¡-¡rse a'd have the effect of segregati'g ard

differentiating the no'mal frorn the abno.mal, or healthy frorn pathologicar. Dividing

p'actices segregate people a'd subjects fiom eac.h otrrer and trremselves, trrrough
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categories and differentiations (Chambon & Wang, 1999). The discourses and concepts I

noted in the literature review section þrofessional discourse, trauma discou¡se, and client

as infectious) all feature dividing practices. In analyzing the interviews, I noted that

dividing practices that segregated the client fi.om the therapist and the therapist fi.om

herself were both reconstituted and resisted by attending to how par.ticipants spoke about

the irnpacts of this work on their lives, whel.e they said the impacts came fi.om, whether

they located the impacts as positive or negative, what they did to minimize negative

irnpacts and what they felt incleased the risk and intensity of impact.

" Us-Them".

In my location as a feminist counsellor, someone who is sensitive to my own impacts of

male oppression of women, and experiences ofsexual violence, I am extremely sensitive

to how women ale both victims and helpers, whether these two subjectivities can co-

exist, and how they do so. I am also aware of feminist histor.y's prioritizing of women

victim's voices, and their active role in suppor.ting healing in other women victims as

well as activism to now with professionalizatiori of social selices for women (Foley,

1996; Hanrnrons,2004;Lamb, 1999b; Malecek, 1999; Walker, 1990; Whalen, 1996). As

well, I am ilìterested in the relationship between women, what discourse constitutes them,

what they are constituted as, whetlter they ale allou'ed to be, and how they ar.e allowed to

be (how they are governed).

Duririg rny own time working in the sexual assault prograrn, I spoke with a

woman who had received counselling due to past rapes and who decided that she

plesently wanted to volunteer and help othels who experienced sexual assault. When she

apploached the progranl to volunteer, she was told in her understanding that she could
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not work in the program due to her recent invorvement as a crient, even though the rapes

that she had come to the program for support around had happened a number ofyears

earlier' I noted a similar division between counselor and client and pathologizing of

clients in the inte¡views as well as other discursive dividing practices.

In'eading the transcripts and listening to the interviews, I noticed how the

counsellol would talk about "us', and ,,we', and differently ,.they', and ,,them.,,

Tll'oughor.rt my analysis, I would note this separation between the counselor and the

client, and I found it to hold intention and impact. At times, th.oughout the interviews,

this "us" lang,age allowed the counsellor and me to not have to speak all the words, or

allowed us to simply give a look or some non-ve.bal c'e or make a noise that conveyed

understanding and commonarity. In my anarysis, I gathered a[ the instances of this tark,

in order to understand its function, and in this section I present some ofthese samples.

The common dividing practice, explicit in the use of ,,us_them,, 
language, has

nany functions and impacts. For exampre, "us-them" language segregates the therapist

f'om the client, establishi'g the hierarchy ofprofessional and crient. As well, this

language locates the client as needing to be changed or.treated:

Dana: And at the end, it's not a positive, I'd never say it,s a positive, but
tliey leave, it's very differ.ent fi.om when they rvalked in ¡...1ìt,s painfirt,
and you feel so sad to hear someone talk about really painfút things and'
leally scary things, but at the same tinre it,s so, it's án honour.to bi in
there and get to listen to somebody talk about that and to get to kind of
walk tluough that really har.d time with them... When I arn sitting with
them, it kirid of clicks and just goes thr.ouglr, .yali, you'll get there, one
thing at a time.'... You want to be car.efr.rl, they come to you fo. un
hour"..so that one hour I am therejust to risteri to their story and do cool
things like art thelapy and fun tliings arrd get then.r to talk ánd open up
and process feelings.

Ally: But out of that, obvio'sly, it t'a'sfom.red i'to a genuine inter.est i'
this topic and a genuine inter.est in helping women anã wor.king with
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them...l've had people say to me, like, ,I wish I didn,t have to be alone in
this.' They've said that specifically after.a sexual assault when I am
seeing them in the hospital or when I am seeing them in person...as an
individual client.

Bailey: So, I guess I have to go with what the client is open to, what they
are looking at working on, you know. I think that I am fiexibre and I don't
really have an agenda when i go into doing in_person counselling
especially. Not an agenda in the first few sessions. Like, I am noitrying
to change someone,s identity, I arn just trying to give them ,o_".å.""
perspectives so that they can find their identiiy again... I think that once
you get to the core of the person and see how they,re pr.ocessing and how
their process of functioning in the world, and their process ofhãaling...
Those symptoms that yoì.I see, the nightmares, whatever., the night teìrors,
not being able to sleep, the depression, once you get to the core of
l9*-"b9dyt then they start to do their own heàling processing and you
kind ofhelp them and support them while they are going ttriugn íhat,
those effects can lessen, and you'll see that.

Cat: But can you understand how these women feel when they have
something taken away from thern that they cherish? They have lost their
dignity, some have lost their virginity...This is not what ihey envision
themselves as happening... Even though these women want to heal
themselves and move on, there is alwáys something in society that,s
going to remind them of it. So how can they ever pìt it to bed?

The client is diffe'ent from the p.ofessionals; her.e the ..us,' includes the other.

service systems involved with trre victirn ofsexual assaurt, including the police

and the rnedical staff.

Bailey: I think that if they can see us working togerher, definitely if we
a'e at the hospital, they will see us working with the medical staiï, they,ll
see us wo'king with the police sometimes... r have never even asked tliem
about that process, and what that is like for thern, to have all these
systems in their life for this br.ief period and then they go home, or.
whatever., and then they are by themselves again.

A'rother impact that "us-them" language has is that it devalues the client due to her

experience, as less than, less educated, less healthy, less abre, et cetera. This dividing

practice constructs the victim subject as sor'ething to be acted upon and tr.eated.
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Being less educated and needing to be ed'cated o. helped by the counselror, is a

mechanism of "us-them" language:

Dana: You educate them, to know about themselves and have a voice so
they will be confident to know ,this isn,t right, that's r.ight? [...] Because a
lot ofthem I've talked to, they are not happy with uft.rio*ìhÉy ur.
feeling.

Ally: And I am just starting to deal with it now and, uh, I guess just help
them discover what they want to do r.ight now in terms of where their life
is right now.

Here, "us-them" language divides women as fortunate and unfortunate. women who

have experie'ced violence are ress fofiunate, and damaged. within this dividing pr.actice,

women who have not experienced violence (or. request support) seemingly ar.e more

fol'tunate, as tlley can be helpers to othels.

Cat: I am very foftunate, that I have had such a good life, but these
women who are being abused, and some ofthem ar.e so young, they are
not going to have the best life if somebody doesn,t giveìhei. ti-" io
helping thern to get though this t¡auma [...] I want to help people, you
know, get past stuffthat will herp them lateì in years to bè à b.tt"i p"r.on.
And if they don't fix that area oftheir life, then they will not be able to go
and fulfill other areas in a happier part of their. life, cause they,ll always-
be going back to that.

This "us-them" language segregates women as darnaged, needing to be fixed, and ress

than.

Ar.rothe' function of "us-them" language as a dividing practice is that it segregates

the healthy ftom the unhealthy.

Dana: For them or for me? yah, tlìe pTSD, they come in with that and I
am,seeing a lot of sympton.rs, ofjust like can't eat now, can,t sleep now
and it happened a long tirne ago. Nightrnares, things lìke that. I háve had
clients who came i' ten yea.s later from the actualassaurt and trrey are
still dealing, and that I would say is a lot ofpTSD, and they haven,t
worked tluough it.
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Bailey: Here we are containing it, this individual has been tr.aumatized,
now they have this label, they have been traumatized.

Cat: I don't know if I,d use tlìat term [tr.auma]. But they definitely are
affected by trauma. þause) Um, one woman was extl.emely trau;atized,
and she had been in sessions with me for.,.pr.obably 6 weeks, and our next
session she said to me, 'l was so scared.' And I said, .Well, what,s the
matter, let's talk about it.' She said, ,I got on the bus, and there was a guy
that got on the bus, who looked just like rny assailant, and all the feelings
came up again.' (pause) So, slie was tr.aumatized by that. you never knãw
what is going to traumatize them.

The use of "these women," "they,,' ,,them', suggests that they aïe different kind of

women. where this "us-them" talk is active, it de-politicizes the issue, confirms them as

different from the counsellors, it confirms them as victirns, and as less than. This clividing

practice also confirms them as weaker, deficient, dependent, and unable to deal with their

own lives, symptoms, and selves on their own. ,.Them," ,,they," ..these women,,aLe

spoken about as diffe'ent and separate from ,,I,,, ,,us,,' ,,we,,' a'd ,.you" (speaking to me

ol at least someone other than ',they,,).

The diffelence seems to be due to trauma. cat's excerpt exenplifìes this further:

Cat: Their tr.auma from l to 10, their tra'ma stal.ts at 10 a'd the'it goes
to maybe a 1, but maybe for some it doesn't go to a I . Maybe some-of
these women don't get ovel.it. Because they can,t move on. That happens
to wonlen. That's why we get calls at [agency name] from people who
have been sexually abused 5, 7 year.s back and they have these
flashbacks. Or something happens to them in their life to bring that
tlauma back to the sur.face.

A more subtle example of dividing practices occr.u.s i'Ally's talk about.,their,'

experiences and her responses to ,,them."

R: So when you say tliey can speak out, what do you mean by that? And
where do you envision that happening?
Ally: Well...a couple of times...mor.e than a couple of times...I've had
people say to me, like, 'l wish I didn,t have to be alone in this.' Thev've
said that specifically after a sexual assault when I am seeing then in the
hospital or when I am seeing them in person...as an individLral client. .I

t6s
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want to share this sto'y, I don't think that I shourd be quiet about this.'
And then I say to them, ,Well, what made you think thãt you need to be
quiet?'And the stereotypical answer is thai, .welt I didn,i know I could
talk about it, and I didn't know that there was anyone who would listen to
me, and I didn,t feel like I should, I didn,r think ânybody would want to
hea. that.' And so kind ofjust talking about it, ,Oflourse you can seek
out other people., And being very honest that I don,t know ofany sexual
assault gr.oups that operate, if I did I'd tell you (laughs). But uh, úut yuf,,
that you don't have to be quiet, you can shãre tÀir, ilrl, i, your story,'this
is your life. So go ahead and share with anyone you want.

This text was one that rea y has caused me great chalenge in how to place it. I have read

it and reread it. I have felt a full'ange of emotions and experience, both conceming and

really hopeful' as I have broken it apart and always praced it back together. I have fìnally

chosen to intelpret it as a dividing practice, though it could be placed in rnany of the

sections of tlris analysis. However, I believe that it really does represent the division

between the victim and therapist. The division is created with use ofthe terms .,I,,and

"you," "ther.," "they," "people.,,As well, the dir.ection to ,,seek out other people,,, which

I read as meaning othe'people rike "you" (the crie't, within a "sexual assaurt group,,) is

divisive whe'e Ally states to the client that she can "telr anyone you want,,,what I read

as inrplied is that the client needs to tell others rike herserfwithin ,.sexual 
assaurt groups.,,

I'ead this division i'the segregating p'onoun, "you," set out as othel.to the counsellor in

"you ca' seek out othe. people." There is no mention of trre counsellor (Alry) as being the

other people. F'rther, Ally's decraration that she does not know ofsexuar assault groups

implies that these groups a'e where te[ing sto.ies, shar.ing, a.d other.s like her could be

fo,nd. The client is tlr's set apart from the counseflor, in.,yor do''t have to be quiet,,,

"you can shate this," and ,,yoir. stor.y.',

Ally's nar'ative also contaius evidence of r.esistance to the silencing of women

who have experie'ced sexual assault. However, wliere this feminist counter-discour.se
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fell short was in the operation. The invitation to resistant beltaviour (breaking silence and

isolation) is conhadicted when Ally acknowledges that, while she is encouraging the

client to seek out other women who have experienced violence and tell her story, there is

no location for her to do so, "i don't know ofany sexual assault groups that operate.',

Pathologizing.

Dividing p.actices are inherent and ofte'difficult to attend to. Dividing practices work to

pathologize the othered subjectivity from a nolmal, valued, acceptable subjectivity. In

trauma discou.se, dividing p.actices set up the raped woman as damaged goods and

contagious. As I have noted, the impact ofthe counsellor's work, both named vicarious

trauma and not, is lepeatedly positioned as coming from the client and her trauma. This

positioning ofwolds and pluases, and active arrangement, promotes certain discourse, it

reflects the domir.rant and pr.ior.itized discour.se.

Dana: Ther.e is ttauma and that tr.auma brings the vicarious trauma. Um,
it's a temporary infection. I don't know. It is something ternporary.

Dana's language reflects a pathologizing discourse of trauma, which constr.ucts the client

as the one witli tlaurna and as infectious. In talk about the wor.k and contact with the

client and her traurna, the conce.n with getting "it" is pr.esent and positioned. This

concem lequires Dana to "be careful.,'

Dana: I would say the most vicarious is at the beginning, for me, but you
deal with so n.ìany clients over. and over. And you have to be careful
because you can always get it...But you at.e vulnerable at the beginning
and you'r'e vulnerable thror.rghout it all, br¡t you are vulner.able when itls
very ernotion-dr.iven and high and just happened, and scary, and
yestelday and all that. And as it goes on, it changes it. I don't know. And
at the end, it's not a positive, I'd never say it's a positive, but they leave,
it's vely different fiom when they walked in.
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The participant employs vicarious tlauma discourse in stating the impacts are a result of

contact with crients. Dana's language constitutes and promotes risk and warning that is

common to dominant vicarious trauma discourse ("you have to be careful',) and the

therapist's "vulnerability" (used tluee times in the na'ative above) due to contact with

the client ("you deal with so many clients over.and over,,,and ,,but they leave,,). The

therapist and client a.e divided tluough ranguage pr.actices that constitute the crient as

infectious-the client is pathorogized ("the most vicarious," ,,with 
so many crients,,,,,get

it').

The subject (client) was often removed fr.om the language used to talk about

where the secondary trauma came from. This discur.sive tool objectifies her and reaves

just the contagious or.infecting trauma (she has been made the pathogen), ,,you can

always get it."

The word "it" is a sy'ecdoche refer'ing to all the par.ts ofsexual assault, the

impacts, trauma, and the impacts on the counsellor', vicalious trauma. More fittingly, ..it',

is a euphemisrn for viole'ce, enacting a technique ofrepr.essio'in part that it hides and

silences the violence. Instead of naming these things in their.place, the word ,,it,, is used.

This discu.sive tool constitutes a form ofdislocation (repression), which diverts attention

away from that which is ¡rol rnentioned. In this text, and due to its representation of the

whole, almost eve.ything from the expe.ience ofviolence ("lt s very emotion-dl.iven and

high andjust happened, and sca.y, and yesterday',) to the impacts on the victim and the

counsellor, a'd therapy The application of this e'phernism in this fornr and to represent

so'ruch (all) masks the nessage and leaves ambiguity. As I have read and r.e¡ead this

piece, and surounding context, r still do not know what all of the ,.its', stand in for.
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However, what is unsaid, unimpricated, and dispraced is women's experience ofsexual

violence and oppression and women's responses and impacts. The consequences ofusing

this discursive technique (euphemism) urtimately incrude degendering and depoliticizing

the issue, agent deletion (the victim, the offence, and the offender-again the male is not

named or blamed), and deretes the irnpacts ofviolence against and the r.esponses to this

violence.

R: Do you thinÌ that the tmuma, vicarious trauma, that you exper.ience,
come from their symptoms or their trauma?
Dana: Oh yah. For.sur.e...but uh, defìnitely what I am feeling in telms of
my vicarious would just be, it is usually just ar.ound them.

The client is again by the use of the term "them," divided from the therapist. As we , the

impacts of sexual assault work comes from them.

Further., I fou'd that talk ofthe victim being,,damagecl goods,,,needing to be

"fixed," to be an exampre ofpathorogizi'g. It is my contention that trauma and secondary

traurna discou.ses implicate the clienrvictim as damaged, incomprete, and the sour.ce of

other's trauma The disco'rses that constitute trauma tark, tlier.apy, and response to

violence against women inre.e'tly locate women as damaged. This is in-line and

suppo'ts the discussion Nathanson (1991) p'esents about women bei'g considered

"ruined" due to sexual violence. I experienced this as a discur.sive impact tlroughout the

interviews. In a'alyzing these discourses i find trrat rape and sexuar viorence against

wotrreÍì as Lamb (1999b, p. 110) states, "have become a mental health issue instead of a

social one," wherein "t.eatment of victirns ofsexual abuse...focuses on the woman,s

reactions and the nental illness or tlau'ra the experience is assumed to have caused.,,

Through my str-rdy of the t|auma and secor.rdar.y trauma literat¡-¡1.e, as well as sexual

assault wolk discourse in ope'ation in the inter.views, I for.urd that this statement applies
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to rape and sexual violence against women. The impact of trauma work discourse

constlucts the victim as damaged and contagious. As in Ally,s statement that,,allnost a

hundred percent" of the people she tarks to about what she does inquir.e into her safety

and state.

Ally: And an example I can use to illustr.ate that, is very often, almost a
hundred percent when people ask me what I do ánd I sáy I ama sexual
assault trauma counsellor, ,Oh, that must be really diffióult, ur" you ot Z,
And right away assume that I am damaged goods as well.
[...] OL 'oh, be careful ar.ound that on", ih" ãould be flighty..., and
definitely the messages i get back flom people are, ,oh, wâtch out., I
mean there are several ways that they lei mê knowthat either, ,oh, that
must be really hard,' or ,let,s talk about something else,, ,don,t gá there.,

The assumption by otrre's "that I am damaged goods as well," (re)co'structs victim

blame and the objectification and dehumanization of women in their experience of
violence "Damaged goods" is a well-known femare subjectivity that must be avoided

(Lamb, 1999b). The discourse of"da'raged goods" objectifies the client subject and

constl'i¡cts her as a pathogen. Histo.ically, woman as damaged goods rras been intimately

re'lated to her sexuality, i'this, she has become flawed, spoiled, i'rpaired, infer.ior, and

defiled Labelling a wouìan "damaged goods" refers to wonìen who are no longer.virgins,

especially prior to marriage, women and girls who have exper.ienced sexual abuse, rape,

divorce, and mo'e cur.entry, wo'nen who have a cruo'ric sexualy transmitted infection

(STÐ.

Sirnila.ly, while cat does not state out.ight that trrese worìren a'e damaged goods,

she implies it in how she talks about the inipacts of the abuse arìd traìjma.

Cat: These womeu who are being abused, and some ofthent are so young,
they are not going to have the best life if somebody doesn,t give their
tirne to helping tlrern to get through this tr.aurna...So, t want io help
people, yo, know, get past st'ff that wi herp themiater.in years io be a
better person. And ifthey don,t fix that area ãf their. life, then they wiil
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not be able to go and.fulfìll other areas in a happier part oftheir life,
cause they,ll always be going back to that.

The language of trauma discourse constitutes the victim as damaged when Cat states,,if

they don't fix" that part ofthei. life. The discourse turns our fòcus onto the victim, she is

the subject in trauma discourse, tlÌe perpetrator (and violence) is ¡emoved because he is

not a subiect oftrauma discourse. Thus, she is not seen as a victim, but someone with

trauma.

As well, in Cat's text I l.ead a transition fi.om abuse discourse (,,these women who

are being abused") to trauma discourse, wherein the traumatized woman is constituted as

weaker' This impact is due to trre message that "if somebody doesn,t give theiÍ time to

helping them" they wilr not have the best life. The messages within trauma discourse

indicate that the traumatized wornan can¡lot do this on her own and she needs help, fr.om

somebody different/better' (not one of "these women'), to become ,,fixed,, and a,,better.

person." Again, the dividing p'actice witrrin tauma discourse sets the woman counsellor

("if somebody doesn,t give their time to helping them,,,,.I want to help people,,) apart

fi'om the "these women" (victims/clients/t.aumatized). To be ,,a better person,,

categorizes the sr.rbject of the traumatized woman as less valuable and resser than, Iess

"better'" Further, within this trauma discourse tlrat constructs victiur subjectivíty, srre is

unable to access ce'tain optio's in life o. be happy ("not goi'g to have the best life,,) in

that she will not be able to ,,fulfill 
other. areas.,,

Tlre consequences of the sexual assault trauma work discour.se employed to speak

about the victim incrude directi'g all focus o'to the woman victiur who is pathologized

and becomes the trau'ratized wo¡nan. she is talked about as .,diff,ereut 
fr.om,, and ,.lesser

than," "danaged," and needing to be helped and fixed. This sole gaze on the vìctim
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places all responsibility on her for her situation, her life, and her healing. The violence is

deleted, and she is assumed to need fixing. Her survival and resiliency is overlooked, and

she is located as damaged, deficient, unable on her own, and powerless. Within this

hegemonic illness discoulse in which the only subject is the traumatized woman, the

pelpetrator and the violence is l.emoved.

The dominant t'auma and seconda'y trauma discourse place trauma deep within

the victim's self, in her transformation to sornething or someone ,,debilitated,',

"damaged," needing to work thr.ough and heal, be fixed, and becoming a different person,

and a different identity. These discursive nressages are exemplified further in Bailey,s

text, where she talks about tr.auma in the victim.

Bailey: Like definitely sorneone dealing with trauma, it is debilitating for
some people, and maybe for all people and then we have different ways
of wolking tluough those things. And some people get stuck, you know,
and can't find the tools to work tlx.ough it. Not that that tr.aurna is going
to always be a part oftheir life, it does become part of your. identity, it
does become parl ofwho you are. you know, you are a different person
aftel a tlaumatic event that's for sure.

In this text, the disculsive technique within trauma discoulse to mask violence against

women is presented. within this discourse, "trauma" is a synecdoche and is a cover.-all

term for the violence and the impacts and responses in the victir¡, The consequences of

this discursive tool, again, include deletion of the violence, agent (tlie perpetrator),

honouring survival responses in women, and depoliticizirrg and degendering the issue of

sexual violence against women. Further, as Lamb (1999b) states, "prSD r.nakes sexual

abuse 'tleatable"'(p. 111). I believe this statenent is tr.ansfen.able to all forms of sexual

v.iolence against women.
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Professional - Client: The need to be healed.

Another impact ofaccessed and dominant discourse that I found repeatedly in the

interyiews was the idea that women need to be fixed, healed, and treated. Dominant

professional discourse constructs the client as needing professional treatment due to

trauma, this need for treatment is dependent on a pathology of trauma. This discursive

tool þathologizing), segregates the professional from the client.

Cat: But they definitely are affected by trauma. Um, one woman was
extremely traum atized, and she had been in sessions with me
for,..probably 6 weeks, and our next session she said to me, ,I was so
scared.' And I said, 'Well, what's the nlatter, let's talk about it., She said,
'I got on the bus, and there was a guy that got on the bus, who lookedjust
like my assailant, and all tlte feelings came up again., So, she was
traumatized by that.

Trauma discourse maintains focus on t'aurna and trauma material. Here the symptoms

are talked about, without an analysis of the violence and the presence ofthe perpetrator,

though the victim mentions him. A violence or rape discour.se is masked by a dominant

tlauma discoulse, as Cat continues:

Cat: You nevet know what is going to tl.aumatize them. And br.inging up
those feelings...un...I like to look at it like when they ar.e sexually
traumatized and they ar.e victimized, that,s A and now we are going to t.y
to get them to Z with their healing. Br-rt when they are traunatizea ihey 

-

are going right back to A again. [...] you know? And then you have to
work harder to get back to Z.

wìtliin this text tl'aunìa ("t.aumatized") a'd rape discourse (,,victimized,,) appear side by

side, however, the focus still is on tlie victim's healing from trauu.ra with the counsellor.

cat's text is an inte'estiug one in that it leflects the power of dominant discourses,

because it is still about the trauna even when the perpetrator (or someone,.who looked

just like my assailant") is present. within tr.auma discourse, the violence is masked and

we are diverted fLom women's oppressiou to a tlauma focus. This is exemplified in the
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text where the victim tells the counsellor that she was ,,scared,' due to seeing her

perpetlator (or a man who looks like him); the victim does not talk about trauma. Even

though the victim makes the causal link between her feelings and experience, the

counsellor reframes the victim's story and experience within trauma discourse. Tluough

trauma discoulse the violence and perpetrator are removed even when the result is

ambiguity and unknowing something that is pleviously known-we "never know what is

going to traumatize them." The subject is the traumatized woman within trauma

discourse, our focus is diverted onto hel trauma and her."healing." This text reveals intent

and impact of dominant trauma discourse. It shows how trauma discourse removes the

experience and story ofviolence in that cat states, after the victim sees her ,,assailant,'

that "you never know what is going to fraumatize them." In reframing into a dominant

trauma discourse, we see how other discourse and potential subjectivities ar.e masked, and

tluths ale hidden, even tluth that was seerningly available and knowable. Even though it

seems that the concern ofthe victirn was the contact with the "assailant" on the bus, the

focus in therapy with the client is turrred back to the process of traurna healing.

Cat:...Yalt. And everybody heals in their own way and in their own tirne.
Even though we offer counselling for 12 weeks. It may take some women
24 weeks, it may take them 24 months. And I don,t think that we can put
a deadline on when they're going to heal. The most impor.tant thing is that
they heal, not how long.

In niy analysis, I found tlauma discourse a dividing practice betweeu client and

plofessional tln'ough the repeated positioning ofassaulted women as wornen in need of

counselling. Here, Bailey talks about the client's need to find their identity again.

Bailey: I don't really have an agenda wlien I go into doing in-person
counselling [...] Like, I ant not trying to change someone,s identity, I am
just tlying to give then'r some rnore pel.spectives so that they can find their
identity again.
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Further, this text uses professional discourse, and reveals its divisive impact between

client and professional.

Bailey: I think that what I leamed about trauma in univer.sity, um, and
tlr_r ough working her.e, is that it is pretty severe, and it is quiiá an intimate
experience for people,.and it is something that lverybody witt experience
quite differently. And.it is one ofrhose rñings that iîyou are goin! to 

--
work with rrauma, if rhat is what you are chãosing todo, I thñk tiíaiyou
are going to need to have some ofthose flexible q'ualities within you."I
don't think that there is one guideline for workinj with trauma. attrrougt
we can assume...and_there is some consistency in effects you,ll see in
people for sure, but, I think that that is something I am still learning aswell.

Dominant trauma and professional discourse has impact of dividing the

professional subject fr.om the client. The language of trauma discourse has a

pathologizing impact, shown here, in talk ofsevere effects, working with trauma,

guidelines, and consistency.

Bailey's text contains supporl for professionar discourse and trauma work.

Professional and dominant trauma discourses divide the therapist and the client due to

trauma pathology. Tluough use of the professional, trauma, and therapy discour.ses,

sexual assault wo'k in this progmrn focus on the syrnptomatic individual client.

Fol Ally there seemed to be a struggle between a pr.ofessionalized agency

mandate and he' own strength- and relationship-focused, and community-minded feelings

and actions. This struggle constructs .esisting a.d counter-discourses to professiouar

discol-¡lse.

17s

Ally:_Um. Well apart from the snrff that we'r.e required to do with our. job
(laughing slightly), like with...(laughing)
With the handing out of paniphlets, anJjust be.ing there.
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I read Ally's text to imply that there is an acceptable professional therapist subjectivity

within the agency ("we're required to do with our job,,). Ally behaves within this

subjectivity, howevel, she also pafis from it, constructing an other subjectivity within her

"own personal flair":

Ally: My own personal flair, I definitely would say it's relational, is to
say, like, be honest with them with where I,m coming from, and be
honest with them if I'm hurting as well or if I'm feeling confused. So,
having that honesty with them I think is part ofour relationship.

Ally sets up this other subjectivity as being diffelent or extr.a to the acceptable and

expected therapist subjectivity within the agency when she states',apal1 from." she then

goes on to further differentiate how she behaves within this other therapist subjectivity by

naming it her "own personal flair'" and describing that it is "relational,' within which she

is "honest" about her feelings and where she is coming from, and she positions honesty in

her shared relationship with the women she works with. she fufiher.states the impacts of

this other "r'elational" and "honest" subjectivity.

Ally: And I think that that just draws us in with people I see, either with
clients or on the phone, at the hospital, wherever I'm seeing people. Even
just friendships and relationships when we talk about these kinds of
things. Uh...yah...l see it as this circular. pattem, just kind of going down
the trail. (laugh)

In her exp'ession it seemed that Ally's own styre cha[enged the professional

regulation of the thelapist. she stated that she opelated in mor.e of a ,,lelational" way with

women, wliich she defined as behaving with "honesty," shaling her feelings, including

hult and confìsion, and reciplocity within their 
'elationship. 

Ally speaks about the

relationship between client and thelapist in a differ.ent way, "apart fi.om,'the expectation

of tlìe therapist within the progr.aln.
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Counter-discourses and Resistance to Trauma Discourse

In these counsellor's na*atives, there were examples of contl.adiction and resistance to

dominant discou¡se. These counter-discourses included the implication ofthe system as

traumatizing rather than the client, within which the response by porice and the rnedicar

system were implicated for counsellor's experiences. As we[, r.esistance to professional

subjectivity when the counsellors shaled woman in the community and woman as prey

(gendered violence) subjectivities with the victims,, and a presentation ofa gendered

experience ofviolence and oppression discourse. within this counter-discourse, a

gendered gaze on society was presented, through which all women ar.e at risk or

experience some form ofoppression due to their gender, within this discourse there is a

global condition ofgendered violence against women, where women are pr€y

(marginalized and victimized).

It's not the client, it's the system.

cat stated that what are considered in official criscour.se (secondary trauma literature) to

be impacts of the wor.k, such as night'ral.es, persistenl memor.ies, anger, fear., and

inc'eased concem for safety, were more prevarent after contact witrr the system. when I

use the term "system" I am refer.i'g to trre legal, medical, andjudicial ser.vices that

respo'rd to sexual assault. These are the seryices that the sexual assault counsellors come

into contact with. Trre "systern" arso refer.ed to pl.ocesses ofthese sel.vices, incruding the

laws, p'ocedures (interviews, investigation), and the results (co'victions, charges,

investigation). "It's not the client, it's the system" discor.u.se counters officiar vicarious

tlauma discourse, in that it looks beyond the client for cause of frustratio'r, feeri'gs, and

impacts on the sexual assault wol.ker.
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Cat: My fiustration with sexual assault is not the victim but mostly, when
I do have frustration, it is never from the victim it is fi.om the police and
the situations alound the legalities.

Cat locates her fi'ustration in her work due to the response ofthe court system.

Cat: You know? You are not helping that victim get from A to B when
the spokes are going in opposite dir.ections. And I feel that that is part of
the healing and getting past some ofthe trauma. It is bad enough that the
v.ictim has been victimized by her assailant. But now she is being
victimized again by the coufi system.
R: Yah, which is interesting. Hrnm, it seenìs that working together, as the
medical system, the police, and us, is kind of a big focus. What do you
think?
Cat: Yes. Cause they say, 'Oh we're all on the same side.' Okay, well if
we're all on the same side, then how come what I am projecting out there
is totally empathy and caring for the victim, and you call your questioning
empathy and caring, but it's tuming ever.¡hing around.

Cat, prior to the interview, had not hear.d ofvicarious traurna, and though she did

talk about some impacts that fit within of{icial secondary trauma discourse, she did not

attach them to her work with women who have experienced sexual assault. She stated

that most ofher feelings and impacts were due to the lack ofhelp from police and the

poor to no consequence for the perpetrator ofrape and assault.

Shored subjectit ity - challenging the dit¡iding practices.

My analysis found that tlie counsellors at times used discourse that positioned them in the

same subjectivity as the woman clients.

Cat: It is all about the victirn and what's happening to her, it doesn,t
matter if she's been drinking. I go out to the bar and I have a few beer. I
am not out there askiug to get r.aped because I am socially interacting
with people, well so ale these women.

This text references countel-discoulses to victim-blaming, vtornan os responsible

discoulse, r'ape my{hs, and removal of the perpetl.ator.. As well, Cat shales a woman-in-

the-comrnunity sr.rbject position with the victim, both wlio go out, drink, and socially
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interact. cat resists rape myths in her statement by saying that she and women-in-the-

community/victims are ,,not out there asking to get raped.',

As well, Dana speaks about women's common and prevalent exper.ience of some

form of non-consensual inappropriate sexual violation (represented in Dana's text as,,...,,

which is what is not said).

Dana: But uh, I think nowadays, you,re hard_pr.essed to find anyone that
hasn't had...maybe not a sexual assault, but hàsn't had an
inappropriate...any woman that hasn,t had an inappropriate pass or
gesture or...you know what I mean?

In discourse that contains women's common experience ofoppression, the division

between us is broken dow'. Tl s challenges dividing practices in therapy discourse.

Ally 
'esists 

professio'al discou.se and dividi'g practices in how she talks about

her experience that "this" is happening to her as well.

Ally: I can't'emember what r said befo'e about how I feer traumatized by
this...or whatevel language yoìt want to use, I think maybe I was quick to
say that I don't feel it. Ther.e is definitely, the more I think about ii the
ntore I am recalling instances and timeframes in my life that I do actually
feel like, uh, this is happe'i'g to me as well. Again, it,s a little bit mor.e
broad than the actual experience [sexual assault, rape], but definitely, um,
and this is kind ofan odd experience, or maybe noithat odd.

Her diffic'lty rocating it and valuing it as either odd or.not implies its rocation as

a devalued discou'se. She seems to not be co'fident in whether this feeling that she has

had, this experience, is normal or perhaps ab'or.mal. In ,,instances 
and timefi.ames,, Ally

finds a common or shared subjectivity of worna'victim in a gendered experie'ce of r.ape

a'd oppression discourse. Ally's eallier. lack of access to this counter-discour.se of

ge'dered experience of rape to my initial questio'of work impact, her mention that trris

experience is "odd," and that it occurs inconsistently in,,instances and timefiames,',

si gnify devalued discourse.
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I found that a discourse ofa gendered experience ofrape or oppression discourse

was deployed in talk in moments. Though there \rr'as stilr a division between the victim

and the helper, the gendered female experience ofviolence was shared. In her nauative,

Bailey employs discourses or v,omen as prey and v)omen ts sysrenticaüy oppressed

("gendered experience of violence").

Bailey: The positive effects is a sense of comnunity, even the sexual
assault program that we work in, I arn a part of that community, and we
outreach to victirns ofsexual assault and that is a wrrole other ãommunity.
So it gives me a sense of being a woman, and that we share this kind of
gendered experience ofviolence, whethel. we are victims or. the helpers,
and those kinds ofthings.

The practices in language that are used to divide the client group fi.om counselrors are

resisted here-"community," "gendered expelience," "sense of being a woman.,, Herein,

both women can and do experience violence.

An other dìscourse for vicarious lraunta.

Ally deploys an oppression discourse, which cor¡nters trauma and secondary trauma

discou¡se when talking about where vicarious tl.autna comes from.

Ally: Umm...I think tlìat systemically it's a patriarchal society. It,s easier
for a patriar.chal society to put it back on thé victim, to put it tack on
women, or.poor people, or whomever the mar.ginalized group is that is
being oppressed. You see it in colonization all the time, I think that that,s
why it's easier. That is my honest beliefabout it, that, um, it,s the gender.
issue within colonization in a patriarchal society that hold, *onr.n-
responsible, they're the ones that ate supposed to have ownersl.rip over
sexual assault. Or the act of it...l 

'r.rean, 
that's wllel.e most of our mvths

come fì'ont...(laugh)...So, yah, that's wher.e I tliink it comes fi.om.

within this other discourse fo'where vicarious trauma comes from, a discourse of male

responsibility is deployed. However, when she gets close to these gendered discourses

she "checks" her.self.
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Ally: Uh, yah, I should definitely probably check nyself here...by no
means is it only women who get assaulted...þause)...and when I iay
ownership, I mean ownership as in prevention and how we take care of
people in our society, I mean, maybe it's not likely that men are going to
become sexual assault trauma counsellors, but definitelv to be as-
supporlive, if'ot realry p.oactive about healing these wounds ofsexual
assault. Uh, and that,s complicated in itself. I don,t necessarily, I don,t
mean that men rreed to come and save the day...(laughs)...but iake onus
over a problem that is developed out of a patiiarchafsoôiety and
colonizarion...so....I don,t know ifthat kin¿ ofclarifies it, Iiow I define
ownership, but uh, for men to take young boys and give ównership and
say 'this is what has happened to women, wé are going to be, *e åre
going to try and be different, we aLe..., like taking ownership in that way.

Ally reflects the struggle and policing within dominant discourse, in presenting a

gendered counter-discou.se. She does not impricate rnen completely and ..checks',

herselÍl and feels the need to say that men also are victims of assault-these ,,checks,,

show how she is disciplined in dominant discourse. Howevel, she also deploys an anti-

oppressive discourse, presenting witrrin it a male subjectivity of ,becoming 
an ally, and

involving men in ownership ofstructural oppressior and their location and privilege

the¡ein.

In her talk about where vicarious t.auma and tlauma con.ìe fr.om, AIly states it is

found within colonization and mar.giualization:

Ally: I go back to colonization and oppression of mar-ginalized people,
it's easier to keep them down when thèy think that they can,t bË cuied.
It's in, whoever is at tlìe top, it's in trrei'best interest fior us at the bottom
to be fighting with each other to be dealirig with tr.ivial pr.oblerns. It keeps
up the hierar.chy. It keeps it working, and good for.theni for being so
successful at it. Damn, I wish I was at the top. (laughs)

Ally seems to locate he'self, generally, in a 
'eutr.al 

location wlien she talks in mental

health, hierarchy, a'd oppression and coronizatio' discourse. She implicates a technique

ofrepression in me'tal rrearth by talking about oppr.essio'and coronization trrat keeps
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"them down," speaking about the oppressed people who "think that they can't be cured.,,

However, she othered herself("they") from this uncured group by. Then, A y employs

discourse that places power up there ("at the top") in addressing the ,,top', 
she rocates

unknown and anbiguous "they" and "whoever." she states that,,their', interests of

maintaining the hierarchy are maintained. Here, Ally moves into a shared subjectivity of

"us at the bottom" (the oppressed), who are fighting with each other and dealing with

trivial things. Ally further implies that "the top" is a better place to be (,,I wish I was at

the top")' I am not certain what all ofthese "t'iviar thi'gs" incl'de, however Alry

plesents an analysis on one ,,debate,':

Ally: I mean, whether or not it's an illness [trauma and secondary
tlaumal, whether or not it's a mental illness, I mean, people will debate
that for forever. To me, understanding how I deal with it and
undelstanding how otlter.people deal with it, it doesn,t even become a
factor because it's not..just for rne...it's j'st not an issue, it is not issue
that I need to touch, because that,s just not lìow I oper.ate.

In this st'uggle between mental illness discou.se and colonization and oppression, she

locates herselfas "us at the bottom" and then seems to step away from it to a more

neutlal subjectivity where "it's not an issue." ln these moments, when Ally talks about

oppression and colonization, I wonder who she sees as clients and victims in her.work?

wlrat impact does race have in her involvemeltt or non-involvenrent ilr this ,,debate,' that

will go on forever? If colonization is an impact of woma'-blame ard rape myths, then

perhaps racialized othering and distancing is also a factor in the division between

counsellors and victims?

Furtliel discussio' on wherc vica'ious traunìa comes froni implicates women,s

experience of opp'essior.r and fear in hel'devalued subjectivity ofbei'g a wonan in
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society' This is in-line with how Bon¡ie Burstow (2003) talked about trauma, as due to

systemic oppression and resulting conditions therein. Here, the woman in the community

is not safe.

Ally: Just her perceptions of being a woman in society...it,s frightening.
It's fightening to know that you're not safe. And so you think ãbout that
with vicarious trauma, um, you just need to stack a bit more oppression
on and...boom. There you go, that's my guess.

Ally ernploys an opp'ession discourse to locate women,s subjectivity in being vicariously

traumatized. She continues to explain this further:

Ally: I wouldn't even really think to go in the direction that it,s a
characteristic of women. i don,t think that that,s an answer.that I...that
was my first anti- thought. (laughs)...better not be because ofbeing a
woman. (laughs)...I don,t think it,s our nature as women. I think it,s
because we are closer to the mar.ginalization and we,re closer to the
isolation and we have had so much trauma piled on top, that yah, of
course we would experience a lot of it.

In this text, Ally.esists the discourse ofvicarious trauma being inherently due to being

female' Ally presents an oppression co'ntel-discoulse to the pathorogizing discom.se of

trauma and vica.ious trauma, and implicates women's oppressed and traumatized

subjectivity due to marginalization.

Bailey also deployed a counter-discourse to dominant vicarious trauma and

pathologizing discourse. she locates women's subjectivity ofbeing u'safe in trre

community. Both Ally and Bailey i'these texts reflect a gendered discour.se of violence

against women.

Bailey: Oh, that's a good question. Where does vicarious tl.aunta come
from? I don't even know where I leamed where to stal.t...I tliink it is just
the messages that I got growing up, to be aware of my safety...,don,iwalk
alone at night.' Maybe that was solllething that I learned in ichool and so
I think thatjust as being a fenale growing up in society, you get tlìose
nessages that we're unsafe. And now that I aln doing thi¡ kil; of work,
where I arn dealing with violelce all tlie time, itjust increases that sense
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that I really need to l¡e aware of what is going on for me, and my
environment. So, I think that vicarious traumã is a consequence,
consequence isn,t the right word, but it is an effect of working in this
field.

These gendered counter-discourses allow the counsellors to reflect o'their subjectivity

as being both women trauma counsellors and women in the community. A gendered

discourse ofoppression and marginalization counter degendered discoul.ses of trauma

and vicarious trauma.

The discourse in operation in the sexual assault program constitutes victim and

therapist subjectivity. within the social context ofviolence against women and ensuing

traun'ìa, woman subjectivity is const.ucted as'esponsible (scapegoat) and in need of

treatment and fixing. As well, the subjectivity ofa real victim is presented and ericits

response that diffe's to victims who look and act differentry. The talk in the sexuar

assault program engage dividing practices that segregate the professional fi.om the client,

the helpe' from the one who needs help, and the hearthy from the unheartrry, this division

is due to trauma. However, counter-discourses and r.esistance to dominant discourse are

present in sexual assaurt counselror's talk, which chalenge the dividi'g practices, and the

focus on the client as cause for secondary tlauma impacts in the counsellor.

C on s ! ru ct í n g The r apis t Subj e c t iv i tíes

In my analysis I found that therapist subjectivities were constructed tluough discourse.

withi'the applied discor.rrses, the counse o's spoke in ways that outlined valued-

devalued and acceptabre-dangerous subjectivities, as we as regulatio'and disciprine of
these subjectivities. As we , my analysis reveared porici'g ofthese subjectivities, how

they ale nraintained and promoted.
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Trauma Discout.se in Tt.autna Talk - Impacts

Tl*'oughout my analysis I found that perfoming acceptable therapist subjectivity

involved not talking about male violence, but talking about ,,trauma,, instead. .,Trauma,,

was often used in places where "sexual assault," "rape," and "violence against women,,

would have bee'equally deployed. Bailey describes her work using trauma discourse:

Bailey: I think that we ale human and we are going to respond in different
ways. Like definitely someone dealing with tr.auma, it is ãebilitating for
some people, and maybe for all people and then we have different riays
of working tll.ough those things. And some people get stuck, you knoï,
and can't find the tools to work tlu.ough it. Not that ihat traumã is going'
to always be a part of their. life, it does become part ofyour identit!, it
does become part of who you ar.e. you know, yòu are ã diff"rcnt peisorl
aftel a traumatic event that's for sure.

within trauma discourse the "traumatic event" replaced the need to name or.talk about

the violence. without naming what is the traumatic event, much of the talk is refiamed to

fit within trauma discou.se versus violence against wo'ren discourse. For example,

Bailey employs tlaurna discourse to fultlìer explain its impact and the required skill to

work with tlauma.

Bailey: I think that what I learned about trauma in univer.sity, um, and
th-r'ough working here, is that it is p.etty severe, and it is quite a'intimate
experience for people, and it is something that ever.ybodywill expelience
quite differently. And it is one ofthose things that iîyou are going to
work with tlaunra, ifthat is what you ale choosing to do, I thirrk tñat you
ale going to need to have sorne ofthose flexible qualities within you. I
don't thi'k that the'e is one guideline fo'wo'king with traurna. Álthough
we can assun'ìe and there is some difflerent, uh, pr.obably some
consistency i'effects you,ll see in people for sure, but, I think that that is
something I am still learning as well.
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Trauma discourse is expÌained as valuable and necessary for women, it has a purpose.

Trauma discourse here is internalized as valuabre and acceptabre. Dana explains its place

fo¡ victirns.

Dana: PTSD serves a big purpose, for me it did. It gets the ball moving in
terms ofrealizing that something is offor wrong, or you,re hurt or an{ry
for some other incident, and it,s coming up this way and you need to ãeäl
with it or talk about it or cry or.whatevèr, tut it's symptoms of something
that has happened, you know? I don,t know, that is how I see it...yah, it
helps you get there, becalse usually at the PTSD part, ifyou are really
PTSD, if it is getting really bad and it's starting tó interfere with
something, and so yah, that is when you go in ánd see someone and talk
about it.

In this text, I read that fauma discourse is a valued and accepted discourse that leads

people to get help. The therapist and the client understand this as the acceptable time,

when she is trauma symptomatic, when it is really bad, to get professional help (,,go in

and see someone and talk about it"). with this consequence of trauma discourse. where

the woman is receiving help, its value and need is pr.omoted.

Ally talks in m'rtiple discourses and she seerningly struggles between them in her

role as the.apist, performing an acceptable therapist subjectivity and concern for the

greater societal issue ofviolence against women. Ally implicates trauma discourse as

masking the societaI issue ofviolence against women.

Ally: I gr"ress that shift happens out of a choice that I try to make daily
that people...things happen to people...um, so in tespect to violence...uln,
I think it [trauma] just rnasks, I think trauma just sometimes masks the
cause of an experience...I thirik that sometimes traurna and those labels
and however we label it, whether.it,s an illness or.not, kind of masks the
inilial causes of some ofthat trauma. So we have to spend less tinte
dealing with violence and more time dealirrg with tra,nta, which in that
grand cir.cle p'ts it back on the victim. ,Ok you,re the one who needs to
be fixed, not the pel.son who raped you.,
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Ally implicates trauma discourse as masking violence by placing the focus on the victim

as needing to be fixed. As well she implies that how "we" as counsellors are dealing with

it employs and prioritizes trauna discourse "trauma and those labels.,,Ally's text ¡eveals

a conflict ofoppositional discourses of tr.auma and violence against women.

Ally: Um, and again, like I was saying before, I don't know if that
necessarily means that trauma is causing more violence, but the way that
we are dealing with it isn't stopping the violence. So, and like I saiá
before, I don't know ifbecause you're not stopping something means that
you're promoting it, butjust to say it like that, just not stopping it.

Here, these two discourses (trauma and violence against women) appear side by side, the

counsellor's behaviours within traurna discourse are analyzed; clear.ly we are not

stopping violence.

Were can we ralk ebout sexual assault?

Trauma discourse was deployed in talk about the thel.apist's behaviours. However,

speaking about rape and sexual assault had its place. For example, Dana states that she

does not talk about "it," but outlines that talking about ',it,' should be done for education

purposes and personal/group therapy.

Dana: I don't talk about it. I totally talk about it in term ofeducating. Like
the best thing I did her.e was the tr.aining. And I wo¡-rld talk about it ior
sure in any gr.oup [ther.apy] setting. But I would not disclose per.sonal
feelings about my hospital calls to people, and I would not disclose
personal feelings of my experience to people. Faniily members, no, but
that is my choice, in terms of who I would tell that to. And rny feelings
ale pelsonal about those things...That's personal. So, it,s to who I feel
comfortable with. But yah, I mean, talking in general to young people
about sexuality, sex, what sexual assault is, in a fun interactivè wav so
that they ar.e not bored out oftheir rnind. Like that should be a chapte,
with all those other chapter.s that they br.ing to schools, andjust rnóre
awafeness.

Dana enrploys ech¡cational and professional discourse to maintain the choice to disclose

her pelsonal feelings and experience to othels. speaking generally is pr.eferred behaviour.
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in these discourses, promoting a personal-professional boundary. As well as in

educational settings, Dana states the sexual assault should be talked about for

professional debriefing. She explains this:

Dana: (Laughs) Umrn, It'sjust like, I don,t know, Ijust don't feel like
some ofthem get it. It,s not tlte getting, like you have to get something,
but it's the...Ijust feel like it's way easier to talk about my feelings
around a hospital call with someone who's done it, than with someone
who's not. Not to say they can,t listen and empathize, because they for
sure can, but Ijust feel like also, they don't see that every day and it,s not
my job to bring that to them, you know what I mean. i don't want to be
the one that's describing to them, like someone who's been beaten so bad
and had objects...you know...and tenible things that you don,t wish upon
anyone. And I know that they ar.e not naTve and little kids. They,re adults,
but I don't want to be that one, telling them those kinds ofthings, not thai
they couldn't handle it, they probably all could, but it's not...yÃ just not,
And I think the best people [to debrief with] are the people who,ve done
it. Like the supervisors, or any ofthe people that I go on my hospital call
with, um, anyone basically in this building. lt's way easier io, Ue lite,
'yah, I need to debriefthat, that was a bit ofa rough one,'

within discourse, acceptable therapist behaviour includes debriefing. This fits within a

trauma and professional discourse that governs that all talk of work should stay within the

agency. The behaviour that is acceptable is "deb.iefing," with other cou'sellors for

therapeutic and professional pulposes. Dana presents an analysis ofspeaking to people

who do not do this work, velsus people who do this work. value is placed on talking to

people who are supelvisors and who do this work, because it is easier.on the counsellor,

and bette¡. I felt that the diffelence between talking to someone inside the agency was

also about feeling that she is protecting people on the outside in the community (,,it,s not

my job," "l don't want to be tlie one that's describing to them"). An impact of debriefing

as the acceptable therapist behaviour for talking about sexual assault wor.k is that it has

therapeutic versus political putposes.
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Speaking about trauma versus sexual assault also seemed to be acceptable and

valued behaviour within the the'apy experience. Dana talks about how little time in

therapy is spent talking about the "secret."

Dana: We spend so much more time not talking about [sexual
assault]...And it is never until they are ready. And that session is the
session that they will disclose usually and my experience is that they will
want to tell you everything cause they haven't told anyone everything,
and you'rejust an objective ear, you know...It lets the secret out. So,ìt is
usually an emotional session for.them. And I go home and I,m usually
exhausted but that session feels good. Because afterwards, their shoulders
just slump, you know what I rnean, they got it offtheil.chest, and it's not
a secret anymole. So, that's probably the hardest session, I'd say.

Dana mentions the idea ofseclets, both the therapist and the client know that rape, the

experience and impacts, are seclets.

In discussing the gendered experience ofviolence and its pervasiveness in

women's experience, Dana talks further about, and here exemplifies, the secrecy ofa

rape discou'se. she seems to st.uggle between performing an acceptable therapist

subjectivity who talks about trauma, and does not talk about violence, as well as br.eaking

the silence and normalizing the gendered expelience ofviolence and not talking about it

at all.

Dana: I know, cause you want to gror.lp them all [wornen] in the same
room and be like, 'Look!' and then gr.oup everyone who has had a terr.ible
expelience, like all ofus, and be like, .Look!'(haha) you know? And
chances are, ifa friend would ask a friend, and say, .I had a really bad
experience,'the fr.iend would probably say, ,Well, me too.' But we don,t
talk.

Though Dana states that she is amazed that people are surpr.ised at hearing that other

wo[ren have been tluough this, she states tlìat she does not talk about iÎ. Even here she

does not name the violence. Hele, I analyzed this text as Dana str.uggling betwee'and

within subjectivities, fir'st she is a victim, cor.nlnorl with the rest of women (..all of us',).
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Then she talks about the const'aints by "secrets" ("we don,t talk',), and is disciplined by

this regulation. She is dive¡ted to how women are segregated (we are not,,group,,ed ,,in

the same room").

From the shared subjectivity of women victims in a gendered exper.ience of

violence I.ead that Dana shifts into the safer, accepted ther.apist subjectivity. This shift is

made here, with the knowing that women are disciplined to hord the secrets of theif

"terible" and "bad" experiences, as she seems defeated and states, ,,1 don't know.,,

Dana: Those are secr.ets, you know. I don,t know. That is super.har.d with
clients, cause I will say generalities to them, like, ,so many women fèel
this way.' And it still amazes me how many people say, ,Really?,
(laughs) Or they will tell me a symptom and I will saythat is nãr.rnal to
feel, to do that, have nightrnar.es, or it is normal to wáke up sweating and
it's the way we deal with it.

she has rnade the shift into an accepted and valued therapist subjectivity, away fi.om a

dangerous wornan subjectivity (victirn, all women experience violence). This shift is

done tll'ough use of tlauma and therapy discourse, where she is now speaking in

gene'alities (not making it personal), and speaking to "crients" about .,syrnptoms.,, 
This

text exemplifies the contradictory discoul.ses ofviolence against women and trauma, and

the st'uggle that women have ir finding an acceptable and safe subjectivity as therapists.

Further., the secrecy ofrape discourse is hard to br.eak, and to do so means

performing outside acceptable thelapist subjectivity unless it is ,,debriefing.', 
Dana

exemplifies this str.uggle (..hard,') ro talk about ..it":

Dana: And slie'll be like, ,Really?, you know, and I don,t know, it,s
ha.d. And the hard pait too is the deali'g with it and the', I can'i r.ealry
talk about it. I can, but I can,t, do you know what I mean, when I can ánd
can't talk about it. Yah, so, it's hard, I do''t know, ther.e is not really an
easy answeì.! youjust gotta...deal (laughs). yoìj gotta deal, and the best
you can do is debr.ief about certain tl.rings, but yah, it is har.d in gener.al
and it is har.d fi.ont client to client, because thai will always be tirer.e. I
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don't know how that will ever change...the confidentiality...and the
knowing and not knowing.

The secrecy and not talking about rape seems to read to difficulty dealing with it.

However, in Dana's language there is a shift betweeu breaking the secrecy and not

talking about it. It is acceptable therapist behaviour to talk about ..things,' in debriefing.

Here, Dana p'esents a professional discourse, which constitutes an acceptable and valued

therapist who debriefs and uriderstands that the secrecy is due to confidentiality. The

silencing of women's experience ofrape and violence has been reframed as

"confidentiality." within this discou.se, there is a helplessness to act differently, ,,I don,t

know how that will ever change.,'

The division and segregation practices tl''ougrr discourse of the professional

therapist and woman in the cornmunity promote arrd police not talking about wor.k in the

community. Bailey explains the regulations she'pholds fol herself within these

subjectivities. She segregates herselfas a f iend (woman in the community) and a

counse.llor (professional wornan)

Bailey: I only talk about wor.k with my friends that do the same wor.k. If I
am with my other group of fr.iends who don't do this work, then I don,t
talk about it. lt is something that they'r.e curious about, but that,s my
limit, that's my boundary. I just don't talk about it with then, because,
like I said I need to unplug and I need an away time. I need to not be a
counsellor for a few hours ofthe day.

within p'ofessional discou'se, not speaking about wor.k (violence against women, what

she sees/hea.s) is valued and accepted berraviour.. This behavio'r is valued within

discourse ofself-care iucludi'g settirig limits, boundar.ies, a'd segregati'g pr.ofessio'al

self from pelsonal self ("away time,,, ,hot be a counsellor',).
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It seems to be the role ofthe sexual assault therapist to be the living container of

the "father's secrets" (Haaken, 1999). This keeper/holder subjectivity for women's stories

ofmale violence is constituted in trauma and secondary trauma discourse, and these

discourses werc practiced through the sexual assault counsellors' narratives. Counsellors,

behaviours a'e also regulated tl'ough discourse with imbedded rules for acceptable

behaviour. The professional, counsellor is regulated and gover.ned by dominant

discourses that have consequences for the therapist who misbehaves, including therapist

as dangerous.

In my analysis, I found that agent deletion was a mechanism in tl.auma and

professional discourse. often the violent male was missing in the language. In cat's text,

for example, it is tlie therapist who speaks in tl.re community, outside of work, who causes

harm to the woman in the community. cat speaks about her choice between using

language ofrape and sexual assault.

Cat: I don't want to use that word [r.ape].
(STLENCE)
R: Hmrn. Why?
Cat: I don't know. Ijust feel that it,s derneaning to a woman, as opposed
to sexually assaulted. Ijust tr.y to give it a better.name, to rnaybe nót
make it sound so sevel.e.

The text states that the word'lape" is demeaning to women. This meaning and

impact ofthe word rape, constructecl tlrrough discour.se, is a powerful practice that keeps

women silenced and not speaking of rape. The discipti'ing of women into silence is,

tlius, furthel intenialized and lear.ned through mechanisms oflanguage and

operationalizing prefeued discourses of trauma, sexual assault, and being professional.

Here, cat is policed i'p'ofessio'al trauma discoulse with consequences ofbeing
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demeaning to women' The disco¡-lrse constructs subjectivity that if the therapist talks

about rape in the community she is performing a dangerous subjectivity.

I asked Cat about the severity and consequence for victims, women in the

community, and society. In this excerpt I found an example ofhow dominant sexual

assault discourse degenders the event, thl.ough agent deletion.

R: But isn't it severe?
Cat: It's severe. But I think that using the word rape is more severe tltan
sexual assault.
R: Do you think that_maybe it would get more people,s attention, and notjust the women who have been assaulied, but säcieiy, if we actu;ly;i;
call it rape?
Cat: Maybe so, but you know, the majority, no, all of the men that I have
spoken to about what I do have nothiirg bút admiration for me. A¡d the'
they will say, ,I don't know how a guy can do that?,But maybe that isjust the type of men that I know.

Here, in my analysis, r fi'd a shift fi'om protecting women by talking about r.ape in the

community, to protecting men, as a rnajority good man subjectivity is consf.ucted.

seemingly irr this staternent of the ,,type of men,,she k¡ows r.eaffirms her use of sexual

assault disconrse versus rape discourse, it has moved from being about protecting the

woman, cat seenìs to resist rape discourse, and especially when I corurect it with activism

as I ask her about getting society's attention. I r.ead this as lesistance as she shifts fi.om

impact on women to inpact on me', and she seems to position her.self to protect men,

which is perfo.ming an acceptable sr-rbjectii,ity of women in the community, pr.ofessionar,

and therapist. Slre seems to find legitimacy for.tlris shift in a commo n (,,najority,,) good

non-raping man. she only has (she shifts f'o'r "majority" to "all of the men,,) no'-raping

men i'her life ("nothing but ad'riration for.me," ,,don't kriow how a guy cari do that,,).

Finally, I watcli as she moves even furtrre. away fro'r pr.otecting women and

especially the victirn into both a safe a'd othered woma'in the cornmrmity subjectivity,
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as she states that her community does not incr'de guys that ',do that', and trrat ,,maybe

that is just the type of men that I know."

Act iv i s t-Therapi st Subj e ct ivi tie s

In my analysis ofacceptable and dangerous subjectivities, I found that all ofthe women

counsellors had some sense of the poritical issue ofviolence against women. In moments,

the counsellors positioned themselves in mor.e political subjectivities, spoke about the

gendered issue ofviolence against women and deployed activist/feminist political

discourse. A significant finding in my analysis was the discursive struggle around

political and activist discou¡se. -when political or activist discourse was employed, often

professional, trauma, and othe' degenderi'g, rnediating dominant discourses were plesent

in the talk. For example,

Bailey: Yah, I guess just fi.or.r.r doing this work and hear.ing the global
situation that women are in. Like not just loca y but grobály. tiith the
wal in_ Iraq and Afghanistan, those kinds of things where women ale
tleated completely unfairly, has certainly br.ouglit me a global awar.eness
that women are vurnerable alr over the eaLth, aird per.haps we might be the
most lucky ones livi'g in Canada or. the US, in NôLth Aierica, õhi"h i.
scary, because I still feel unsafe her.e. Sojust having more ofan
awaleness of this is something trrat affects, it is mostly a gender.ed kind of
act of violence, it is rnostly geared towards women. Not to demean that
rìten are sexually assaulted as well, butjust seems that ifyou are going to
hu.t a woman this would be the way to do it. So, that didn,t Lealliclicî
for rne, like I learned tlìat over tlte years, and it áoesn,t seem to end. I
don't see that ending any time soon, whicli is the most distur.bing part I
think. That is the part that could r.eally slow me down or get me down
most, is knowing that we're_fìghting this huge battle, there,s only a few of
us, and we a.e fighting this huge battre and it feels like we are ki'd of
screaming and no one's listening.

Bailey gives an ove'view ofthe global gendered experience ofwomen, trrough srre does

e'sure to include men experienci'g sexuar assault as well. To discl'de men in the
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analysis of victimization may be seen as intore'ant, overgeneralizing, or that she is a

man-hater (Lamb, 1999a Talks about the backrash towards victim advocates who are

labelled "man-haters" when they have spoken about male power over women). In this

text Bailey positions herselfin a politicar, activist way, she locates herselfin a shared

subjectivity ("we") of women who experience violence and ar.e targeted, as well as

fighting and battling against it. Bairey talks about the impact ofthis battre on her.(.,srow

me down," "get rne down") as well as on society ("no one's listening',). Here, Bailey,s

success and competence is challenged in the impacts ofsharing subjectivity with women

as being oppressed. Hammons (2004) discusses the concept ofsuccess through

prioritizing dominant discourse versus alternate discourses.

ln the next excerpt, Bairey makes a shift from activist to therapist. This is a more

acceptable subjectivity, where she is teaching women who have been sexually assaulted,

versus trying to change the global issue of violence towards women wher.e ,.no one,s

listel ng," it is a "huge battle" with ,,only 
a few of us,, and she doesn,t see it ,,endi'g any

time soon."

R: Tell me a bit about that. What do you do with that awareness and what
does that fight look like?
Bailey: Um, well, I really like to tur.n those things into educational
montents. An¡ime I get to interact with a woman that,s been sexually
assaulted, I like to turn it into an ed¡lcational moment. you k¡ow, thiÃ is
something that lrappens to wonlen, it is not per.sonal. Tr.y to rnake it not
such a personal thing, like this didn't happen to you becãuse you wel.e
bad, this is happening all over the woLta...ltaLrghs; and could you repeat
the question. I got lost.

Here, Bailey shifts f.onr an activist subjectivity to a thel.apist subjectivity, in this she also

distances herselffi'om the victim, srre moves into a subjectivity ofeducating a victi'r,

versus being in the same sr.rbjectivity as vìctim (being so crose to the vulner.abre rvomau
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in the community subjectivity within the context ofglobal gendered violence against

women). Just as she is educating the victim to not make it personal, it seems she is

moving to not having it so personal for herselfin the shift to a safer and more valued

therapist subjectivity, as well in this subjectivity oftherapist she can more eas y be

successful and competent. she does this as well, with shifting her language from.,we,,to

"you." In the last line, Bailey states that she got lost, which I feel reflects the struggle to

(re)position herself within a valued and safe subjectivity, even with her feelings ofbeing

unsafe and afi'aid. To position herself with all wome', in her known context of global

gendered violence, she is placed in a dangerous subjectivity, where she as a woman is in

danger. The need to move out of woman as prey/in danger subjectivity follows her talk

that it is a "huge battle" and,.no one is listening."

I asked Bailey for more ofan unde.standing ofwhat she does with her awareness

ofa gendered issue ofviolence against women.

R: What do you do with that awareness, that this is so huge, this is such a
global thing, it's quite gendered, that women ar.e being hur.q and we are a
small gr.oup fighting this. Tell me about that fight with that awareness.
Bailey: Well, it keeps me going. It is definitely a 

'rotivational 
thing. That

is what keeps me doing this work. Cause if I don,t do it, who will ã'o it?
Not that I am doing this alone. But if I thi'k that I am capable, I can take
care of myself while I,m doing this, it is something that i am passionate
about, then it definitely keeps me motivated. So I want to continue
working with women and hoping that I ant a piece of the photograph of
their life. lf I can.each out and srrare what I know about this thi-ng to even
one person evelt once in a while, even with my friends, and my male
fiiends especially. That for. rne is a good thing.

I was interested in how she i'teg'ated her 
'nderstanding 

of the political issue of

violence against women into her work in the sexual assa'lt program. Because this is a

struggle for rne as well, I ignored he'shift to a therapist subjectivity and focused back on

the activist/feminist sr-rbjectivity. I feel that this subjectivity is rarely talked about in our.
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work, so I was excited to talk about it and explore how others felt about it. However, with

my attempt to shift Bailey back to the "figrrt" against global gendered violence, she

remains in a professionar therapist subjectivity. In the therapist subjectivity she remains

outs'ide of a woman in the community/as prey/in danger subjectivity as she reinfor.ces he¡

own independence, success, and strength as she states, .,I can take car-e of myself,,,

"working with women,"'1each out and share." she does not mention the fight, battle, or

gendered violence.

Again, I ask Bailey about the fight.

R: So that sharing and changing the awareness for others, is that the kind
offight you're talking about? Is that what you mean?
Bailey: Yah, it,s um, yah, it,s. definitely thát grassroots kind of mentality,
where it is not a big political issue so we canit really rely on oulpoliticál
system, our legal system, to. help us through this right nó*, b""urr" th"y
seem not to be as concer.ned as we ar.e with it, so iis that neeAing to leiour voices heard, needing.to educate each other, needing to suppãrt åch
other as women and buirding that community aiound this viorånce that I
think.needs to happen, we need to keep mov-ing forward. Forwad_
thinking women, and I think of alr the womenihut.u,rr" before us, like
our generation of feminism and equal rights and all that stuff, and we are
continuing that fight, and we ar.e going to be doing this for the girts tfiai
come behind us, you know those little girrs out thãr.e that will b-e affected
by sexual assault.

Agair Bailey locates he.self with women i'the cornmunity, as activisrferninist.

However, this activist subjectivity has con.rm'nity, generations ofsupporl, success, and

p'lpose. This shift back to an activist/feminist subjectivity has impacts for Bailey:

Bailey: There ar.e also times when I feel defeated. Like, I go tluough
tines that I feel defeated cause we ar.e kind of dealing witll the aftJrmath
ofsexual assault, so whaf I would like to see more, and I do not know
how to do this yet, but do more pl.eventative stLrff. So, more preventive
work, geared towards fhe pelpetrator, not so much the victim. Or.equally,
the perpetl.atol. and the victim, kind ofeducational stuff, let,s get inihe
schools and things like that. That is my hope, and that is what"keeps me
doing this work. Cause I think that one day that can happen.
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This impact was meaningfi:l to me, as I feel very similar. Here, it seems that the two

subjectivities ofacceptable therapist subjectivity within a profbssional, depoliticized

context and the dangerous' devalued activisrfeminist woman subjectivity meet. Bailey, in
this position, feels defeated at times, talks about dealing with the afte¡math ofsexual

assault, versus prevention, recognizes the missing perpetrator, and has hope.

Here Bailey reflects on how she is doing in making a difference, what impact she

is making. This expranation follows prevention discourse with refe¡ence to a poriticar

approach to gendered violence incr'ding education. she states that this is not cuuently

happening and at times she feels defeated in the cunent therapist subjectivity who deals

with the aftemath of the sexual assault. ln this excerpt she employs both poìitical

activism and professional discourses:

Bailey: Hmmm, I thini< for the most part you don,t even see thedifference that you,re making.. t mean yoi g.it" .å" U* rapport that youhave wirh rhe clienr, you get the ,thank_yor"r, ;J;ú those things. Andyou know, rhat,s good enough, but for,n"rnorifu.ii don,t think rhat, Iam not really invested in how l,ve made a difference or how I can seeI've made a difference. I think thar if u"yrl,iú;j;;i"ith u *o_un uroundsexual assault, and that understanaing oi Ueini'non¡udgmentat, á"1:;;-creating a comfoft zone arouud it, is laking ;diffeience I think.It's the r.eally small things. I don,t see,"yr.ïf u, ù-.i-ng a big mover and ashaker in this field. I,m not shaking rp th" l.g;i ,f;em, I,m not shakingup the medical systenì, you tnow,iui I u,n ¿ãirÀ,"v part, I guess in anrore subtle way. fr.onr a difler.ent angle, I grress."
R: Tell me about that way...
Bailey: Like, just the in-per.son client stuffand the things we do for.theprogram. Like, it's not focused on, we al.e not gather.ing and challengingt'e legislature, or.rhar so¡t of thing. Muyb" rh;;;;;nother.gr.oup that isdoing that, maybe ther.e ar.e peoplè that ar.e doing that in the city and I antunaware of it. So, I am kind ofapproaching it tlíough clientele, tlr.ou;iìour clients, the people that we nieet tll.oug-h the pr.oiram. So that is kindof my. way of working in rhis big huge arii., ir,ã'*irL with the vicrim ofsexual assault.
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Here again Bailey reflects the discursive struggre between the activist and therapist

subjectivities Bailey, in seatching for her position, removes he¡self from t'e more radical
and dangerous activist subjectivity in stating that she is not..shaking up the...system.,,

Bailey moves from "screaming" and "battle" to working with clientere in the program.

She moves fi.om the global gendered issue ofviolence against women, through a

discu'sive struggle and challenge between and within professional and politicar

subjectivities to distancing herselffr.om the political subjectivity completely and

estab.lishing her. position (,,my way,,) as working with victims.

rn my analysis of the professional-poritical discourses, I found that the women
often struggled between the two, especially with value and awareness ofthe gendered

societal issue of violence against women. In this, they found ways to remove themselves

fiom dangerous and unsafe (devalued) subjectivities, where they might be impricated as

unp'ofessional or may be in danget'along with t¡e women whom they work with. In this
st'uggle and division, value ofthe therapist is prcsented using professional discou¡se. For
example' here as Ba'ey seemingly calms he.selfand settres within a valued, professional

therapist subjectivity she tarks about its varue as she discusses trre positive changes that
have occurued in social ser.vices response to sexual assault:

Bailey: I think that we,re...I thirìk that it is better than it has been. I thinktliat alt that stuff has cone.a long way. L;k;;;;;r;; *ork trere ar thesexual assault program,.bei'g urrl" to *ort ti,rã åirruna_in_lrund with thepolice and with the medical. j=ystern, I tr,i"t ììr"ii..åålly impor.tant. I rhinkthar we rrave a ways to go, tite ceniitety;;ï;;;;;^y. to go, bur whatwe have been able to accomplish ro ør,'*".un U"iretty pr.oud of that.You 
f.no.*, coming fi.orn noi a.aing *itt, ,jr.îr*åi ¿ ro where we ar.eacrually having a sexual assautt p,"ãr^., pr:i,i"äî,iånl" to ,."uutassaulr. trying ro get fhar.inforrnà,ioi ouiti,.r.. ï,ili,rL ¡. a good rhing.Unr, definirely rher.e needs to be nrore aiieu;;;;;r_" to the ropic. I don.r

f]:lt.y t: clo.that, you know, I rl,i,,k ri;ì'it';;;ä. io u" u more potiricalrssue, nobody talks about it. Nobody *tro,..,uìning*for any political
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position is talking about sexual assault. I don,t know what,s happening inthe schools now. So, I think that there will alwayì be need for
improvement and space lor that.

Bailey promotes the successes and value ofthe work that has been done in response to

sexual assault' she employs professional discourse in valuing the cooperation between

the service systems. Then she comes close to activisrfeminist discourse as she states that

we have a ways to go and that sexual assault needs to be made a political issue, ,,nobody

talks about it," and "definitely there needs to be more attention drawn to the topic.,,

However, irnmediatery she removes herself fi'om the r.esponsibre activist subjectivity

when she states trìat she does not know how to do that, she does not know what is

happening in schoors, and places it onto an othered politicar subjectivity (,,nobody who,s

running for any political position',).

The struggle to construct varued ard acceptabre subjectivities \.vas a consistent

and significant finding in my analysis. The discourses available for female sexuar assaurt

therapists often cont'adicted one another. For exampre, Alry emproys and has internalized

valued and accepted professional and t'auma discourse as she k'ows how she should

behave, however, she resists it at the same time.

Ally: I don't know, you a'e just opening up a whole can of worms for methat...l don't know,..outside of thii piacã, i rnayUe 
"outa 

be a little mor.evocal about cause this is my paycheck...ilaugh)...and I need it. S"t iur.,,-definitely r sriuggle with trre ìeinr 'traunìa' i,ái, wirettrer it's about
sexual assault, and I,ve kind ofbeen hinting at...individual counselling isdifficult for me, and even outside this i"t".ii.* t r"n,.rnber saying, ,I
don't really think I want to be a counsello.., ft ao"riri,rg up issues forme, and like the original question, it is.diffìcr¡lt being in ilis .nui.o*r.nt,with this constr.uct of how we heal, and aennitety irise the rvord'construct' beca¡:se rve are setting ourselves up iorsomething specific.And I mean, I definitely question-e.veryday, .Ánr i¡rrt making sornebody
complacent enougli to deal with this big iisue, .o thàt th"y 

"u,ìindividually get along in their.day un¿ iun"tlon-ttr. *uy tfr"y think they
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most days I say,

Ally nonitors her language and is aware ofbacklash, she needs her paycheck, which

implies that she has concern for losing her.job if she is rnor.e vocal about certain things in

this location' This excerpt at reast partially fefers to the location, in the program, in the

building, where the interviews took place. I feel that this exarnpre of serf-monitoring in

this setting (because trre interviews wer.e dore at the agency) indicates that this could

have been a regulating factor for. all the women.

Ally, in the above text, struggles between subjectivities ofbeing a trauma

therapist, in this environment with its constructs, and being more ofan activist. This talk

of environment reflects not only the program, but extends to the lar.ger, societal

envi'onment and'Tust paft ofthat systern." she questions wrrat impact srre is having on

women in individual counselling, whether her acceptable and valued (employed)

"traurna" tl.re'apist subjectivity is making wornen more complacent with this big issue,

refe'ing to women's oppr.essio'and colonization. she i'rplicates herself in the

acceptable aud valuable therapist subjectivity as part of the system.

Ally goes on to explain the impacts of this struggle of working within a program

that clearly e'rploys tlauma and professional discourse, whicrr conflicts with her own

intrinsically valued discourse of women's opp.ession, community, and activism. As welr,

she describes how she personalry responds to these contradictions withi' her. therapist

subjectivity.

Ally: But um, yarr, like I w¿s saying befor.e, it,s hard to rrave trrese ideas,'Yah, you should be speaking out iiyou *rrt to, i.i, explore why you
feel tliat you can,t talk about it.' Aná so I ¿on,t,"à,rt to totally disregard
the work that I have done here or the wol.k that hundr.eds of othel women
have done here.
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Including complacency, and not addressing the societal issue ofsexual assault, Ally talks

about another impact ofchallenging pr.ofessional discourse, which is that she does not

want to disregard the work that she or other women have done.

Ally' within proressional discourse. speaks about the impacts and perceptions of
the women victims, and how she works within professional discourse and an accepted

trauma therapist subjectivity and also challenges it.

Ally: And I mean, there's still so many women that just still want that
complacency, 'Ijust want to get back io my normar rife,, but then there
are a few who come that I see who say, ,l want to share this with at least
one fi.iend, so that they know wher.e I am coming from cause th.y ã;;;;-know.' And so how do.we get to that point? eníhow ¿o I be honest with
them saying, ,I'm in this, I want to heip, but I do feet tnis way about
trauma, I do feel this way about sexuaiassault, I do feel...and...it,s
sharing with them, because I do feel it,s that balance, either withinyourselfor with the community around you, it,s always about balancing.yah and ideas ofwhat counseliing stroui¿ ¡e. t aenniíety ,ry 

",rJ 
rlìrËLì"

against it, in the ways that I feel like I can. Um, and definitely I *unlîã 
-

try and challenge the system, those sociar constr.ucts that we irave that
keep our. society going,. as well as always challenje myself with, .Why 

doI even believe this? Is it iniportant?,
Um, yah, it is differ.ent,.it.is definitely a daily struggle. Who knows,
hopefully pietty soon i.lljusr be complacenianà fãi into üne..;usi,
kidding.

The struggle between an activist subjectivity and professional ther.apist

subjectivity is reflected he.e in Ally's text. she alludes to activist/feninist discour.se

being more theo.etical and ther.r moves ("strip that away,,) into practice, wrricrr seems to

fit more withi. pr.ofessio'al discourse. This, I read, as due to the positioning of
activislfeminist discor¡r'se as devalued and unpracticed, versus pr.ofessionar and trauna

discourse, which constitute our therapist subjectivities, berraviours, and pr.ogrammi'g.

Ally:Ìt'sjust a st'uggle o'a daily basis how to make sense ofthat, but
um, I'n not sur.e if it's a choice that Ijust don,t want to give upjust yet.It's difficult, I mean, I will definitely iake ,esponsibility To. nlå.i ofit i.
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conversation being in much ofa theoretical realm, and when you stripthat away and put it into.practical terms, t ãonliwunt to wash away thework that people are and have^be-en doing here, r tlri* trratt ,.earijimportant that i remind myself of that, ¡.*"r. i. a part of this machine(laughs), but uh, it is that iealry ¿"li"ui" ¿un"e uetween these constr.uctsthat arc causing more oppression. what can tããìo 
"rung" 

that withoutdiscounting aI ofthat work that peopre have aonez so the dance that I dois through individual counselling, uni liL" u ,ãiå-¡"fb.", l;ìh;;;1";;of our.rnini-group, it's the.two oîrr, *" u." ,t 
" 

g.orp now, i don,t wantto necessarily par.ticipate the same way you migñt thi,lk 
"";"Jii"g t;.;;ofexpert and clienr. Unr, and Uy shariíj tnose üìngs wittr people, by nomeans is it the perfect ans*"r, but it,s õher.e I aÀ starting and yah, it,sdefinitely where I am at now and where I am starting.

Ally moves away from an activisrfeminist subjectivity into an acceptable and valued

therapist subjectivity ("through i'dividual counselling,,), though she still names the

stt'uggle ("delicate dance"). The shuggre is ongoing for her., as some ofher conceürs are

"discounting all of the work that people have done," and "causing more oppression.,, She

talks about deciding to work within the therapist subjectivity, and shifts language to fit
individual counse ing into group work, attempting to shift power relations between

"expert and client'" Throughout the strr-rggle, A y shar.es that it is not.,tlre perfect

answer," and withi' p.ofessionar discourse and the therapist subjectivity, does not find a
fit for her values on woureu's opp.essio'and a woman in the community sr-rbjectivity.

Beheve : Disciplining the Therapist

ln my analysis ofthe transcripts, I found that cer.tain behaviou's were nlore acceptable for
the the'apist subjectivity trra'others. The par.ticipants had ir,1er.nalized these regulations

in discourse l found that certain discou.ses were e'rployed in regulating trre trrer.apist,s

behaviou.s The pa.ticipants used discou¡se which constructed acceptable therapist

subjectivities, as rveri as clangerous therapist s'bjectivities. prof'essional, tr.auma. and
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secondary trauma discourses were the hegemonic discourses present in the counsellors'

talk about theil behaviours.

In my analysis, I found that the participants were disciprined tr'.ough dominant

discourse. For example in Ally's text she implicates trauma and professional discourse as

she talks about the messages that slle has received about being tr.aumatized in the

therapist subjectivity due to working with tr.auma.

R: We were talking about vicarious trauma and the individualizing and
focusing of trauma onto the individual. Whether it's the victim *L lru,
sexual assault trauma or pTSD, and then the helper., the wor*er, or tlie
counsellot that is then vicariously traumatized. So what do you think of,
taking all that into account, the idea of the client as infectious? The client
as being contagior.rs? Do you see it fitting with some of the messages that
we ale given?
Ally: Yah, agai', I think that,s the notion that is out there, but it conflicts
with what I believe. But as you wer.e saying, tlìat definitely, I rnean if you
look back at the way we're taught to deal with traurna, as counsellor.s,
take care of yourself...more self-care, what,s the dose that we can do.
keep your life separate-from her.e. Definitely, I think, ifpeople do rroi g"t
it directly, they are definitery inte.nalizing it unconscioúsly. that yah,itris
wolk is going to traunlatize me.

Trauma discourse disciplines the therapist, Ally states that this is ,the notion...or"rt tliere,,

'the way we're taught,'and that these messages are inter.nalized u'co.scior-rsly if not

received directly. The dominant discoulses in trauma wol.k have mechanisms to regulate

and discipline the tl'ìerapist. Dominant trauma discourse constructs the concern with

becoming tlaumatized; this concern 
'egulates 

the therapist's bel.raviours. Thr.or-rgh

discourse she is tauglrt to deal with tlauma, with self-care, rnonitoring the amount of

tlauura she is exposed to ('dose that we can do'), and have bou'daries betwee' per.sonal

ancl professional sr.rbjectivities (,keep your life separate fi.om here,).
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Personal-professional - do not speak about personal experience.

within discourse the therapist is governed to not speak ofher personal experiences. For

example Dana states:

Dana: It never comes up in therapy...god no...it would never come up in a
counselling session...my experiences, but I mean, just to k¡ow in the back
of my head too that, ,yah, you can totally get tluough this,, is somethinj
that makes sense to nte.

Even whelr Dana's intention would seem to provide hope and supporl for the victim

("you can totalry get though this") in counselling she does not speak about personal

experiences.

Dana: Yah, I guess it's an interesting spot to be in, because I can say in
my head...god, never to someone else...but I woulá say in rny head
(laughs), I would say in my head that, like, I,ve been ih".". So I mean...In
a way, I can't equate it, like it's not equal to their exper.ience AT ALL.
It's ver.y different and it,s nothing, noi should it be tire sarne...you know.
But uh, I can say in my head, I can say that you start here, and yal.r
something bad happens, ao matter what badthing it is, and you can get to
a spot where things will be okay and yo,, .un go ãn and like, have a ife
and a partner and be happy,. and have it be jusfsornething that happened
to you, not have it be the thing that defìnes you.

I was interested in whe.e Dana learned these rules to 
'ot 

srrare her. personal experiences,

and what it mear.rs to her.

R: Why do you choose not to share youl exper.ience with your clients?
Dana: i think one day I will...but, when I haìe a degr.ee. (iaugh). I have to
be honesr, okay, because I don't know how to propãr.ly do Urãt ãt tnis
point, being a counsellor, being like a counsellàr with this program,s
training, ald the other.place I work with cor-rnselling...doing aiot, but I
don't think I know how to do that in an effective wãy, ao yãu know what
I mean? [...] I'm defìnitely in a spot in rny life where it,s shelved and
clean and neat in teln.ìs of my feelings ar.ound it and i don,t go into
distress about it, and I,m pretty okay about it. But I think th; as a
counsellor., sl.raring per.sonal detail is important, can be really important
and really well used. Like, I've seen nysuper.visor.s use it ail tlie time to
people, in gr.oup settings and I think it's awesome.
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Dana has internalized the rule not to share her personal exper.iences, especially ifthere is

emotion ("distress") with it, she states it is "shelved and clean.', Though, she has learned

that it can be used as a toor within therapy, she feels she needs a degree or training. Dana

fufiher describes personal sharing, which reveals the regulation of this behaviour in an

acceptable therapist subjectivity.

Dana: But you need to.know how to use it appropriately...I think it isjust
a tool that is...any disclosure of your owr is atool that you ltave to knäw
how_to use in therapy, not...um.. just...,yah that happened to me too!, Do
you know what I mean?! So, and I don't think that,1,m not sur.e yet if this
program is the setting that I can do that, cause I am just there to ústen and
I am just ther.e to use the tools that they have taught us to use, and the
ones that I think I inrrinsically know...empathy (laughs) and things like
that, but I don't think that it is a place to practice, kinaãf youL tñerapy
skills if you're not in lthe profession]...yét...do you krow what I meari
You want to be careful, tlìey come to you for ari hour, you,re still a
volunfeer. when you're doing it.

The tool ofperso'al disclosure is govemed through pr.ofessional therapy discourse. Dana

fu¡ther outlines the consequences ofnot having the implied legitimate skill or tool.

consequences are what police the the.apist, due to the theat ofbacklasrr ol becoming

dangerous.

Dana: So that one hour I am therejust to listen to their stor.y and like do
cool things like ar.t therapy and fun things and get them to talk and open
up and pr.ocess feelings, but uh, defìnitely not tõ go into...r.rh...you
know...you just gotta...l think you have to be carJful with that kind of
stuff. So, not until I tropefully have a r.eal skill set (laughing)...not a real
skill set...but a skill set that maybe is, trrat I can definitety know wl.ren it
works well and when to do it and liow...because you don,t want to make
the clie't feel minimized with trrei. experience when you'r.e tarking about
yours. Tliat's the last thing I want to do...so yah, Ijust think that I ireed to
be rnore prepared before I do that (laughs)...

Dana talks about having a skill set and learning the tools and beir.rg more prepar.ed befor.e

sha.i'g persor.ral experience. The consequence of behaving outside the professio'al
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therapist subjectivity (within your skill set) is the client feeling minirnized, the therapist

behaves within a dangerous subjectivity.

Dana emphasized the need to be we[{rained in order to per.form an acceptable

therapist subjectivity within hegemonic professional-educated discourse. Dana explains

further the need for training, which seems to imply regitirnacy in the ther.apist

subjectivity. Here, she mentions levels ofcounselling.

Dana: So, maybe not a degree, but rnaybe sone sort oftraining for that.
That's just, yah, that's a different kind oflevel ofcounselling ihanjust
what we do here. So, yah, and it,s, you know, personal too. So I don,t
know if I'd actually share that, I,ve never thought ofthat and l,ve never
actually thought, 'Oh, well tell them about your experience.' So, I don,t
know, I'd have to think about that too, yah.

Finally, Dana states that she has not thought about shaling her. exper.ience, however., she

has internalized what her behavioul should be and what consequences are. Dana reveals

internalized 
'egulating 

discourse for how the acceptable therapist should behave, and

why.

Boundcu.ies/Limits.

Another significant finding in my analysis was the disciplining of thel.apists to have

professional bounda'ies, limits, and division between being a woman at work with the

acceptable therapist subjectivity and a woman in the comrnunity.

Dana: I think that I've gotten good at...un.r...not comparhìentalizing it,
but, just being able to turn it on when I come here and think of it and
plocess it after when I want to do something with the client, but not in a
way where I am going home pained.

I found that witl.rin tlaun.ra and secondary traurna discourse, is disciplining for leaving

wo'k at wo.k, not taking it horne, pe'fomring separate sr-rbjectivities at home, i'the
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community (pelsonal life) and at work þrofessional). Dana employs trauma and

professional discourse when she talks about.,turn it on when I come here.,,

These professional discoulses instruct acceptable and healthy therapist

subjectivities regalding professional boundaries. I found that the counsellor.s also knew

the consequences, tl''ough vicarious trauma discourse of acting outside of these governed

behaviours.

Bailey: What I have done to lessen vicarious tr.auma is to cut out the
things I see on TV. I have definitely seen more disturbing things on TV
than I have dealt with in my work. So, um, that way I can kindìf lessen it
a little bit. I also try to take car.e of me. i definitely have learned that I
need to unplug, from this wolk and everything. And I am able to do that
now, I am able to actually unplug from this wor.k, go to a different
environ¡rent. Even if that is for a weekend vacation that is completely
helpful, I can come back with a completely different per.spectiv;. Anã
that is something I learned really recently, so I k¡ow thatl have to
incorporate it a little bit more, cause I know that I can get really
submersed in work and then it,s kind of the vicarious trauma continues to
happen and then you forget that you get the worst of it.

Bailey has intemalized the directive for the acceptable and healthy trauma therapist to

limit the amount of trauma in her.per.sonal life and to unplug.

Further, Bailey discusses the consequences that effectively police the acceptable

behaviours for tlìe trauma tlielapist, as well as what she does if she is thinking about

wolk at home.

Bailey: Um, I definitely don't take my work honte with me. Like when I
think about u'orking and debr.iefing, like I can leave it here, it,s good and
I have fliends that ar.e outside this kind of work, and that is n,y ñuy
time. And so it feels good, I mean I am def itely vulnerable to vicar.ior.ts
trauÍna, but I have some limits and I have boundaries ar.ound it. Like, ifI
find rnyself, I can tell, ifthere is sornething going on on shift and I arn
thinking about it at l.rome, then I need to do something about it. So, what I
do is, what I tulï to t.nostly is doing somethìng cr.eative. So, listening to
music or art therapy stuff.
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Dana speaks about the division between the professional and personal

(community) subjectivities.

Dana: And it's also the joining of those two worlds, I like to keep those
worlds separate, just for me, they are sepal.ate. The most I,ll ,uyflik" I'u"
said to my partnel, 'I've had a really hard night, that was a reaily tough
one.' And sometimes I'll say, ,Super tired, sad, that was har.d. But thinl<
I'm going to go to bed.' But that,s the most. And the best is if he isjust,
'Cool, do what you need to do., you know what I mean? He never would
ask, 'well tell me exactly what happened, and tell me how you're feeling.'
(laughs) You know. No. Just a hug, a comfort and it's a safety and then
I'm good to go usually, and eat some food, and then feel better., and then,
yah. Yah, I don't like to mix those. I don,t like to mix those two worlds.

Tluough plofessional and tlauma and secondary tlauma discoulse, the world of tl.auma

work and personal life ale kept separate. Hele, in the discoulse used Dana does not speak

about what happened at work, she keeps her worlds separate. As well, her par.tner also

seems to have intemalized this legulation ofnot speaking or asking about the work.

In the following text, Ally exemplifies a challenge or resistance to

known/dominant discourse that r.egulates ther.apists' behaviour..

R: So how does that fit, I arn sur.e you have been in this fìeld long enough
that you have heard about boundaries, and you know, leaving woik at
wolk, being pr.ofessional, bringing it home, into your personal liie, and
shaling it with your. family and fr.iends. Do you get thòse messages?
Ally: Yah, I totally get those messages! There's professional boundaries,
don't cry in fror.rt ofyour clients, don,t tell theln that you,r.e scal.ed...
I mean, yah, and while I do think that ther.e is a huge majority of things I
need to leave at work, urn, there al.e just things that I can't or.won't. iike
some ofthe big societal things like, even without experiencing sexual
assault or t.ape, but here at wor.k, or.even if it was personal, I don't think
that's somethi'g I ever would want to just leave at wor.k, but ur,, in ter.ms
ofboundalies, again, I think that you're opening up a whole can of worms
for me.

Ally directly challenges the dominant messages and directives for the

counsellor's behaviour as slie "totally gets those messages." This is a challenge to the

larowr truth and dominant discor¡rse that regulate ther.apists' behavior-u.. Ally resists the
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disciplining plactices as she is aware ofwhat therapy is dominantly constituted as, what

behaviours a.e expected in the acceptable/valuable therapist subjectivity. She has

internalized dominant discourse that regulate the "professional" therapist, she can put

them into language as she talks about "professional boundaries," not to ..cly in fi.ont of

your clients," "don't tell them that you're scar.ed," .,leave work at work." However, she

states that there are things that slie "can't or won't" leave. This challenge to the dominant

discourse constitutes a countel'-discourse that allows the thel.apist different options for

action and experience. In these other options, she can take the societal issue ofrape and

sexual assault home with her, and into the comnunity. In this act, there is an opening for

the walls of the institution to be weakened, the silencing of women is challenged, and the

societal responsibility for systemic violence against women is put into language and has

the potential to be known by others.

Feeling entpathy - hott, should I feet?

within seconda'y trauma discou.se, dir.ection for how tl.re therapist should behave is

given, including what she should feel, how she should feel, and when slie is feeling too

much. In n.ry analysis, I fou'd that feelings were regulated as well, especially fear.and

ernpathy.

Dana: You can feel ernpathy, but not in a way wliere, you know, not
going home and being scared to leave my house. Thatis a pr.oblem. That
would be a big pr.oblern. [...] So, I don,t know, just seeing how painful it
was fol somebody else, and you'rejust, kind of, you're tlleLe but you feel
helpless, kind of, you know what I mean?

Dana (re)constitutes professional discourse that gover's therapist subjectivity and r.eflects

a professional distance and seg.egatio' between client and counsellor.. Dana lias

internalized the regulation and watns in her talk: ,,that,s 
a pr.oblem.,,
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Ally presents a counter-discourse to empatliy and connection with the victim and

women more generally.

Ally: Umm...It connects me to them because I think I have this belief that
we ale all connected, regardless ofsexual assault, so when people in my
community are hurting I need to...not experience that, but when they,re
hurting, I'm hurting ifthey are, because this circular connected thing...It
connects me because it gets that passion in me that I was talking about, I
mean, maybe they're not experiencing passion but kind of if we are
con¡ected like that and in that circle and they're experiencing this trauma
for the first time, I'm the representation ofthe othei side of i¡ like what
can come out of it, uh...if that makes sense, So, a little bit of balance. Of
coulse I can't balance it enough to fix it, but ifthere,s sonow or.thete,s
trauma, then I'm the passion or the catalyst, or whatever comes out of it
that's tlying to balance the othet side, so in that way I see us connected.

within the talk about empathy I found counter-discourses to pr.ofessional and

medical discourses that regulate therapist subjectivity.

Dana: And, it'sjust har.d because you see someone crying and they fall
into your arms and you don,t even know the pelson but you feel, óh rny
god, you feel so connected and so sad for them and hurting fo¡ thern.

The regulation oftherapist subjectivity is challe'ged by Dana as she describes the

connection and sadness she feels when the victim falls into hel.arms. The isolation and

division tlrlough do'rinant professional discour.se between client and therapist is

disrLrpted in this contact, as sl.re feels "connected." The physical contact between the

victim/client and the counsellol is counter to how the professional therapist should

behave perfornring an acceptable subjectivity. This counter.-discourse ofconnection

lesists both tlie hegenronic dividing plactices between counsellor.and client, and the

disciplini,g ofthe professional therapist. In this contact, the segregation ofthese two

womeu is challenged.
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The impact that Cat stated she experienced as a result ofdoing this work was

"empathy." The experience of empathy as a result of working as a sexual assault

counsello¡ is a counter-discout se to trauma and secondar.y discourse.

Cat: I feel completely empathetic. And I think that even working [in other
positionsl, that I have always had a gift for feeling empathy for
individuals and you know, it is a gift, because not everybody can feel
empathy. But to actually feel the pain that some ofthese people are
feeling, I can feel it, I can feel how they feel.

Empathy being her first a'd only lesponse to the question of the impact of the work with

sexual assault victims would likely be construed in traurna and secondary traurna

discourse as high susceptibility for vica'ious trauma and empathic strain. The focus on

empathy challenges the dividing practices inherent in trauma discour.se. To discuss her

personal feelings and to speak about really feeling the pain ofthe women she wor.ks with

resists professional discourse that disciplines and legulates the therapist's feelings with

professional boundaries and objectivity. Seerningly, without secondary trauma

know.ledge, the legulating discourses that prescribe behaviour are not initially mentioned.

cat does not respond to the questior.r of work impacts with the sane caution, ol secondaly

tl'auma response that the other counsellors did. Cat uses terms like ,,cornpletely,',

"actually feel," and repeated "l can feel." Her.response was different from the other

counsellols, in that she stated empatlÌy as her impact ofthe work versus secondar.y

traunla 
'espor'ìses, 

such as awareness/concerr fol safety, flashbacks, shift in wor.ld view,

cynicism, and memolies outside of work.

I found that empathy was .egulated in don'ìinant plofessional discourse presented

in the intelviews. cat talked about her own life experiences in connectioli rvith the

women she suppot'ts.
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Cat: So I feel their. loss. And they feel abandoned. I felt abandonment
when I lost people that i loved. you know what I am saying? But I am not
doing this to make me feel better, for my losses, I am just sãying that I
can be empathetic and understand. AndìfI can irelp ,ånr"Uoãy itr.ougn a
loss because ofthe experience that I have had, then that is a gåod thiíj
It's kind of a teaching, a learning...mechanism, you know. I learned how
to cope and deal with my loss, now maybe I can help thern cope with
their loss and their. feelings.

Shared experience (ofloss) constructs a counter-discourse to the dominant trauma

discourse ofthe client experiencing the feelings due to their.traumatic event and the

therapist witnessing o'heari'g about it. The counter.-discourse alrows other options for

therapist behaviou's. These behaviours include empathy, shared experience ofloss,

teachi'g and learning, as well as introduced a shared subjectivity of women in the

community due to shar.ed entotional experience.

Self-care; Attoid vícarious tt.auma.

I also fourid that remaining within a valuabre a'd hearthy subjectivity included

intemalized discipline of trauma self-care. Ba ey spoke about how she stops or.prevents

the impacts of working too mr-rch.

Bailey: well, the fìr'st thing that I have to do is realize tlrat that's what,s
happenirrg, and I can hear.it in the way that I speak to people. So that is
my filst cue, and then I just have to change my focus. 

-Self_talk 
my \vay

to, 'well, what happened? Let's look back a liirle bit arrd see whai
happened. Oh yah, I haven't been socializi'g that much. I have bee'
working more hours than I usually do.'

whe'I asked Dana about how the the'apist becomes potentially dangerous slie

responded that:

Dana: But definitely I think that is true, becar¡se the tlier.apist isn,t
dangerous but has the potential to be danger.ous if they ar.å not careful
with everything in their. life in ter.ms of bãlancing and being liealthy and
content, and ever.ytlring witlì tlte client, just corning in and 

-being 
in a

good spot with the client. Andjust being honest, iiyou can,t deal...witli
evelything...then you either have to stop immediate-ly or take some time
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off or. question whether this is something you can do. you know.
Because you might be timelimited, you might be able to only do it for a
few years, or maybe you can do it for l0 or10 years, but then you better
just make sure you,re prcpared you know, and make sure you åan be
helpful. You don't want to be unhelpful, not helpful, not good.

In this, the therapist is disciplined in her behavio'r and response to her. clients, others,

and herself. Dana repeatedly states that the therapist must be ,,careful,,' revealing an

acceptable therapist subjectivity and her potential danger.and risk to others and herself.

The fherapist knows her r.esponsibility, to avoid becoming dangerous.

Dana's text l'eveals inte'nalized discipline, to be not dangerous, to be healtrry,

balanced, in a good spot, content, and deal with everything. The language presents the

assumption that we as thelapists inhelently know what these things are and must do them,

however these ale the subtle impacts ofprioritized professional and trauma discourse.

Dana employs secondary trauma discourses, which holds regulating consequences, the

therøpist as dangerous. For example, ,,have to,,, ,,stop immediately,,, ,,yo' better just

make sure," and'lnake sure," all discipli'e and regulate the ther.apist. These ar.e all

disciplinary practices ofdoninart discourse ofvicarious trauma, being ,,rrealtrry and

content," balanced, "everything with the client," "being in a good spot.', The implication

for challenging or not followirlg trrough with these regulations, al.e constr.ucted in a

dangerous, devalued therapist subjectivity that is'hot herpful," and ,hot good.', The

the.apist is policed by corsequences in gover.'ing discour.se; she.,can't deal with

everything," is "tilne-limited." These consequences act as punisllnent and backlash fol.

the therapist subjectivity tl,ough p.ofessio'al and tr.auma./vicarious discour.ses.
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Debriefng.

In my analysis, every participant talked about debriefing as behaviour they engaged in.

This behaviour is legulated by professional and secondary trauma discourse.

Cat: Debriefing, they have supervision groups here every thir.d week, and
they expect us to come and just talking about it witrr all ihe gir.rs, wit-h the
supelisors is huge. Causejust all tlle shit that you collect, you get to
dump there, and the suppoÉ that we have in the sexual u.ruult pìog.u,r,
with our workers is huge. I find that to be the biggest...cleansing fõr,ne.
R: So that debriefing...
Cat: That debriefing and talking about it with the girls. Like when we
come back fi.om a hospital visit and we,ve had encountels with some
shitty cops, we'll talk about it and we'll get it out. I don't repress
anything.

I found that talking about trauma and work is acceptable for the therapist for. therapeutic

pulposes, to discuss client wo[k, in therapy with clients and to debriefat work with other.

counsellors ol supelisor.s.

Dana: So, no, it hasn,t gotten anything like that, and the most thing I feel
is that sometimes it's nice to debrief with the supervisors just becirse if
you want to talk something out, um, like a client set and you,le not sure
and it's a little wor'isome and you're feeli'g a little ner.vous... those ki'ds
of things.

Cat goes on to talk about the value and purpose ofdebriefìng. She has

internalized the discu'sive poricing within a'd fh'ough the varne, importance, and

consequences ofthis behaviour for the acceptable and healthy ther.apist.

Cat: I think that we are very h.rcky in this program, because the most
irnportant thing about wor.king with people *ltl, t.uunru is debr.iefing,
because if you never get oppoltì.tnity to talk about what is bother.inglou
when you are working with people wlio at.e bother.ed, then it's just-gáing
to be a ripple effect and you are going to be going around in cir.cles...So if
you are honest with these people [co-wor.kers] and you tell them how you
feel, then you are ìlot going to be traumatized as a óounsellor, becar"rse
then you ale getting rid and you are dumping the bad out ofyou. Ifyou
repress that, then you ar.e going to be traumatized.
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cat employs trauma discourse in her explanation ofdebriefing and the consequence of

behaving outside of the discursive regulation-,,you are going to be traumatized.,'

cat further articulates the consequences, which police the therapist's behaviour:

Cat: Getting lid ofthe crap that I'm feeling. And I do. I never., hardly
ever, miss a supervision meeting, and if stuff is bothering me I always
talk it out. I never had the oppofiunity to do that when I worked with sex
offenders. I would read their charts, and think about it. I r.ead charts here,
actually I am writing up these chafts, yet I never have had a bad dream
working with sexually assaulted women. And I am sure that is because
we debriefso much and we talk about how this is affecting us.
Psychologically, I feel that if we repress, it's gotta conre out somehow, so
it's going to come out in a dream. I am convinced ofthat.

The therapist is disciplined to debrief with the purpose and intent of remaining healthy,

dumping it, getting rid of it, not becoming vicar.iously traumatized, and not going home

pained. The acceptable and healthy therapist subjectivity, with these governed

behaviours, has learned to speak about their work within the agency, not outside in the

community. Debliefing, or talking about sexual assault trauma work, is regulated; it is

enacted only for thelapeutic purpose tather than an activist or political purpose.

Keeping the Therapist Disciplined

In my analysis I found that not only had the coursellors internalized the discipline ofan

acceptable and valuable therapist subjectivity, people in the communify know these

regulations as well. The examples Ally gives of interaction with ofher.s r.eflect their

krowing of hegemo'ic discou.se. In domina't plofessional and trau'ra discourse,

speaking about work in the cormnunity is dangerous. Ally talks about the response fron.r

people in tlie cor.r.rmunity, which acts to police ar.rd legulate behaviours of tlie ther.apist.

Ally: I heal'oh, be carefr-rl ar.ound that one, she could be flighty...' and
definitely the messages I get back fr.orn people are, ,oli, watch out!' I
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mean there are several ways that they let me k¡ow that either, .oh, that
must be leally hard,' or'let's talk about something else,' ,don,t go ther.e.'

These messages from others, outside the agency, discipline the acceptable ther.apist

subjectivity to be silent, as well as police with consequence the therapist who performs

outside the valued discourse. The text reflects the disciplining tl'.ough dominant

discourse of the therapist as dangerous to society, outside the agency.

The therapist is divided ("that one") fi.om the rest ofsociety (.,they," ,.people,').

Here, the therapist is a threat to the community and to others around her.outside ofthe

agency. Ally receives the message fiom the community upon hearing that she is a sexual

assault trauma counsellor-"watch out,,' ,.be careful around that one.,, Ally also

expeliences policing fì'om the client.

R: So, how do you think your.clients perceive your relationship [with
theml?
Ally: I don't know (laughing). It depends. I defìnitely have had a mixed
experience with it. That's the choice that I've made and how I want to
deal with it, cause I try to be really up-front with people when they meet
me, eithel tll.ough the phone, the hospital or if I'rn seeing them in_person,
r¡m, like I have a client right now who hates that about me. And I vèr.y
plainly told her., that this is a strong beliefl have about sexual assault.

wren Ally behaves outside of dominant plofessional discourse it seems to disrupt her

clieut's held beliefs about women, trauma, violence, and both the acceptable and valued

therapist and client subjectivities. Ally's challenge to acceptable ther.apist subjectivity

receives backlash and policing from the client-she has clients who hate that about her.

and called her "confi ontational" in her'"up-front" approach, which sr-rggests that they are

ernploying a misbehaving woman discourse. Ally's strong beliefs about sexual assault are

met rvith "hate" and backlash fron her clients.
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Ally deploys an activist/feminist discour.se as she speaks about actions of

advocacy, speaking out, and feelings of anger and passion. However, as she deviates

fi'om the accepted and valued therapist subjectivity the client seems to struggle. Though

Ally's intentions seem to be positive and empowering for the women who have

experienced sexual assault, she ,,hates,' that about her.

R: She hates...what?
Ally: She doesn't like that...um...that uh...ability to confront sexual
assault if you can call it that, so like I was explaining before, ofcourse
you'r'e going to have all these emotions, let,s say anger for.exantple, I
believe we can use anger as a catalyst for passion, a catalyst for ádvocacy
and...ummm...she really dislikes that. Um, and I've told lier, that's who i
am, I won't compromise. I mean, (laughing), it's hard to explain that, uh,
yah, just for the purposes of this that I won,t conpromise some of those
beliefs I have. Um, I don't think she has to follow me in it, but she needs
to know that's where I'm coming from. So, i,ve had clients like her who
dislike that, and I think she used tl.re wor.d .co'fi.ontational' 

so that,s why
I'm using it now (laughs). And other people ar.e very excited, not exciteá,
yah excited about'okay, so I can change from this, tike I know I,m at my
lowest right now, but i can do this? I didn,t know I was able to speak oui
about this', those kind ofthings...so, some people really like that.

Ally states that she does not comp'omise, she expresses her beliefs and where she is

"coming from" honestly to the women she supports-"that's the choice that I've made

and how I want to deal with it." Ally lesists dominant disco.r.se with an awareness of

other' less valued, discourses because "this is a strong beliefI have.', These counter-

discoulses that she presents to the womerl she supports cliallenge dominant discourse and

the clie't "hates"l'dislikes" it even though these counter-discourses seem to be

empowering for the victim and women. Ally's text Íeveals the struggle between

resistance a'd compliance w.ith the dominant discipli'ing of the woman client a.d

tlierapist.
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The statement of "conf'ontational" implies the internalized regulation and

discipline of women to be silent, accommodating, and non-"confi.ontational.,, This is

especially in their experience ofviolence; women ale disciplined to be s ent. This

punitive response by the femare crient/victim towaids A y who is calling for social

action implicates an inte'nalized dominant discourse and discipline to be sile't. The

female counsellor, then, in this activism counter_discourse, though seemingly

empowering to women, challenges and tlueatens the good woman client/victim

subjectivity. As well, trris conflict with and backlash from the client/victim constitutes a

relationship of potential struggle between these women.

Another finding i' my analysis of trauma wo¡k talk was that dominant discourse

masks violence against women tluough regurating and policing the acceptable and valued

therapist subjectivity. cat reflected the regulations that she follows for tarking about her

work in the community. She explains what consequences police her actions.

Cat: No, no, never.. Ifanything, I am very cautious talking about sexual
assault in the public, because you never know who mighihear you. For
instance, people might s.ay, .Well, what do you doZ, and I,ll sáy that [i,m
a sexual assault counsellor.l, and how do I know that a person, 3 feet away
or 3 yards away doesn't hear me, and that person could have been
sexually assaulted, and it will bring up feeiings. I am ver.y, very, very
cautious of who and when I talk to people unã l,o* I sayihat llork with
sexually abused people. I'll never say tilat I work with iape victims.

cat spoke about he'concern of retlau'ratizing sexually assaurted wo'ren in the

community ifshe speaks about what she does outside ofthe agency. This language

disciplines the therapist a'd outlines the risk ofher breaking trre silence outside ofthe

agency/institution walls-"I arn ver.y cautious,',.,it will br.ing up feelings,,, ,.very, very,

very cautious." Trauma and professio'al discourse constl.r¡ct speaking about violence and

tlauma in the community as per.for.ming a dangerous subjectivity.
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Overall, dominant discourses of trauma, vicarious trauma, and professional

constitute, discipline, and police therapist subjectivity. In my analysis I found that the

counsellors had internalized discourse that constitutes valuable and accepted therapist

subjectivities. Through counter-discourses, alr the counselrors, in moments, resisted

dominant discourse with conseq.ence of perfo'ming danger.ous or devalued

subjectivities.
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Chapter 5: Discussion

The final section of this thesis summarizes the impact of the dominant discourses within

secondary trauma work in regards to how these discoulses affect women, contributing to

their pathologization and the maintenance of their oppression. in this discussion, I

explore the impacts ofthe dominant discourses within sexual assault work,

plofessionalization, responsibility, and the construction of the victim/client and the

therapist subjectivities and their. relationship.

In this final paft, I assess my own research based on the guidelines suggested by

Strega (2005), which I outlined in Chapter 2. These include assessing the political

implications and usefulness ofthe research l have done, and how it contributes to

progressive, anti-oppressive politics in malginalized cornmunities. I also fuither. discuss

how to make the findings available to the service systems and academic settings that are

informing, impacting, servicing, and influencing the social issue ofviolence against

women. My intention was to infuse hope by p|oposing a dir.ection for action and research

in the areas ofviolence against women, the helping services, and the r.esearch,/literature of

secondary trauma.

The societal issue of violence against womerr and women's oppr.ession lias beer.r

constructed into a selvices issue. More specifrcally, dr-re to the professionalization of the

once feminist-minded services, the responsibility for dealing with violence against

women has fallen on the shoulders offrontline workels (sexual assault counsellors and

advocates) and the woman victim. This responsibility is evidenced and maintained in

dominant discourse opetating in the literatule ofthe traumas and the voices/naratives of

the sexual assault wolders. However', we are not, and oul wolk is not about dealing or
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impacting the societal issue ofviolence against women, lather our focus is on the

aftermath-the trauma that becomes the client and our need to avoid becoming

traumatized.

Secondary trauma is a concept/label that contributes to the depoliticizing ofthe

impacts ofviolence against women as it pathologizes the victim and the helper, blaming

and isolating them both. The language used to talk about secondary trauma and

subsequently to talk about the effects ofviolence against women is highly medicalized. In

fact, rarely is violence agair.rst women mentioned in the literature and research at all;

neither was it heard in operation in the nalratives ofthe female sexual assault counsellors.

Instead the catch-all terms trsu,ta and, secondary trauma were positioned cause and

concem lather than men's sexual violence towards women. As I have argued, much of

the cun'ent research on secondary trauma seeks to fìnd cause within personal

characteristics of The rrauntatized woman in order to propelly "identify people who would

be vulnerable [to PTSD and secondary tlaurna disorder]...and allow treatnlent to address

the clraracteristics" (Lerias & Byrne, 2003, p. 137).

In analyzing the transcripts ofthe sexual assault counsellols, I focused on the

dorninant discourses that discipline, regulate, and I found, subjugate women, both as

victims/clients and helpers/professionals. Discourses that pathologize women include

professional, trauna, therapy, and secondary tlauma discourses inhelent irr trauma work,

witlr meclranism, interaction, and irnpact of constlr-rcting the client cts infectious and the

lher(ryisr cts dangerous, dividi'g wor.'en from each other, silencing them, and blaming

thenl in and for their own opplession.
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In the next section I w.ill review and discuss tlree under.lying and threaded issues

that run tluoughout my thesis. These include the contradictions in normalizing violence

against women; the dangers in speaking about this violence; and how trauma discourse

constructs the relationship between women.

The govemance of women's actions, behaviours, and consequently women,s

responsibility for the violence they experiences is foundational to woman-blaming rape

m¡hs and the construction of the woman scapegoat. Implicating men seemed to be

perplexing fol' participants as it seems to be in our society as we . Disciplining women to

be responsible for changing låeø' behaviours, for example by avoidance ofdangerous

situations seemed to be in operation for the counsellors as well as for.their clients. This

was particularly evident in the dividing practice ofgood and bad victims, marked by race,

class and gender dimensions. As I noted, victims who were angry and potentially even

wanted revenge seemed to ericit resistance fiom the counselrors. Angry women are

penalized and punished, and often they evoke anger in other.s (Brescoll & uhlmann,

2008).

The sexual assault prog.am f.or. which the i'terview participants were drawn

ci.culates a counter-discourse in the prograrn's ph osophy (presented in chapter r).

Though this discourse appeared in moments in participants' talk, this ,official, 
discour.se

often appeared next to rape rn¡hs and domirlant l.ape discor-u.se. This suggests that there

continues to be discursive struggle about violence against women despite the

ploliferation of dominant 'psy' complex discourses.

A cent.al question that I pose is as a result ofmy resear.ch is: Ifviolence agai'st

women is seen as norral, why is it so dange.ous to talk abo't it, alìd damaging to hear.
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about it? Danger is evident in the reframing of women survivors of male perpetrated

violence, into clients and mentally ill (PTSD), and the therapist as infected (VT), and the

strict disciplining ofthe therapist's behaviours, especially regarding speaking out about

male violence against women. speaking about trar¡ma is acceptable behaviour and

speaking about male violence is unacceptable behaviour. A therapist who speaks about

men's violence performs a dangerous subjectivity, where she can harm others around her

in the community, including women who have experienced violence. Trauma talk was

persistently valued over speaking about violence and participants were keenly awar.e of

negative consequences for misbehaving, which included personal, ther.apeutic, and

community impacts. Further research and critical tliought need to be focused on the

contladiction between violence against women as normal and how we all (especially

women) are disciplined in how damaging it is to talk about it and hear about it.

My analysis of trauma and secondar.y ttauma discourses makes clear that

victimized women, and by exte'sion all women (since any woman may become a victim)

are continuously discursively positioned in a double-bind: we are, or.l.rave been, in danger

and, once victimized, we are dangerous. The double-bind silences women ar.rd is a

concerning issue, as Laura Brown notes:

But when we admit to the imlninence of trauma in our lives, when we see
it as something that is more likely to happen than not, we lose or¡r. cloak
of invuluerability. A feminist analysis, illuminating the realities of
women's lives, turns a spotlight on the subtle rnanifestations oftraunta,
allows us to see the hidden sharp edges and seclet leg-hold traps whose
scars we have borne, or rniglrt fìnd ourselves bearing. We ate forced to
acknowledge that we might be r.rext. We can not disidentify with those
who have aheady been tlre victinrs of a traurnatic str.essor.when we hold
in consciousness oul krowledge that only an accident rnay have spared us
thus far. "lt could have beeu me, bìjt instead, it was you, and it could be
me, dear sistets and brother.s, before we ar.e througli,,' sings Holly Near.; a
poetic expression ofwhat it rueans to know deeply that we ate vulnerable.
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And when we make this identification, admit that we can all be on the
receiving end, we rest much less easily with those institutions ofthe
society which might eventually make us their target. (Brown, 199i, p.
129-130)

Relationships behyeen Ilonen Conslructed in Discourse

Relationships between clients and those who seek to help them are ofspecial interest in

feminist and anti-opplessive theory. As I demonstrated, trauma and secondary trauma

discourses fracture the relationship between women and provide little oppor.tunity for

community, friendship, equality, and empowerment. The counsellor is trained to know

the client through her traunw. where once both helpers and helped worked together to

reduce men's violence, dividing practices now position relationships with .,clients', 
as not

fulfìlling, appropriate, or healthy. In agency policies, relationships between counsellors

and clients are seen as "red-flags," evidence ofpoor boundaries, and unprofessional

conduct.

Pathologizing the victirn establislies the need for the counsellor to be careful with

and a.ound her, to avoid or ameliorate the risks she poses. Along with the risk of

becoming vicaliously t'aumatized, the counsellors avoided being labelled or seelÌ as

"damaged goods" alongside their clients. In a recent t.aining ofnew sexual assault

volunteels in the proglam frorn whicl.r I drew my participants, volunteers were told that

they "could not be friends witli clients," even if they seemed to have a lot in common or

in another time and place they could have really gotten along. Though many wor'en

come to this agency for support, my analysis suggests that they are isolated and

seglegated fiom each other. Talking to othel wolnelì has a therapeutic rather.than a

po.litical function and relationsliips between women in tliis context ar.e satur.ated rvith
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tlreat and risk. Participants talked about the r.eduction of trauma symptoms as the goal of

their work; the social justice goal ofabolishing violence was not spoken of- something

that is now common to sexual assault services (Burstow, 2003; CASAC, 200g;

Mardorossian, 2002).

Fentinist Services: Ilhat Needs to Happen Next?

This thesis presents an argument and exproration into how sexuar assaurt programs and

worke's al'e active and complicit agents in the nìovenlent from feminist to professional,

fi'om activism to pathologization. The counsellor.s fert that the program had come a long

way due to its increased cooperation with police and medical systems, as well as its

accessibility to victims of'ape and sexual assaurt. sadry, the feminist history and goars of

social action and abolition, versus servicing the ir.'pacts, of male violence were not

known by the counsellors I interviewed. This history has virtr-rally disappeared from the

official discourse ofthe agency, effectivery erased by the proriferation of dominant

discourses ofpathology and'isk. But I would suggest within this feminist discourse and

historical context, we could not state, ,,we have come a long way.,,

can feminist goals be attained if we continue to appropriate and use trauma and

secondary t.auma discourses in sexual assaurt p'ograms, or other.places wheLe men,s

violence against wome'is serviced? Even iffenlinist in intention, therapy is bound

within a system that perpetuates trre isoration, depoliticization, pathorogization, and

no.malization of violence agairist women. within the instit'tions of our dominant

healthcale system, such as the progra.r that I wor.k for., I must ask rnyself how I arn

ulti'rately contrib'ting to sile'ci'g women i' their. experiences and r.evictinlizing then.r
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with the language that I use. In short, feminist agencies or agencies interested in helping

women that profess to work for and with women, may not be doing all that they need and

are responsible to do. A goal of feminist agencies must be to returî to (or continue)

activities designed to abolish violence against women. Deconstructing and challenging

dominant discoul ses are impoftant pieces of this work.

Each one ofus is responsible to pursue awareness beyond what we have learned

though dominant phallocentric discoulses that are most accessible in our Euro-wester¡

society. with awareness comes the need to choose. we must remember that choice is

inevitable and inbuilt. Even when we do not act, under the guise or pretence ofnol

choosing or not deciding-renaining "neutlal,, or. 
,.objective,,-we have indeed chosen

and we are inevitably octing. our silence and inaction is voice and action, in this case, for

the continued societal/systemic oppression of women.

Becoming aware and the pur.suit of awareness require personally giving validity,

value, and legitimacy to othel truths and stolies. Awareness comes tlu.ough education,

asking questions and being willing and wanting to learn, allowing fo. response. TLris

includes seeking evaluation outside ofoulselves and our comfor.t. euestioning ever.ything

needs to become oul goal as individuals. For exarnple, we must ask what infor.lns the

stolies that we hear? what are the values that underlie the language, infor.mation, and

action occurring around us? Who is (and is not) benefiting from the language,

information, and action? How does this language, infor.rnation, aud action affect people in

different social locations, such as (trans)gender, sexual or.ientation, ethnicity, religion,

age, ability, income? We must take into account that oppression exists, and in r.esponse

we lnust actively give value and legitimacy to tlre languages, the tiutlis, the locations that
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are often silenced, delegitimized, and othered (Ristock, 2002). euestioning everything

aids us in pursuit of unmasking oppression and its tools/mechanisms.

Not only are we responsible to become aware, putsue, and value other

power/knowledge, truths, and language, we must choose with our awareness of other

truths to qcl.

With awareness, or consciousness, comes choice (Gavey, 19g9, lalks further

about choice). what will we do with our knowledge, with women's stories of violence,

with a society that blames the victim and values and prior.itizes discour.se that masks and

maintains woman opplessing power relations? we v,i// be made unconfofiable through

challenge to dominant discourse. we will be resisted, resented, labelled, disliked, and

even hated. Phyllis chesler (1972) discusses the double jeopardy that women are in,

overly conforming to the socially prescribed role for women and veering fi.om it. To

challenge the language, knowledge/power, is threatening to everyone-both men and

women-as it challenges our very identities. However', as we deploy these dominant

phallocentric discourses, we are uncomfoltable as well. The subjectivities available to

wornen within dorninant discoulse leave us seg|egated from others and ourselves, unsafe,

isolated, pathologized, and unvalued.

As women we need to be active and build commuuity. We must challenge and

lesist the dividing plactices of the pliallocentlic, pr.ofessional, trauma discourses. Haaken

states that "for worrren to speak up about tlieir own oppression, to refuse to continue to

selve as guardians of fathers' and husbands' secrets, requiles courage and solidarity,'

(1999, p. 17). Our focus as sexual assault counsellor.s should be on supporting and
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inevocably constructing a safe place and a home (solidarity) fr.om which women can

stand up (and out) to name their abusers.

As counsellors and social workers, we need to keep societal context and condition

in our view. It is easy, especially within the current hegemonic medical and .psy,

discursive context, to focus only on the client and the popular notion ofand direction for.

self-care, At a conference on compassion that I attended a few years ago, I remember.this

comment about the limitations of self-car.e and, rather, the need for compassion, love, and

community. This comment was made by one of the presentel.s, forgive me that I do not

recall who said it, but it went something like this (if you have insight into who it may

have been, please let me know, however, due to its strong message i will place it here as I

jotted it down years ago):

The laped wonan cares for herself the way that she has learned-the
way she knows. Her self is a construction by society; in which she is
'worthless,' 'object,' 'fuckable,' 'car.egiver.' Then, how can she care for
her selfon her own. As wornen, we carurot be left to care for ourselves
due to oul constructed subjectivities in this patriar.chal society, because
left alone we can only care for our.selves as we are allowed, depending
on our subjectivities, power relations, tr.uths, discourses. We .,love,,

ourselves and care for oulselves only as far. as we know how.

By speaking, listening to other women, narning the petpetratots, honouring

strength and sulvival instead ofpathologizing the impacts ofviolence on the woman

(cognitive, emotional, physical, and spiritual), perhaps we can begin to change what is

don.rinant discourse, that discipline, punish, and pathologize her/us.

How can we change the language tltat we use and operate within other discourse?

'We 
must always name the offence-r.ape, violent man, rapist, violence. We must use his

name and name the violence, rather than the trauma. we nlust colìstantly be mindfi-¡l of

linking the consequences tlìat the wornan is experiencing back to the violence done and
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violators who choose to harrn, within a patriarchal, mare-centred, society. we must speak

our stories and support other women to tell their stories, standing with them, both at the

office and outside the office. we must actively remove and fight against the gag of shame

and blame placed on women by a riberar individualistic patriarchal society, honouring

versus pathologizing her. survival.

Our ther.apy and social work practice must look differ.ent as well, in order. to

improve the lives of women, children, and men, as we challenge oppression. As Br.own

(1991,p. 131) questions and challenges:

How, l.ather than desensitizing survivor.s to symptom tr.iggers, a currently
fashionable approach to the treatment of posi+råumati" iyrnpiorn, .un *"
help them to reconstruct their world-views with the k"owtedle that evil
can and does liappen? Rather than teaching trauma [rape and sexual
assault] suwivors ways to attain their pre_tìauma [pie_iaped] levels of
denial numbness, how can we facilitatè their integìation oftleir painful
new knowledge into a.new_ethic of compassion, ieeling with, struggting
with the web of life with which they reláte? How can those of us who dã
the wo¡k oftherapy wjth survivors become, not traumatized by our
exposure to tllese stoties ofpain, but heightened in our. sensitivity,
exquisitely aware ofhow life needs to be fine_tuned, moved to be the
changer and the changed?

Burstow (2003) states that \rye nlust reject psychiatry, with its diagnoses and

fixations on symptoms and pathology that act to objectify and ìocate wome'as ilr.

Instead offocusing on symptoms and trauma, we must validate and honour the survival

resporses of women who have experienced .ape and violence. Instead of labelling wor.ld

views as tlaumatic, cynical, a'd i'appropriate, acknowredge that it may be more accur.ate

and realistic, especially if our societal practices of male_domination (e.g., r.ape,

pornogiaphy, mainstream rnedia) go unchanged.

The fo,'dational p.actices of feminist ther.apy must be re-centred, incruding

developnrerrt of .feminist consciousness aud viewirrg therapy'ot simply as a professio'al
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healing relationship between individuals, but an experience that potentiates social

transformation (Brown, 2004). The relationship between individuals within feminist (and

other anti-oppressive social work practices) must strive to be egalitarian, rcflexive. and

empowering.

with this altemative approach to doing the'apy and working with women who

have been raped or sexually assaulted, we arso shift our women subjectivities,

oppoftìinity of relationship, community building, and will ultimately irnpact what

constitutes vicarious trauma. This is due that we can make impacts beyond the ther.apy

room' \rye no longer are simply treating symptolns, that mask violence; we no longer ar.e

the holding tanks for the wr.eckage of sexual violence against women.

I have felt at times that the work that I do with womell, one_on_one, who have

experienced violence, is not getting at the real issue. I wonder whether. I am spending too

much of my tinle at the individual level and should spend more, if not all, of my time

focused on challenging the systems levels. However, I believe that the impacts of

violence are real, they are occurring evelyday, and I need to do bothjobs. challenging

the discourse stalts with and is important at all levels, with each man and wolnan that I

come ilrto contact with, and those who I help to support aud counsel. This-,one person,

one challenge, one story/testimony, question, cr.itique, at a time_is where I find my

cornmunity. This is how we build community, because for this battle against oppr.essiorì,

we require "courage arid solidar.ity" (Haaken, 1999,p. l7).

sasha Roseneil (1995) discusses the ueed for "liberator.y spaces," which..provide

opportunities fol wornen to actively rethink and (r.e)constr.uct ways of under.standing their.

wolld and sense of themselves" (p. 9t). It is important to ask ourselves as feminists,
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workers, therapists, counsellors, and advocates: Do we have these liberatory spaces

institutions?

Profrtt (2000a) succinctly and powerfully gives direction to those working with

survivors ofviolence and abuse. she outlines what to be sensitive to in the pr.ocess of

change, from awaleness to action.

Feminist social work theory and practice with survivors must therefore
take into account a number of elements in the change process. First, they
must recognize the multifaceted and difficult nature of women's journey
in recognizing and naming abuse, rnaking sense of their experienies, and
acting on this knowledge to wor.k for change. Second, they need to attend
to the social, material, and psychic costs that women face in undertaking
personal and social change. Third, they must acknowledge the discursivi
and material conditions that facilitate women's movement to activism.
(Profifi, 2000a, p. 81)

one of feminism's goals is womer's enpowerment. cowger (1994) talks about

the need to promote social empowerment and argues that client definitions and

chalacteristics cannot be separated from theil corÌtext and that pel.sonal empowerment is

Ielated to opportunity (Falck, 1988). Therefore, we as wonlen, and non-complacent men,

need to act towards achieving social empowermerrt.

Assessntent and Evoluqtion ofthis Research

IntplicaÍions and Restlts of this Project

strega (2005) has outlined an assessment framewolk (see chapter 2) for doing for.cloing

clitical lesearch, which l use in my conclusion to assess the political implications and

usefulness of this ploject..

To begi', n-ry feminist postst.uctural analysis of the discourses imbedded in tlie

secondary tlauma lilerature conìn'rences the deconstruction ofthe masks that hide
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women's oppression. This epistemological dissection ofsecondary trauma contributes to

the accessibility of other truths,language, power/knowledge. Therefore, when a gender

and anti-oppression lens is applied to the academic and service systems, these altemative

truths, language, power/knowledge can begin to challenge the domi'ant phalrocentric

discourses. This research poses questions and promotes awaleness by unmasking the

dominant discourses and their intent that make up this social service discipline. In this

study, I have argued that th'ough the informing and legitimized text and language society

has made women's pathology a sociar problem (manifested as prsD, vicar.ious trauma,

secondary trauma, compassion fatigue) instead of violence against women.

To make the findings available, I intend to participate in conferences, take

opportunities to speak with, write to, and challe'ge the sewice systems wor.king with

women who have experienced violence. Because the perspective fiom which I speak of

vicalious tlaulna and secondary trauma is in conflict with the dominant liter.ature and

study, I anticipate resistance and challenge. It is my responsibility to take opportunities to

speak rny perspective and challenge the oppr.essing dominant discour.ses. Tluough

discussion and sharing what I have lea'ned, and am learning, with my clients, co-

workers, colleagues, family and friends, I live rny work a'd my passion for abolishing

violence against women. sirnultaneously, however, i'living and speaking my wor.k I find

commuriity.

Di r e ct i o ns.for Fu l tn.e Re se cn. c h

This project initiates a ve'y necessary critique on dominant discourse ernbedded within

secondary trauma and examires how it constructs women's oppression. I'futur.e studies,

the experiences ofl'ore fro'tli'e worke.s, as well as seL'ice users, and management
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persomel need to be considered and examined using some ol.all of the themes and

discourses outlined in my analysis ofthe research and literature ofsecondary trauma. we

need further and more extensive analysis of what, and how, discourses are in operation in

our social services, and we need to study what impact these discourses have.

My feminist poststructural discourse analysis of trre secondal.y trauma text

introduces a unique awareness of language, one which challenges curent

powedknowledge. My intention througho't this research pr.ocess has been to place

responsibility back on society for the endemic oppr.ession ofwomen. The text of

secondary trauma too often negates the offence and violence, and critical research must

begin to Íìame the perpetrator, politicize, and gender the issue of women,s oppression. As

individuals with the goal of aborisrring violence against women and women,s oppression,

we need to change our language, a'd thus, challenge the existing power/knowledge and

dominant discourses.

we now have a sample of the dominant phallocentric themes and discourses

imbedded in the literatule and resealch of secondar.y trauna, and poirrts of r.esistance. My

hope is that ftu'ther research can focus o'talking to rnore members of the commurrity. For

example, there is a need to undertake critical discourse analysis with people working in

other social services, those irnpacted by the se.vice system, the victims, and the ones

making policy ard management decisions. This researclr needs to be expanded, branching

into all areas ofsocial servicirg i'cluding do'restic violence and child abuse. The

resealch must stay focused on tl.re p'rpose of placi'g responsibility fol.women's

oppression a'd experience ofviolence on the perpetrators aud society. I believe that we
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do this by changing the language and available truths by which we learn about and

gonstruct oul experiences.
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APPENDIX C: Interview Guide

Thank you for your rv ringness to participate in this intervierv, I am going to askyou questions about your experience rvorking rvith rvomen .who have expeirienced
sexual assault. There are noright or wrong *.r"..r; I am interested in you. rtãry,
a.nd your experience, Ifyou have uoy qu..lion. 0..on.".n., please stopïe at any
time throughout the interuierv.

Your wolk:
-what is your role in working with women who have experienced sexual assaurt?
-Tell me about your exper.ience doing this work?
-why did you choose to work with wornen who have been sexually assaurted?
-What does this wor.k mean to you?
-what are some of the effects in your rife truough wor.king with women who have been
sexually assaulted?
-Why do you think you have expetienced these effects?
-Where and how have you leamed about these effects?
-How do you experience them impacting your life?
-And what, if any'thing, do you do to avoid or impr.ove them?
-what are your beliefs/assumptions about the impact of sexual assault in women,s lives?-!o you feel differently now then you did when you started doing this work? How?
-How has you'view ofsexual assault changed since you starfed ivor.ki'g in this area?-Yh", i: you. need to, or do you think would be helpful, to help you ma"nug" tn. 

"ü."t,of wolking with women who have been sexually u.rurlt"AZ
-what do you feel should be done to help peopll who work in trauma, deal with the
effects of doing this wor.k?

People:
-what does it mean fol you to do this work? with clients? with other. volunteers/staff?
How do you view you relationship with your clients?
-_What is your client's experience of the work, your relationship?
-How are you instructed to relate to clients?
-What is (in)appr.opr.iate for your.work? Are you suppor.ted in your.work?
-How co¡¡ld this wor.k be done differently?

Trauma and vicar.ious/secondal.y traun.ìa:
-what is trauma? what is vicarious trau'ra? wrat cro you think causes vicar.ious trauma?wlry do son'e people become vicariously t.aumatized sooner.than others?
-Have you heard ofthe telm vicarious t'aurna? How would you define it? How did you
lealn about vical.iol.rs trauma? What does it nrean 1o you?
-Have you experienced vicarious tr.auma?

-Why do you think you have experienced it?
-What is the cause of your exper.ience?
-Why do you think you experienced these effects?

-Do you think that vica.ior.¡s tlauma lnay be li'ked to violence against wome'? How?
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-Do you feel that sexìial assault is being dealt with well in our society? Tlrrough the
p'ograms/services (like tlris agency)? The medical systern (hospital)i Thejudícial system
(police, courts)?

-what do you think is society's view on violence against women? How does that differ
from your own perspective ofviolence against woñen?
-What advice would you give women who ar.e trying to decide whether, or are just
beginning, to work with women who have been iexually assaulted?

1) Horv rvould you describe yourself?
2) Horv rvould you describe your age? Race? Social class?
3) Who are you? Horv ditì you come to do this rvork? Are you a feminist? Horv

do you define this?

.. :?o you identify yourself as a feminist? What does thât mean to you?4) Horv long have you been rvorking rvith rvomen rvho have experienced sexuar
assault?

5) Are you currently rvorking anyrvhere outside of the agency? What kind of
rvork do you do? Can you tell me about your education?

Thank you for your participation in this intervierv. Do you have any questions for
me' or any concerns that you rvould like to discuss? please feel free to contact me
anytime, if anything else comes up for you, My phone number and e-ma address
are on your copy of the consent form, Thank you, again.








